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Recent developments in hardware systems, sensors, and wireless communi-

cations technologies have caused an enormous growth in the number of devices

with wireless connection capabilities. Most of these devices contain embed-

ded systems that perform simple tasks such as (i) activity detection, e.g., in

smartwatches, and health monitors, (ii) data collection and transmission, e.g.,

in remote sensors, and (iii) localization, e.g., in smart tags and industrial au-

tomation systems. However, such devices have limited battery capacity, limited

bandwidth, and limited computational power to enable high mobility at low cost.

Because of these limitations, embedded systems need (i) hardware-efficient and

energy-efficient sensing pipelines that minimize the production cost and energy

consumption, (ii) sample-efficient and complexity-efficient sensing pipelines

that optimize radio-frequency (RF) spectrum utilization among many wireless

devices, and (iii) cost-efficient technologies that enable accurate localization.

This thesis proposes low-cost solutions to the concerns referred to above by

introducing novel means of sensing and localization methods for embedded

systems. In particular, to minimize the hardware complexity and energy con-

sumption at low cost, we present a hardware-efficient and cost-efficient signal

classification pipeline that extracts suitable features directly in the analog do-

main. To optimize utilization of the radio-frequency (RF) spectrum, we present

a sample-efficient sensing pipeline that identifies unused resources in both fre-



quency and space. To locate the devices using low-cost off-the-shelf wireless

transceivers, we present novel approaches that enable accurate localization using

channel state information (CSI) and deep neural networks (DNNs). For all of

our solutions, we support our findings via theoretical analyses, simulations, and

real-life experiments.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Abstract

The recent developments in communication and silicon technologies enabled the

design of low-cost embedded systems with wireless networking capabilities. Em-

bedded systems are usually found in battery-powered mobile devices equipped

with microprocessor-based computer hardware and running a software that

is used to perform a specialized task. In general, such devices (i) monitor the

environment for sensing activities, such as voice recognition which requires a

dedicated sensing circuitry, (ii) constantly transmit the sensor data to the cloud,

such as security cameras which requires an allocated band in the radio frequency

(RF) spectrum, and (iii) control movement of other devices or assets which

requires accurate localization. In this thesis, we are interested in cost-efficient

and hardware-efficient sensing and localization solutions for battery-powered

embedded systems.

Low-cost and low-power sensing plays a crucial role in battery-powered

embedded systems, as most of these systems constantly monitor the environment

for activities using analog sensors. Nowadays, activity detection pipelines use

machine-learning based tools, such as neural networks (NNs), to detect certain

activities. NNs require a set of well-engineered features to enable accurate

classification. Such features are generated by feature extraction algorithms that

usually take in a digital signal sampled at the Nyquist rate and extract a set

of suitable features. However, Nyquist sampling requires cost-inefficient and

power-hungry circuitry. On top of this, feature extraction algorithms require

1



dedicated circuitry, which increases the power consumption and production cost.

Most embedded systems constantly transmit data through wireless chan-

nels, which requires interference-free channels to be allocated for each device

in the RF spectrum. Cisco predicts that the number of devices connected to

the internet will grow to 13.1 billion by 2023 [1]. Such a large number of de-

vices combined with the growing usage of wideband communications evidently

causes congestion on the RF spectrum. Therefore, effective means of spectrum

optimization approaches are necessary to enable reliable data transmission for

thousands of devices in the environment. Spectrum optimization methods, such

as cognitive radio, optimize the RF spectrum utilization among devices by an-

alyzing resources in the frequency domain. However, such methods require

energy-inefficient Nyquist sampling and do not exploit the advantages provided

by beamforming [2] that enables multi-antenna base stations (BSs) or access

points (APs) to use different directional beams to serve multiple users at the

same frequency by analyzing resources in the spatial (e.g., angular) domain.

The ability to perform accurate localization is the key enabler for future

industry 4.0 standards, automation systems, and smart technologies. Most

outdoor localization pipelines use global positioning navigation systems (GNSSs)

that are only accurate up to a meter. Indoor localization systems usually use

cost-inefficient sensors such as light detection and ranging (LiDAR) sensors, and

infra-red cameras that require unobstructed views and artifact-free conditions.

However, both systems may raise serious concerns for battery-powered devices

as they usually contain power-hungry circuitry. Moreover, low-cost and low-

power devices are, in general, not equipped with GNSS or LiDAR sensors.

In this thesis, we address the three fundamental problems of embedded

2



systems referred above in terms of both hardware and algorithm perspectives.

Concretely, we first introduce a hardware-efficient and cost-efficient signal de-

tection and classification pipeline that extracts suitable features directly in the

analog domain to bypass energy-inefficient Nyquist sampling and hardware-

inefficient digital feature extraction. We then present a sample-efficient sensing

pipeline for multi-antenna RF transceivers to detect unused resources in both

frequency and space from undersampled RF signals via a low-complexity algo-

rithm we introduce called least matching pursuit (LMP). Finally, we develop

novel approaches to locate devices using off-the-shelf wireless transceivers. Our

localization methods exploit channel state information (CSI) that is determined

by the wireless propagation environment and the position of the transmitter and

receiver. We use deep neural networks (DNNs) to generate a mapping from

CSI to user positions. For all of our solutions, we provide extensive analyses

via either simulations or real-life experiments and compare these analyses with

existing algorithms.

1.2 Analog-to-Feature (A2F) Conversion: Chapter 2

1.2.1 Overview

Most existing embedded systems perform simple tasks such as detecting a

specific activity, e.g., activity detection in smart health devices, voice detection in

personal assistants, and movement detection in security cameras. Nowadays,

such tasks are usually carried out by advanced machine learning algorithms that

take in features and output the activity label. To generate features, an analog-to-

3



digital converter first samples the analog signal at a rate that is at least twice of

the bandwidth of the signal, e.g., the Nyquist rate. A feature extraction algorithm

then generates suitable features using the digitized signal. However, the number

of necessary features is usually much smaller than the number of digital samples.

In fact, Nyquist sampling is only required when capturing all the information on

the analog signal, e.g., for lossless audio recording. Hence, conventional activity

detection pipelines waste power while converting analog signals to digital signals

at the Nyquist rate and extracting features from the digital signal which requires

a dedicated digital circuitry. Alternative sensing pipelines include compressed

sensing (CS) that sample the analog signal below the Nyquist rate, e.g., by mixing

and integrating the analog signal with pseudo-random sequences [3]. References

[4–9] have shown that measurements acquired by CS can be used as features for

machine learning tasks. However, conventional CS-based sensing pipelines (i)

are sensitive to noise [10] and (ii) consume extensive amounts of power when

generating the pseudo-random sequences [11].

In this chapter, we introduce analog-to-feature (A2F) conversion, a new

paradigm that extracts suitable features that are adapted to the detection tasks

directly in the analog domain, effectively bypassing energy-inefficient Nyquist

sampling in the analog domain and hardware-inefficient feature extraction in the

digital domain. A2F conversion directly generates features in the analog domain

by taking inner products between the analog signal and a set of well-designed

and hardware-efficient feature sampling operators. The outcome of each inner

product is a feature that can be digitized with a low-cost analog-to-digital con-

verter (ADC). We propose a range of methods to perform A2F conversion either

by learning feature sampling operators or by selecting suitable feature sampling

operators from a large dictionary. We perform extensive simulations for four

4



different applications to show that A2F conversion not only enables significant

reductions in sampling rates compared to conventional Nyquist-based methods,

but also outperforms conventional compressive sensing (CS)-based methods.

1.2.2 Contributions

We now summarize the key contributions of this chapter and list the publications

describing parts of the results in this chapter.

• We propose a novel signal sensing paradigm called analog-to-feature (A2F)

conversion that acquires suitable features directly in the analog domain,

effectively bypassing Nyquist sampling and feature extraction for machine

learning applications.

• A2F conversion generates a well-designed set of features that are adapted

to the detection or classification tasks at hand directly in the analog domain.

• We provide a theoretical underpinning of A2F conversion and propose a

range of algorithms that learn feature sampling operators or select a subset

of features from a large feature dictionary.

• As a practical way to implement feature sampling, we propose to use

nonuniform wavelet sampling (NUWS) [12], which enables the extraction

of a rich set of features in a hardware-efficient manner.

• We provide simulation results for NUWS-based A2F conversion for elec-

trocardiography (ECG)-based arrhythmia detection, electroencephalogra-

phy (EEG)-based seizure detection, audio-event classification, and radio-

frequency (RF) whitespace detection.
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• Our results demonstrate that A2F conversion enables reductions in terms

of sampling rates compared to conventional Nyquist-based and CS-based

approaches without compromising classification accuracy.

1.2.3 Publications

• E. Gönültaş, and C. Studer, “Analog-to-Feature Conversion: Theory, Al-

gorithms, and Applications,” submitted to IEEE Transactions on Signal

Processing.

1.3 Spatio-Spectral Sensing: Chapter 3

1.3.1 Overview

With the growing number of devices that use wireless connectivity, radio fre-

quency (RF) spectrum usage is increasing rapidly. Undoubtedly, the presence of

an excessively large number of wireless-enabled devices will cause congestion in

the RF spectrum. Fortunately, RF spectrum usage optimization methods, such

as cognitive radio, dynamically analyze the RF spectrum and reallocate unused

RF channels to other services to improve spectral efficiency. However, these

methods, in general, use frequency scanning which requires energy-inefficient

and cost-inefficient hardware.

Recent advancements in massive multi-user multiple input multiple output

(MU-MIMO) systems enabled the utilization of tens to thousands of antennas

to serve thousands of users [13–15]. The utilization of such a high number of
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antennas allows fine-grained beamforming at the BS or AP side to serve mul-

tiple users at the same channel but at different locations in space, resulting in

energy-efficient and reliable communication. For instance, instead of having two

devices located at two distinct angles transmitting at two distinct frequencies, we

can serve them in the same frequency band using beamforming, which results

in a new unused frequency band that can be used by other services or devices.

Therefore, optimizing the usage in both the frequency (e.g., spectral signature)

and spatial domains (e.g., angle of arrival), the so-called spatio-spectral domain,

one can potentially enable reliable wireless communication among thousands of

devices. Such a task requires the identification of unused resources, i.e., whites-

paces, in the spatio-spectral domain, and we call this operation spatio-spectral

whitespace detection. By detecting whitespaces in the spatio-spectral domain,

one can dynamically reallocate services from one frequency and spatial occu-

pancy to another (e.g., angle-of-arrival or spectral signature) to improve spectral

efficiency—enabling reliable communication among thousands of devices.

Spatio-spectral whitespace detection can be delivered by either frequency

scanning or compressed sensing (CS). Frequency scanning samples RF signals

received at multiple antennas at the Nyquist rate and analyzes the digital signal

in the spatio-spectral domain. However, frequency scanning is typically slow

and requires energy-inefficient sampling circuitry. CS has the potential to im-

prove energy-efficiency by sampling signals below the Nyquist rate. CS can

further improve signal acquisition times by exploiting spatio-spectral sparsity,

i.e., the observation that in practice only a few channels and angles are active

at a given time. Although CS-based wideband spectrum sensing algorithms

can detect strong signals, i.e., used RF channels and angles, they are unable to

detect whitespaces (i.e., unused RF channels and angles), which is critical for
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optimizing the RF spectrum utilization in frequency and space. In fact, CS-based

algorithms typically fail at identifying weak nonzero entries if they are only

slightly above the noise floor [10]. Furthermore, CS is sensitive to noise [4, 10]

and requires energy-inefficient reconstruction circuitry [16].

In this chapter, we propose sample-efficient spectrum sensing approaches

to identify unused resources in both the frequency and spatial domains from

undersampled RF signals. First, in Section 3.1, we propose a sample-efficient

RF spectrum sensing pipeline that detects an unused channel (whitespace) in

the RF spectrum. Our pipeline first efficiently samples the RF signals using

nonuniform wavelet sampling (NUWS) [12] and then, detects a whitespace in the

RF spectrum using a low-complexity algorithm we call least matching pursuit

(LMP). Second, in Section 3.2, we utilize NUWS in a multi-antenna RF system

in order to identify a whitespace in the spatio-spectral domain via LMP. Our

approach carries the potential to efficiently enable reallocating services from one

spatio-spectral occupancy to another in order to serve multiple users at the same

frequency but at different locations in space at low sampling complexity.

1.3.2 Contributions

We now summarize the key contributions of this chapter and list the publications

describing parts of the results in this chapter.

• Identifying Unused RF Channels Using Least Matching Pursuit:

– We develop an algorithm we call least matching pursuit (LMP) to

identify unused blocks from undersampled block-sparse signals.
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– We demonstrate the efficacy of LMP by simulating a whitespace detec-

tion task in a realistic RF system that measures spectral features using

nonuniform wavelet sampling (NUWS) [12].

• Spatio-Spectral Sensing:

– We develop a framework that detects unused spatio-spectral resource

blocks (whitespaces) from multi-antenna NUWS [12] measurements

via LMP.

– We analyze different designs for multi-antenna NUWS sensing matri-

ces and show that properly-designed NUWS-based multi-antenna RF

sensing matrices yields low overall mutual coherence, which manifests

itself with better performance.

– We demonstrate the efficacy of our approach by simulating a spatio-

spectral whitespace detection task in a realistic NUWS-based multi-

antenna RF system.

1.3.3 Publications

• E. Gönültaş, M. Taghavi, S. Soni, A. Apsel, and C. Studer, “Identifying

Unused RF Channels Using Least Matching Pursuit,” in Proceedings of the

International Workshop on Signal Processing Advances in Wireless Communica-

tions, May 2020.

• E. Gönültaş, S. Soni, A. Apsel, and C. Studer, “Sample-Efficient Spatio-

Spectral Whitespace Detection Using Least Matching Pursuit,” submitted

to IEEE Access.
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1.4 CSI-Based Localization: Chapter 4

1.4.1 Overview

Localization services play a major role for every-day devices and industrial

systems as they are widely used in applications such as car navigation, asset

tracking, smart health and lifestyle apps, and many more [17,18]. The majority of

existing outdoor localization methods rely on global navigation satellite systems

(GNSS), such as the global positioning system (GPS). Although these methods

enable meter-level positioning accuracy, their performance drops significantly

at dense urban scenarios as they require line-of-sight (LoS) connectivity to satel-

lites, which makes them unusable at indoor scenarios. Moreover, most existing

low-power devices are not equipped with GPS receivers as they are power hun-

gry. To enable localization for indoor scenarios, a range of methods [19, 20]

that utilize infrared cameras detecting active or passive transmit markers are

widely used. Although such methods enable centimeter-level positioning accu-

racy, they (i) suffer from the same limitations as GNSS-based systems, i.e., they

require unobstructed views to the cameras, (ii) are easily affected by artifacts

such as sunlight or reflective surfaces, and (iii) are costly. Alternative localization

methods include using wireless signals to locate users in the environment with

the aid of DNNs [21–30]. However, such methods may require accurate syn-

chronization between multiple receivers [28] and they rely on well-engineered

CSI-features [31].

In this chapter, we develop novel approaches that use wireless channel mea-

surements to provide accurate and low-cost localization for the user equipments

(UEs) equipped with embedded systems. Our methods only require off-the-
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shelf wireless transceivers that use orthogonal frequency division multiplexing

(OFDM) [32] as most of the embedded systems are equipped with such hardware

which acquires channel state information (CSI) to enable wireless communication.

Because CSI strongly depends on the environment between the transmitter and

the receiver, we exploit this fact so that we can learn a mapping from CSI to posi-

tions via DNNs. We provide real-life experiments to show that our approaches

not only achieve centimeter-level indoor positioning accuracy but are also robust

to natural artifacts and do not require LoS connectivity.

First, in Section 4.1, we develop a CSI-based positioning pipeline that uses

a DNN to estimate a so-called probability map, which indicates the likelihood

of a user equipment (UE) being at a pre-defined grid point. We present our

hand-engineered CSI-based features that are robust to system-and hardware-

related impairments occurring in OFDM-based systems. To further improve the

positioning accuracy, we introduce probability fusion that combines multiple

probability map estimates that are generated by using CSI acquired at multiple

MIMO links, such as multiple transmit antennas, multiple receivers, or both. Our

approach does not require accurate synchronization between multiple receivers.

We provide real-life experimental results to prove that our positioning pipeline

combined with probability fusion yields centimeter-level indoor positioning

accuracy in both LoS and non-line-of-sight (nLoS) conditions.

Second, the method we introduce in Section 4.1 uses hand-engineered features

that do not exploit the learning capabilities of DNNs. To mitigate this issue, in

Section 4.2, we present a novel CSI-based positioning system using a DNN that

takes in raw-CSI measurements and simultaneously learns CSI features and

the mapping from raw-CSI to probability maps. We build our DNN upon the
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structure of the features we propose in Section 4.1. In particular, we develop a

custom trainable DNN layer that is initialized with the features from Section 4.1,

and we learn its parameters.

Furthermore, in most existing positioning systems, UEs are in motion, i.e.,

moving from one position to another one. Due to the physical limits of the

speed of the UEs, consecutive positions will exhibit similarities. By exploiting

this observation and the fact that CSI can be acquired at fast rates, we propose

two time-fusion approaches in Section 4.2: (i) CSI-feature fusion, in which we

combine time-series of CSI features, and (ii) probability map fusion, in which we

combine the time-series of probability map estimates. To demonstrate the efficacy

of our feature learning and time-fusion methods, we provide experimental results

that are performed at two different indoor conditions and show that our method

achieves up to 2.5� more positioning accuracy compared to Section 4.1.

1.4.2 Contributions

We now summarize the key contributions of this chapter and list the publications

describing parts of the results in this chapter.

• CSI-Based Multi-Antenna and Multi-point Indoor Positioning Using Proba-

bility Fusion:

– We propose a novel CSI-based positioning pipeline that combines

probability maps from multiple MIMO links (transmit antennas

and/or APs) which indicate the likelihood of the UE position on

a predefined grid. We employ DNNs to calculate the probability maps
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from CSI features.

– We evaluate three different methods to combine the probability maps

on a predefined grid: Probability conflation, Gaussian conflation, and

NN-based probability fusion, which improves positioning accuracy

over existing DNN-based CSI fingerprinting solutions.

– We extract robust CSI features that are resilient to hardware impair-

ments typically arising in IEEE 802.11ac [33] MIMO-OFDM-based

systems. We show that our CSI features outperform existing CSI fea-

tures that were designed for massive multi-user MIMO basestations

in terms of positioning accuracy.

– We provide experimental results with real-world indoor channel mea-

surements under LoS and nLoS conditions and for multi-antenna

and multi-AP measurements. Our results reveal that our positioning

pipeline can achieve centimeter-level positioning accuracy.

• Feature Learning and Time-Fusion for CSI-Based Positioning Systems:

– We propose a DNN-based positioning pipeline that takes in raw CSI

measurements and generates a probability map.

– We construct a DNN using the structure of hand-designed feature

extraction pipelines [27, 28] while learning its key parameters.

– We improve the positioning accuracy by (i) CSI feature fusion, which

combines a time-series of raw-CSI measurements using a recursive

neural network (RNN), and (ii) probability map fusion, which com-

bines a time-series of the generated probability maps using an RNN

or Gaussian conflation.

– We systematically study the efficacy of our methods using real-world
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CSI measurements for LoS and nLoS scenarios and demonstrate that

our methods can improve positioning accuracy by up to 2.5� com-

pared to the state-of-the-art.

1.4.3 Publications

• E. Gönültaş, E. Lei, J. Langerman, H. Huang, and C. Studer, “CSI-Based

Multi-Antenna and Multi-Point Indoor Positioning Using Probability Fu-

sion,” to appear in IEEE Transactions on Wireless Communications.

• E. Gönültaş, S. Taner, H. Huang, and C. Studer, “Feature Learning for

Neural-Network-Based Positioning with Channel State Information,” to be

presented at 2021 Asilomar Conference on Signals, Systems, and Computers.

1.5 Full Publication List

• E. Gönültaş, E. Lei, J. Langerman, H. Huang, and C. Studer, “CSI-Based

Multi-Antenna and Multi-Point Indoor Positioning Using Probability Fu-

sion,” to appear in IEEE Transactions on Wireless Communications.

• E. Gönültaş, and C. Studer, “Analog-to-Feature Conversion: Theory, Al-

gorithms, and Applications,” submitted to IEEE Transactions on Signal

Processing.

• E. Gönültaş, S. Soni, A. Apsel, and C. Studer, “Sample-Efficient Spatio-

Spectral Whitespace Detection Using Least Matching Pursuit,” submitted

to IEEE Access.
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• E. Gönültaş, S. Taner, H. Huang, and C. Studer, “Feature Learning for

Neural-Network-Based Positioning with Channel State Information,” to be

presented at 2021 Asilomar Conference on Signals, Systems, and Computers.

• E. Gönültaş, S. Taner, A. Gallyas-Sanhueza, S. H.Mirfarshbafan, and C.

Studer, “Hardware-Aware Beamspace Precoding for All-Digital mmWave

Massive MU-MIMO,” under review IEEE Communications Letters.

• P. Huang, E. Gönültaş, M. Arnold, K. P. Srinath, J. Hoydis, and C. Studer,

“Adversarial Attacks to Defend Against Deep-Learning-Based Wireless Po-

sitioning Systems,” submitted to Thirty-fifth Conference on Neural Information

Processing Systems (NeurIPS).

• B. Rappaport, E. Gönültaş, J. Hoydis, M. Arnold, K. P. Srinath, and C.

Studer, “Improving Channel Charting using a Split Triplet Loss and an

Inertial Regularizer,” to be presented at 17th International Symposium on

Wireless Communication Systems (ISWCS).

• E. Gönültaş, M. Taghavi, S. Soni, A. Apsel, and C. Studer, “Identifying

Unused RF Channels Using Least Matching Pursuit,” in Proceedings of the

International Workshop on Signal Processing Advances in Wireless Communica-

tions (SPAWC), May 2020.

• P. Huang, O. Castañeda, E. Gönültaş, S. Medjkouh, O. Tirkkonen, T. Gold-

stein, and C. Studer, “Improving Channel Charting with Representation-

Constrained Autoencoders,” in Proceeding of the 20th International Work-

shop on Signal Processing Advances in Wireless Communications (SPAWC), July

2019.

• S. Medjkouh, E. Gönültaş, T. Goldstein, O. Tirkkonen, and C. Studer, “Un-

supervised Charting of Wireless Channels,” in Proceedings of the IEEE

Global Communications Conference (GLOBECOM), Dec. 2018.
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• X. Liu, E. Gönültaş, and C. Studer, “Analog-to-Feature (A2F) conversion

for audio-event classification,” in Proceedings of the 26th European Signal

Processing Conference (EUSIPCO), Roma, Italy, Sep. 2018.

• C. Studer, S. Medjkouh, E. Gönültaş, T. Goldstein and O. Tirkkonen, “Chan-

nel Charting: Locating Users Within the Radio Environment Using Channel

State Information,” in IEEE Access, vol. 6, pp. 47682-47698, Aug. 2018.
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CHAPTER 2

ANALOG TO FEATURE (A2F) CONVERSION

Always-on sensors, virtual assistants, and home automation devices contin-

uously sense and classify the signals present in their surroundings. A large

portion of these devices are battery-powered and have limited wireless con-

nectivity, which necessitates energy-efficient means to classify analog signals.

Traditional classification pipelines that first sample analog signals at the Nyquist

rate followed by digital feature extraction and classification are wasteful as their

“feature rates” are typically much smaller than the Nyquist rate.

In this chapter, we propose analog-to-feature (A2F) conversion, a paradigm

that directly samples features in the analog domain in order to bypass Nyquist-

rate sampling and digital feature extraction. We provide a theoretical underpin-

ning of A2F conversion and develop algorithms to learn suitable feature sampling

operators. To enable A2F conversion in practice, we use nonuniform wavelet

sampling (NUWS), which can extract a rich set of features from analog signals

in an energy-efficient manner. We demonstrate the efficacy of NUWS-based

A2F conversion with examples in electrocardiography (ECG)-based arrhythmia

detection, electroencephalography (EEG)-based seizure detection, audio-event

classification, and whitespace detection for radio-frequency (RF) signals.
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2.1 A2F Conversion: Theory, Algorithms, and Applications

2.1.1 Introduction

A growing number of devices, including virtual assistants, home-automation

devices, and sensors for the Internet of things (IoT), rely on always-on sensors

which continuously monitor the physical environment [34, 35]. Always-on sen-

sors serve the purpose of either waking up the device upon detection of a specific

event or performing real-time signal classification with (possible) subsequent

wireless transmission to the cloud. Traditionally, signal classification is per-

formed using the pipeline illustrated in Figure 2.1(a): the incoming signal is

amplified and filtered in an analog-front-end (AFE) and subsequently sampled

with an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) followed by digital feature extraction

and classification [36, 37]. Such traditional classification pipelines are poten-

tially wasteful as the number of features required for classification is typically

much smaller than the number of Nyquist samples [4, 37]. Hence, the design of

more efficient classification pipelines has the potential to significantly improve

energy-efficiency and reduce the amount of information to be stored to memory

or transmitted wirelessly.

One prominent instance of a signal classification pipeline that reduces the

sampling rate and power builds upon compressive sensing (CS) [38,39]. The idea

of CS is to sample signals that have sparse representations in a given transform

basis at sub-Nyquist rates, e.g., using nonuniform sampling (NUS) [16, 40–45]

or random modulation (RM) [46–49]. Signal recovery is then performed using

sophisticated algorithms [50,51]. Despite the fact that CS was originally designed

for sparse signal recovery, other tasks, such as detection, classification, hypothesis
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signal

(a) Conventional signal classification pipeline.

signal
A2F converter

(b) Analog-to-feature (A2F) conversion.

Figure 2.1: Comparison of classification pipelines: (a) conventional classifiers
consist of an analog front-end (AFE), an analog-to-digital converter (ADC),
a digital feature extractor, and a digital classifier; (b) analog-to-feature (A2F)
converters consist of an AFE, an analog feature extractor, and a digital classifier,
effectively bypassing Nyquist sampling and digital feature extraction. The analog
(left) and digital parts (right) are separated by a red dashed line.

testing, and pattern recognition, can be carried out directly from the compressive

measurements [4–8]. However, such CS-based methods have the following

shortcomings: (i) the measurement process is typically designed for sparse

signal recovery instead of detection or classification, (ii) CS is (with exceptions1)

nonadaptive, and (iii) many CS signal acquisition schemes require relatively high

power consumption [12].

Contributions

We propose a novel signal detection and classification paradigm called analog-to-

feature (A2F) conversion that addresses the shortcomings of CS-based approaches.

A2F conversion, as illustrated in Figure 2.1(b), directly acquires features in the

analog domain, effectively bypassing Nyquist sampling and digital feature ex-

traction. In contrast to CS-based signal acquisition methods, such as NUS or RM,

1Adaptive CS methods have been proposed to identify the nonzero coefficients by iteratively
taking new measurements, e.g., in [52–57], or by adapting the sensing operator to the class of
signals prior to recovery, e.g., in [37, 58–63]. The bulk of these existing approaches have been
designed for sparse signal recovery and are not specialized for classification tasks.
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A2F conversion directly samples a well-designed set of features in the analog

domain—these features are adapted to the detection or classification tasks at

hand. We provide a theoretical underpinning of A2F conversion and propose al-

gorithms that learn feature sampling operators or select a subset of features from

a large feature dictionary. As a practical way to implement feature sampling, we

utilize nonuniform wavelet sampling (NUWS) [12], which enables the extraction

of a rich set of features in a hardware-efficient manner. We demonstrate the

versatility of NUWS-based A2F conversion for electrocardiography (ECG)-based

arrhythmia detection, electroencephalography (EEG)-based seizure detection,

audio-event classification, and radio-frequency (RF) whitespace detection. Our

results confirm that A2F conversion enables (often significant) reductions in

terms of sampling rates compared to conventional and CS-based approaches

without compromising classification accuracy.

Relevant Prior Art

CS-based detection and classification has been studied in [4, 9, 11, 64, 65]. One

strain of results focuses on compressive detection and classification using gener-

alized likelihood tests [9, 11] for CS measurements taken by the Rice single-pixel

camera. Another strain focuses on fundamental performance limits of compres-

sive classification for signals modeled as Gaussian mixtures or convex sets [64,65].

The use of CS measurements for deep-learning-based spectrum sensing has been

studied in [66]. Furthermore, distributed CS-based classification and detection

for IoT applications has been proposed in [67]. In contrast to these results, we

focus on the design of feature sampling operators optimized for detection and

classification of signals that are not necessarily sparse.
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Sensing matrix design for CS has been studied extensively in the literature;

see, e.g., [57, 60–63, 68] and the references therein. All of these methods (except

for [57]) are specialized for the recovery of sparse signals. Reference [57] proposes

a method to learn near-isometric embeddings for a given dataset. Although the

sampling operators generated with this method can be used for detection or

classification, the methods we propose in this chapter learn feature sampling

operators that yield higher accuracy at lower sampling rates, and do not rely on

signal sparsity. As we will show in Section 2.1.2, feature sampling operator design

for A2F conversion loosely resembles that of linear dimensionality reduction,

such as principal component analysis (PCA) [69], near-isometry embeddings

for CS, such as NuMax [57], and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [70]. As

we will show in Section 2.1.5, learning linear sampling operators specifically for

A2F conversion is able to outperform such methods as they are optimized for

classification tasks.

The idea of A2F conversion was put forward in [71], where the authors de-

scribe a tunable analog feature acquisition circuit that contains variable delay

elements, adders, and attenuators that can perform linear operations on analog

signals such as spectral estimation, narrow band filtering, and correlation de-

tection. In contrast, we focus on the theory of designing more general feature

sampling operators as well as efficient feature sampling strategies based on

NUWS [12]. Another set of related methods has been proposed in [72], where

the authors learn an overcomplete dictionary for event-driven feature extraction

operators from a set of input signals. In contrast, we learn sampling operators

that can be used for a variety of signal types, applications, and classifiers.

Reference [73] proposes a set of feature selection algorithms for A2F conver-
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sion: Filter-based selection methods and wrapper-based selection methods. In

this chapter, we propose three different pipelines to perform feature selection by

(i) analyzing pairwise differences in feature space representation of the analog

signals, (ii) using binary neural-networks to perform feature selection, and (iii)

leveraging wrapper-based methods that select a subset of features based on the

classifier performance.

We show feature sampling strategies based on NUWS, as put forward in [12]

for sub-Nyquist sampling of multi-band signals. NUWS hardware designs,

which demonstrate the practicality of this sampling scheme, have been proposed

recently in [74, 75]. In contrast to these hardware-level results, we develop algo-

rithms that select sets of wavelets for NUWS that enable accurate classification

for a wide range of applications.

Notation

Lowercase boldface letters stand for column vectors; uppercase boldface letters

denote matrices; uppercase calligraphic letters represent sets. For a matrix A,

we denote its transpose by AT , its Hermitian transpose by AH , its ith row and

jth column by Ai,j , and its ith column by ai. The Frobenius norm of a matrix

A is }A}F and the `2-norm of a vector a is }a}2. The real and imaginary parts

of a vector a are denoted by <paq and =paq, respectively. The signpAq operator

is applied element wise to A and returns �1 if Ai,j ¡ 0, �1 if Ai,j   0, and 0 if

Ai,j � 0. The Kronecker product is b.
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2.1.2 A2F: Analog-to-Feature Conversion

We now review the basics of CS together with the two most prominent signal

acquisition methods: NUS and RM. We then introduce the fundamental concepts

of A2F conversion.

Compressive Sensing Basics

The goal of CS is to sample sparse signals at sub-Nyquist rates while enabling

signal recovery [38, 39]. Mathematically, CS-based signal acquisition can be

modeled as follows. Let x P CN be an N -dimensional complex-valued signal

to be acquired that exhibits certain structure. One typically assumes that x has

a sparse representation s P CN with K nonzero entries in a known (unitary)

sparsifying basis Ψ P CN�N so that x � Ψs and ΨHΨ � IN . CS acquires M

compressive (and noisy) measurements as yi � xθi, sy � ni, i � 1, . . . ,M, where

θi P CN is the ith measurement vector and ni P C models additive noise on

the ith measurement. The CS sampling process can be modeled in compact

matrix-vector form as

y � Φx� n � Θs� n, (2.1)

where y P CM is the vector containing M compressive measurements, Φ P

CM�N with M   N is the sampling operator whose ith row corresponds to

the measurement vector θi, the M � N effective sampling operator Θ � ΦΨ

represents the joint effect of the sampling operator and the sparsifying basis, and

n models additive noise [76].

The restricted isometry property (RIP) [77–79] is a popular tool to establish

conditions on the effective sampling operator Θ for which CS enables the recov-
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ery of sparse signals. The RIP states that if δ   1{3, where δ P p0, 1q is the smallest

constant for which any pair of K-sparse vectors s and s1 satisfies

p1 � δq}s� s1}2 ¤ }Θs�Θs1}2 ¤ p1 � δq}s� s1}2, (2.2)

then stable recovery of K sparse signals is possible from CS measurements [80].

Loosely speaking, the RIP in (2.2) with δ   1{3 ensures that any two sparse

signals s and s1 are sufficiently distinct after the noiseless CS measurement

process.

There exist a variety of architectures to implement CS signal acquisition

in practice. We now briefly outline NUS and RM, which are among the most

prominent acquisition strategies.

Nonuniform Sampling (NUS) NUS implements CS by acquiring a small (and

random) subset of all Nyquist samples [16, 40–45]. Mathematically, the sampling

operator, Φ � RΩIN , is given by the M � N restriction operator RΩ � rIsΩ

which contains a subset Ω of the rows of the identity matrix IN , where M is the

cardinality of the sampling set. NUS is often used to acquire signals that are

sparse in the frequency domain, i.e., for signals whose sparsity basis Ψ � FH is

the inverse discrete Fourier transform (DFT) [81]. The simplicity of NUS enables

efficient circuits for the acquisition stage [16, 40].

Random Modulation (RM) RM implements CS by acquiring a small number

of (pseudo-)random inner products with the input signal [48]. Mathematically,

the rows of the sampling operator Φ contain random vectors, such as i.i.d.

Gaussian or Bernoulli from the set t�1,�1u. RM can be implemented with

simple analog circuitry that computes the inner products, but requires multiple
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sampling branches that operate simultaneously [48, 82–84]. In contrast to NUS,

RM enables CS for a broader class of sparse signals, including signals represented

by a union of subspaces [85].

Despite the fact that such CS methods enable sub-Nyquist sampling of sparse

signals, they suffer from a number of practical drawbacks. NUS requires a

sampling clock that operates at Nyquist rate and timing jitter must be kept at

a minimum when sampling analog signals with high bandwidth [12]. RM re-

quires sequence generators that operate at Nyquist rate and M parallel sampling

branches are required to capture M compressive samples. In addition, without

special precaution, CS methods typically suffer from noise folding [10], which

renders signal recovery at low signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) a difficult task. NUWS,

as discussed in Section 2.1.4, combines the advantages of NUS and RM while

mitigating their drawbacks.

Analog-to-Feature (A2F) Conversion

Although CS-based signal acquisition was originally designed for the recovery of

sparse signals, it has been shown in [4, 7] that the compressive measurements can

be used directly for classification. In contrast to the RIP in (2.2), which requires

the signals x P CN to have a sparse representation s P CN , we focus on designing

feature sampling operators A P CM�N that (i) are learned from a training dataset,

(ii) are specialized for classification tasks, (iii) do not need to guarantee signal

recovery, and (iv) do not require the signals x to have sparse representations.

These four conditions enable classification with (often significantly) fewer mea-

surements than CS-based methods. Intuitively, our approach directly samples

features y � Ax in the analog domain, a process we call analog-to-feature (A2F)
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Dimensionality
 reduction

(a) Dimensionality reduction

A2F
conversion

(b) A2F conversion

Figure 2.2: Illustration of dimensionality reduction and A2F conversion of sig-
nals from three distinct classes (shown with different colors). (a) Dimensionality
reduction preserves the global and local geometry in the low-dimensional space.
(b) A2F conversion aims at separating the individual classes in the feature do-
main, but is allowed to distort the geometry within each class. To enable simple
classifiers, the minimal inter-class distance dmin should be maximized whereas
the maximum intra-class dmax distance should be minimized.

conversion.

Let xpiq P CN be the ith signal of a dataset D � txpiquUi�1 containing U sig-

nals. Our goal is to learn a linear feature sampling operator A P CM�N that

enables signal classification from measurements in a low-dimensional feature

space Axpiq P CM with M   N . As previously mentioned, this approach resem-

bles that of linear dimensionality reduction [86] whose purpose is to preserve

the geometry of the high-dimensional dataset in the low-dimensional represen-

tation; see Figure 2.2(a) for an illustration. In contrast, A2F conversion aims at

separating signals from different classes in the low-dimensional feature space,

whereas the geometry among signals in the same class can be distorted; see Fig-

ure 2.2(b) for an illustration. Mathematically, as long as the minimum distance
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between pairs of signals from different classes in feature space is nonzero, then

classification of these signals in feature space is, in principle, possible. In order

to characterize this property, we will use the following definition.

Definition 1. Let xpiq, i P Ck, be a signal from the kth class indexed by Ck, and let xpjq,

i P Ck1 , be a signal xpjq from another class k1 indexed by Ck1 so that k1 � k. Then, the

minimum inter-class feature distance is defined as

dmin � min
iPC

k
kPt1,...,Ku

min
jPCk1 ,k1�k
k1Pt1,...,Ku

}Axpiq �Axpjq}2, (2.3)

where K is the total number of classes.

Remark 1. Note that dmin in (2.3) resembles the lower RIP term 1 � δ in (2.2), but

considers any two signals from two different classes without requiring any sparsity

assumptions. If dmin � 0, then at least one pair of signals from two distinct classes

cannot be classified correctly.

For A2F conversion, the goal is not only to maximize the minimum inter-class

feature distance dmin but also to enable simple classifiers to perform separation

of signals from different classes. To achieve the second property with linear

sampling operators, we focus on a nearest centroid classifier [87]—we then use

our theoretical insights to develop algorithms that can be used to learn suitable

feature sampling operators. We emphasize that these feature sampling operators

can be used together with other, more powerful classifiers.

A nearest centroid classifier first determines a centroid ck P CM in the feature

domain for each class k � 1, . . . , K so that the maximum distance }Axpiq � ck}2

to all signals xpiq, i P Ck, in class k is minimized. During classification of a new

signal xp`q, one simply assigns the class label k̂ by identifying the nearest centroid
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as follows:

k̂ � arg min
kPt1,...,Ku

}Axp`q � ck}2. (2.4)

Evidently, if one can limit the dispersion of signals belonging to a specific class in

feature space, then the distance to the nearest centroid is reduced and separation

of classes is facilitated. For this reason, we also wish to reduce the maximum

in-class dispersion in feature space for A2F conversion. To characterize this

property, we will use the following definition.

Definition 2. Let xpnq, n P Ck, and xpmq, m P Ck, with n � m be two different signals

from the same class k. Then, the maximum intra-class feature distance is defined as

dmax � max
nPCk

kPt1,...,Ku
max

mPCk,m�n
}Axpnq �Axpmq}2. (2.5)

Remark 2. Note that dmax in (2.5) resembles the upper RIP term 1� δ in (2.2), but con-

siders any two signals from the same class without requiring any sparsity assumption.

If dmax is small, then the dispersion of features within each class is small.

With the minimum inter-class feature distance dmin defined in (2.3) and the

maximum intra-class feature distance dmax defined in (2.5), we can establish the

following simple condition that guarantees correct classification from linear fea-

tures using a nearest centroid classifier; a short proof is given in Appendix A.1.1.

Proposition 1. Let dmin and dmax be the minimum inter-class and maximum intra-class

distances in feature space defined in (2.3) and (2.5), respectviely. If

dmin ¡ 2dmax (2.6)

holds, then the nearest centroid classifier in (2.4) correctly identifies the class label for all

signals D � txpiquUi�1.
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Remark 3. Proposition 1 is restrictive as classification may succeed, even if the condition

in (2.6) is not met. Furthermore, this result was established for a nearest centroid classifier.

Nevertheless, as we will show next, the condition (2.6) provides us with a design criterion

for feature sampling operators A that perform well with A2F conversion for a wide range

of signal types, classification tasks, and classifier types.

2.1.3 Feature Sampling Operator Learning and Selection for A2F

Conversion

We now develop two approaches to learn feature sampling operators for A2F

conversion. The first approach learns feature sampling operators with minimal

structure; the second approach selects a small subset of feature sampling vectors

from a large redundant and possibly structured feature sampling dictionary.

Feature Sampling Operator Learning

Inspired by Proposition 1, it might be sensible to design feature sampling opera-

tors Â that maximize the ratio dmin{dmax in order to maximize the gap between the

left-hand side and right-hand side of condition (2.6). This goal can be achieved

by solving the following optimization problem

Â � arg max
APCM�N ,AAH�IM

dmin

dmax

. (2.7)

We emphasize that the constraint on Â to have orthonormal rows was included

for the following reasons: (i) the energy of each feature sampling vector (i.e., row

of A) is equal; (ii) the orthogonality among feature vectors minimizes acquisition

redundancy; and (iii) orthonormal feature sampling operators do not suffer from
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noise enhancement as they not alter the statistics of i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian

measurement noise [10].

The problem in (2.7) can be rewritten in equivalent form by defining (i) the

inter-class pairwise signal difference ∆xi,j � xpiq � xpjq where i P Ck, j P Ck1 , and

k � k1, and (ii) the intra-class pairwise signal difference ∆xn,m � xpnq � xpmq

where n,m P Ck and n � m, as follows:

Â � arg max
APCM�N ,AAH�IM

miniPCk, jPCk1 ,k1�k
k,k1Pt1,...,Ku

}A∆xi,j}2

max m,nPCk
kPt1,...,Ku

}A∆xm,n}2

. (2.8)

We note that the problem (2.8) resembles that of NuMax [57], which learns

near-isometry embeddings for CS applications. Our approach in (2.8) is special-

ized for classification tasks and aims at increasing inter-class distances while

minimizing intra-class distances, whereas the objective for NuMax does not

distinguish between inter-class and intra-class distances.

Remark 4. Solving (2.8) efficiently is difficult due to the non-differentiable min and

max operators. In fact, our own experiments with algorithms relying on smoothened min

and max operators, including softmax and log-sum-exp, were converging only slowly,

required additional tuning parameters, and did not perform better than the method we

propose next.

As an alternative to solving (2.8), we propose to optimize the average squared

`2-norm intra-class and inter-class feature differences, instead of the min and max

functions, respectively. Concretely, we propose to solve

A� � arg max
APCM�N ,AAH�IM

1
P

°
iPCk, jPCk1 ,k�k1
k,k1Pt1,...,Ku

}A∆xi,j}
2
2

1
P 1

°
m,nPCk,m�n
kPt1,...,Ku

}A∆xm,n}2
2

, (2.9)
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We can rewrite (2.9) by omitting the constants in nominator and denominator,

and by defining (i) the matrix ∆X P RN�P whose columns contain all inter-class

differences ∆xi,j , and (ii) the matrix ∆X P RN�P 1 whose columns contain all

intra-class differences ∆xm,n. With these definitions, we have the equivalent

problem

A� � arg max
APCM�N ,AAH�IM

}A∆X}2
F

}A∆X}2
F

. (2.10)

We can furthermore rewrite (2.10) as a ratio of traces

A� � arg max
APCM�N ,AAH�IM

TrpACxA
Hq

TrpACxAHq
, (2.11)

where Cx � ∆X ∆X
H

is a covariance-like matrix of inter-class differences and

Cx � ∆X∆XH is a covariance-like matrix of intra-class differences. We now

provide an algorithm to approximately solve the problem in (2.11).

While the problem (2.11) does not have a known closed-form solution, approx-

imate solutions can be found efficiently by solving a related trace-ratio maximiza-

tion problem arg maxA TrrpACxA
Hq�1ACxA

Hs; see, e.g., [88, 89]. Alternative

methods to find approximate solutions to problems of the form (2.11) build on

semidefinite programming [57, 90] or the approximate trace difference approach

put forward in [88, 89]. Our own experiments with all of these approaches have

shown that the trace-ratio approach from [88, 89] yields the best performance

and converges quickly. Concretely, we approximate the solution to (2.11) using

the algorithm put forward in [89], which is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Alternative Feature Sampling Operator Learning Methods

We now outline two alternative methods to learn feature sampling operators that

are suitable for A2F conversion.
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Algorithm 1 Trace-ratio maximization to approximate (2.11)

input: Cx, Cx, number of features M
1: Set t � 0 and initializeAt P CM�N with a random orthonormal rows
2: repeat
3: ρt�1 � TrpAtCxAt

Hq
TrpAtCxAt

Hq
4: Compute the M largest (in magnitude) eigenvalues of Gpρt�1q � Cx �

ρt�1Cx and the associated left eigenvectors rv1,v2, . . . ,vM s
5: At�1 � rv1,v2, . . . ,vM s

H and update tÐ t� 1
6: until convergence
7: return A

Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) Optimizing (2.11) is related—but not

equivalent—to LDA [70], which learns linear projections that maximize the

scatter of all datapoints while minimizing the scatter of each individual class by

solving a problem of the following form:

ALDA � arg max
APRM�N

det pASbA
T q

det pASwAT q
. (2.12)

Here, the matrix Sb �
°K
k�1Nkpck � cqpck � cq

T is defined as the inter-class

scatter matrix in signal space, Nk is the cardinality of class k, ck is the centroid of

class k, and c is the centroid of all datapoints. The matrix Sw �
°K
k�1

°
iPCkpx

piq �

ckqpx
piq�ckqT is defined as intra-class scatter matrix in signal space and xpiq, i P Ck,

is a signal belonging to class k. LDA assumes that the distribution of signals for

each class is Gaussian and performs well if the discriminatory information is in

the mean of the signals. Our approach, in contrast, builds on signal differences,

is suitable for general (e.g., non-Gaussian) data, and typically outperforms LDA;

see Section 2.1.5 for experimental results.

Neural-Network-Based Feature Learning All of the methods discussed so

far separately learn the feature sampling operators and the classifier. We can,

however, simultaneously learn both of these components with artificial neural
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networks [91]. The approach is straightforward: (i) Use a linear layer of dimen-

sion M �N without bias terms at the input of the neural network; (ii) train the

entire neural network and use the matrix containing the weights of the first linear

layer as the feature sampling operator; and (iii) use the remaining layers of the

neural network correspond to the classifier.

Remark 5. As shown in Section 2.1.5, the method of choice for linear feature operator

learning depends on the application, and our approach in Section 2.1.3 often outperforms

the neural-network-based approach. In addition, low-power classification circuits often

rely on random forests [92], for which simultaneous sampling operator and classifier

training is difficult.

Feature Sampling Operator Selection

Learning feature sampling operators with a small set of constraints, such as the

ones discussed in Section 2.1.3, results in unstructured feature vectors (rows

of A) whose generation may require digital-to-analog converters (DACs). As a

more hardware-friendly alternative, one can first design an over-complete set

of feature sampling vectors (dictionary) with sequences that can be generated

in a hardware-friendly manner (e.g., without the aid of DACs)—one can then

select a small subset of feature sequences that are suitable for A2F conversion.

Mathematically, this approach can be formalized as y � D̂Wx, where D̂ P

RM 1�M 1 is a diagonal matrix with binary-valued entries D̂i,i P t0, 1u, i � 1, . . . ,M 1,

on the diagonal and W P CM 1�N is an over-complete dictionary with a total

number of M 1 feature sampling sequences (and typically M 1 ¡ N ¡ M ). Here,

the combined effect of DW can be written in a compact form as the effective

feature sampling operator A � RΩW of dimension M � N , where RΩ is the
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M �M 1 restriction operator with the feature selection set Ω defined as Ω � ti :

i � 1, . . . ,M 1, D̂i,i � 1u.

In order to learn a diagonal matrix D̂ that selects M features suitable for A2F

conversion, we propose to solve the following optimization problem:

maximize
Di,iPt0,1u
iPt1,...,M 1u

TrpDGxq{TrpDGxq

subject to D � diagpD1,1, . . . , DM 1,M 1q°M 1

i�1Di,i �M.

(2.13)

This problem is obtained by (i) replacing A in (2.11) by D̂W, (ii) defining the

covariance-like matrices Gx � WCxW
H and Gx � WCxW

H , and (iii) noting

that D � D̂HD̂ is also diagonal with entries from the set t0, 1u. As for (2.11), the

problem in (2.13) does not have a known closed-form solution. If the number of

features M is a variable, then (2.13) is a multiple-ratio hyperbolic (fractional) 0-1

program that can be solved efficiently by linear programming [93], by relaxing the

values Di,i to the interval r0, 1s. If M is fixed, which is the case in our application,

then the problem is of combinatorial nature.

In order to find approximate solutions to (2.13), we have evaluated different al-

gorithms, including a greedy procedure adapted from [94] and gradient-descent

methods on the trace-ratio and determinant approximations in (2.13). However,

we have observed that relaxing Di,i P r0, 1s and solving the relaxed problem

using forward-backward splitting (FBS) [95–97] performed best. Concretely, we

compute a gradient step in the objective (2.13) with the matrix D and a step size

τ ; we then enforce the constraint of (2.13). The gradient is given by

∇fpDtq � diag

�
G
H

x TrpDtGxq �G
H
x TrpDtGxq

pTrpDtGxqq
2

�
, (2.14)
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Algorithm 2 Forward-backward splitting to approximate (2.13)

input: Gx, Gx, κ, and number of features M
1: Set t � 0 and initialize the diagonal matrix Dt with random uniform entries

in the range r0, 1s
2: repeat
3: Compute the gradient ∇fpDtq as defined in (2.14)
4: Dt�1 � projMpDt � κ∇f pDtqq and update tÐ t� 1
5: until convergence
6: return D

where the diagonal operator diag sets all off-diagonal entries to zero. Enforcing

the constraint
°M 1

i�1Di,i � M with Di,i P r0, 1s corresponds to a projection on

the capped simplex, which can be carried out efficiently using the algorithm

described in [98, Alg. 1]. This iterative process is repeated until convergence;

see Algorithm 2 for a summary. Finally, we sort the diagonal entries of D in

decreasing order and select the M largest entries to form the feature selection set

Ω which leads to the effective feature sampling operator A � RΩW.

Alternative Feature Sampling Operator Selection Methods

There exist other feature sampling operator selection methods. We will now

outline two alternative methods for A2F conversion that jointly select features

and learn the classifier.

Greedy Feature Selection Wrapper-based greedy feature selection methods

jointly select a subset of features based on the performance of a given classifier

[99]. Such methods proceed as follows, First, one starts with an empty set of

features Ω � ∅. Then, one trains a classifier for each feature w`, where ` �

1, . . . ,M 1 is the index of each row of W and adds the row index ˆ̀ to the feature

set Ω Ð Ω Y ˆ̀ that yields the best classification performance. The procedure
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is then repeated by iterating over the remaining features, i.e., t1, . . . ,M 1uzΩ, in

order to train a new classifier together with the previously selected features.

In words, the method sequentially adds the next-best feature in every step by

training a new classifier for each feature until M features have been selected.

Unfortunately, if the number M 1 of total features and the subset |Ω| �M are

both large, then this approach requires one to train C � M 1M � 1
2
MpM � 1q

classifiers, often results in prohibitive complexity. To reduce the complexity of

the selection process, we can use the method put forward in [100] and keep only

the ε P r0, 1s fraction of best-performing features in each iteration. Note that this

requires one to set ε ¥M 1 1
1�M to end up with a sufficient number of features to

select from after M iterations. By setting ε �M 1 1
1�M , the number of classifiers to

be trained reduces to Ĉ �
P
M 1�1 �M 1 M

1�M

�
{
�
1 �M 1 1

1�M

�T
, where r�s denotes the

rounding towards the next-higher integer.

Neural-Network-Based Feature Selection One can also select features from a

large dictionary W directly within a neural network. To achieve this, the first

layer of the neural network is the overcomplete feature dictionary W followed

by a diagonal layer D̂, which forms a combined layer of D̂W. One can then

limit the range of values in the diagonal layer D̂ to be in the range r0, 1s and

include a weight-regularizer p
°M 1

i�1Di,i �Mq2 that promotes the selection of M

features; here, one can make sure the diagonal weight matrix D P RM 1�M 1 has

binary-valued entries on the main diagonal by applying the following function

fforwardpDi,iq � psignpDi,i � 0.5q � 1q{2 during forward propagation and using

a clipped ReLU function fbackwardpDi,iq � maxp0,minpDi,i, 1qq during backward

propagation [101]. One can then train the entire neural network and use the first

two layers to first extract the feature set Ω � ti : i � 1, . . . ,M 1, D̂i,i � 1u followed
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Figure 2.3: NUWS-based A2F conversion pipeline with an analog front-end, a
NUWS block, and a digital classifier. The NUWS block consists of a wavelet
function generator, an integrator, and an ADC; each wavelet function is tunable
in sampling time instant τ , base frequency f , and duration σ.

by forming the effective feature sampling operator A � RΩW. The remaining

layers of the neural network correspond to the classifier.

2.1.4 Non-Uniform Wavelet Sampling (NUWS)

While Section 2.1.3 described methods to learn general feature sampling opera-

tors, their lack of structure often prevents hardware-efficient feature acquisition

circuitry. In order to demonstrate the efficacy of A2F conversion with more prac-

tical feature samplers, we will also show results in Section 2.1.5 for nonuniform

wavelet sampling (NUWS) proposed in [12]. NUWS combines the advantages

of NUS and RM, provides great flexibility in generating a rich set of feature

sampling vectors, and enables feature acquisition in a hardware-friendly man-

ner [74, 75], which renders it suitable for A2F conversion. This subsection briefly

summarizes the basics of NUWS.

NUWS-Based A2F Conversion

A potential NUWS-based A2F conversion pipeline is illustrated in Figure 2.3.

An analog frontend (AFE) filters and amplifies the signal of interest, a NUWS
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block then acquires the features, and the features are collected and processed in

a digital classifier. The NUWS block consists of a wavelet function generator, an

integrator, and an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) that samples the features.

As in [12], we focus on Gabor-like wavelet functions [102], which are defined as

φf,τ,σptq � e2π
?�1fpt�τqwσpt� τq, (2.15)

where t refers to continuous time. Each wavelet function is tunable in terms

of the center frequency f ¡ 0, the sampling instant τ , and the width σ ¡ 0 of

the window function wσpt� τq, which is centered around τ ; suitable window

functions are, for example, rectangular or Gaussian windows. The integrator in

Figure 2.3 acquires the wavelet coefficients as

Wf,τ,σ � xφf,τ,σ, xy �

»
∆τ

φ�f,τ,σptqxptqdt, (2.16)

where xptq, t P R, is the continuous-time signal to be classified, and the inter-

val ∆τ,σ captures the effective duration of the wavelet, i.e., a closed interval

centered around the sample instant τ with effective with dependent on σ (and

the window function type). Intuitively, each wavelet coefficient Wf,τ,σ selects a

specific portion of the spectrum of the signal xptq, t P R, where f determines the

center frequency, τ its phase, and 1{σ is proportional to the acquired bandwidth.

By carefully selecting these wavelet parameters, NUWS enables one to extract

features that are suitable for classification.

Discrete-Time Model for NUWS

As shown in [12], we can discretize the continuous-time NUWS model (2.15)

and represent the collection of M 1 wavelet functions in the discrete domain as a

finite set of N-dimensional wavelet vectors tφf`,τ`,σ`,u
M 1

`�1, and stack each wavelet
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feature into rows of the (possibly overcomplete) wavelet dictionary W P CM 1�N

with M 1 elements. Feature acquisition via NUWS can then be expressed in a

compact manner as

y � RΩWx� n, (2.17)

where the restriction operator RΩ selects a subset |Ω| � M wavelets from the

wavelet dictionary W. In words, NUWS first expands the input signal x into a

redundant frame W, followed by selecting a subset of wavelet coefficients in-

dexed by Ω. For NUWS-based A2F conversion, we are interested in (i) designing

a suitable base dictionary W containing possible wavelets that might useful for

the given task and (ii) selecting a subset of M features that performs well for

classification.

2.1.5 Application Examples for A2F Conversion

We now showcase the efficacy and flexibility of NUWS-based A2F conversion

for a range of applications, including ECG-based arrhythmia detection, EEG-

based seizure detection, audio-event classification, and RF whitespace detection.

For all applications, we compare the following methods: (i) NUWS-based A2F

conversion by selecting features from a pregenerated, overcomplete feature

dictionary using a wrapper-based selection algorithm as in Section 2.1.3 (called

“A2F wrapper”); (ii) A2F feature generation (in Section 2.1.3 called “A2F NN

learning” and in Section 2.1.3 called “A2F learning”); and NUWS-based A2F

selection (in Section 2.1.3 called “A2F selection” and in Section 2.1.3 called

“A2F NN selection” in Section 2.1.3); (iii) classical CS-based sampling using the

wrapper-based approach Section 2.1.2 (called “RM wrapper ” and in Section 2.1.2
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called “NUS wrapper”); and (iv) LDA as outlined in Section 2.1.3 (simply called

“LDA”).

ECG Arrhythmia Detection

System Model We use the dataset from [103] containing six different beats

of ECG recordings of 47 patients sampled at 360 Hz. The dataset is annotated

with six classes (five types of arrhythmic beats and one normal beat). Our goal

is to classify these six classes using A2F conversion. We process the data in a

block-wise fashion with N � 256 samples per block. We shift each block in

time such that the R-peaks [104] are at index 100 for all blocks. We perform

data augmentation on all blocks to emulate time and amplitude variations that

occur during ECG readings [105]: We randomly shift the R-peaks in time using

a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with variance 10, and we randomly scale

each block so that the energy is between 0.25 ¤ }x}2 ¤ 1.25 using a uniform

distribution.

Feature Design For A2F conversion, the overcomplete feature dictionary

is formed by hardware-friendly Haar-like wavelets with entries taken from

t�1, 0,�1u [106]. We focus on the frequency characteristics of ECG signals which

range from 0 Hz to 20 Hz [107] by designing square waveforms with fundamental

frequencies of t2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128u Hz. We then construct the overcomplete

feature dictionary by windowing each square waveform with non-overlapping

windows of width tN{128, N{64, N{32, N{16, N{8, N{4, N{2u. For feature selec-

tion, we select a subset containing up to M � 32 features from 502 unique NUWS

features. For the wrapper-based selection method, we set ε � 1.
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Figure 2.4: Classification performance versus number of features of the A2F con-
version methods proposed in Section 2.1.2 and the CS-based methods discussed
in Section 2.1.2, evaluated on ECG signals with six different classes.

Classifier Design We use a neural network with one hidden layer consisting

of 100 neurons with rectified linear unit (ReLU) activations and an output layer

with a 6 output softmax activation. We split the dataset into 60% training, 20%

for validation, and 20% for testing. We use the categorical cross entropy loss to

train the classifier.

Results Figure 2.4 shows the test accuracy versus the number of features for

different classification pipelines. We compare our approach to (i) random guess-

ing (labeled “baseline”), (ii) A2F conversion with all 502 NUWS features in the

overcomplete dictionary (labeled “all features”), (iii) the classical CS methods

RM with i.i.d. Bernoulli measurements taken from t�1,�1u and NUS, and (iv)

LDA.

For a small number of features (M ¤ 8), we observe that A2F conversion with

NN-based feature generation outperforms all considered methods; however,

we note that this approach generates features without structure which requires
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power-inefficient sampling circuitry. NUWS-based A2F conversion using the

wrapper-based selection algorithm, which enables hardware-efficient feature

sampling, outperforms RM, NUS, LDA, and A2F-conversion-based feature gen-

eration and selection methods. LDA performs well (yet worse than NN-based

feature generation and wrapper-based A2F conversion) for this application, but

typically performs worse that A2F conversion as shown for the other applica-

tion examples. For a large number of features (M ¡ 8), we observe that all

of the considered methods, except LDA, reach the test accuracy of the “all fea-

tures” baseline. Note that sampling M � 16 features already corresponds to a

compression factor of 16�.

EEG Seizure Detection

System Model For this application, we use the CHB-MIT scalp database in

[103] which contains seizured and non-seizured EEG recordings of 23 different

patients sampled at 256 Hz, resulting in a binary classification problem. The

data for each patient contains EEG readings from 18 to 23 different channels that

represent the difference between two adjacent electrodes in the 10-20 standard

system [108]. Since the EEG readings are correlated [109], we perform channel

selection as in [110] to process a subset of channels for classification. To this

end, we first train a classifier using all the Nyquist samples for each channel,

and then select the channel that yields the highest classification performance. In

our case, we use channel 21, which contains the potential difference between

FT9 and FT10 electrodes [108]. We perform simulations on a patient-specific

setup as in [110, 111]. We focus on an 11-year-old person from the database

in [103] whose EEG recordings contain seven types of seizures with a total
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Figure 2.5: Binary classification performance versus number of features of the
A2F conversion methods proposed in Section 2.1.2 and the CS-based methods
discussed in Section 2.1.2 evaluated on EEG signals for seizure detection.

duration of 430 seconds. We process the data in a block-wise fashion with

N � 256 samples per block. Since amplitude variations during the seizures

would improve classification performance, we normalize the EEG signals so that

each block has unit `2-norm.2

Feature Design We use the same dictionary as for the ECG task in Section 2.1.5

and we select up to M � 32 features. For the wrapper-based selection method,

we set ε � 1.

Classifier Design We observed that random forests yield higher classification

accuracy than other methods. Thus, we design a random forest classifier with

151 decision trees and use 80% of the dataset for training with the binary cross

entropy loss. The remaining part of the dataset is used for testing.

2We have also run simulations without normalization and we observed an higher classification
accuracies due to the high-amplitude nature of seizures.
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Results Figure 2.5 shows the test accuracy versus the number of features for

different classification pipelines. We compare our approach to (i) random guess-

ing (“baseline”), (ii) A2F conversion using all NUWS features (“all features”),

(iii) the classical CS methods RM with i.i.d. Bernoulli t�1,�1u measurements

and NUS, and (iv) LDA.

We observe that NUWS-based A2F conversion with the wrapper-based selec-

tion algorithm outperforms all other methods. When using as few as 16 features,

which is equivalent to a compression factor of 16�, we see that test accuracy

of A2F conversion approaches the performance “all features” baseline, which

confirms the efficacy of A2F conversion via NUWS compared to conventional

methods such as RM, NUS, or LDA.

Audio-Event Classification

System Model For this application, we use the dataset in [100] which contains

recordings for the five different audio events listed in Table 2.1. We perform block-

wise processing of N � 256 samples per block and discard the blocks with the

energy below a threshold of }x}2   0.25. For the remaining blocks, we perform

data augmentation [105] by randomly scaling (with a uniform distribution)

the input signals x so that their energy is between 0.25 ¤ }x}2 ¤ 1.25, which

emulates the variations in amplitude that occur in real life. In realistic situations,

the duration of an audio event spans multiple blocks. This observation enables us

to improve classification performance by calculating the classifier outputs over

B consecutive blocks. Let PpXj
b q denote the probability of class j in block b to be

present. By assuming independence, the log-probability of class j being present

after observing B blocks is calculated as follows: logpPpX̂jqq �
°B
b�1 logpPpXj

b qq.
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Table 2.1: Five audio events recorded for audio-event classification.

# Device Audio event

1 Dryer running
2 Kettle heating
3 Kitchen fan running high
4 Sink fill large jug full stream
5 Washing machine spin cycle

We make a decision on the most likely class as ĵ � arg maxj�1,...,J logpPpX̂jqq,

where J represents the total number of classes.

Feature Design We follow the procedure of [100], where we focus on the

frequency characteristics of audio signals. We generate rectangular window

functions of width tN,N{2, N{4, N{8u samples, and we design an overcomplete

wavelet dictionary by taking inverse DFTs of dimension tN,N{2, N{4, N{8u with

non-overlapping windows on each scale. Mathematically, the wavelet dictionary

is given by

W̄ �
�
I1 b F

H
N , I2 b F

H
N{2, I4 b F

H
N{4, I8 b F

H
N{8

�H
. (2.18)

As in [100], we extract a real-valued dictionary by converting (2.18) into the

real domain followed by quantization of the entries to the set t�1, 0,�1u via

W � rsignp<pW̄T qq, signp=pW̄T qqsT . We select a subset of up to M � 32 features

from the total of 2048 NUWS features, and for the wrapper-based method, we

set ε � 0.9 to reduce training complexity.

Classifier Design We use a neural network with two hidden layers, each having

200 neurons, with ReLU activations and a softmax function in the output layer.

We use 70% of the dataset to train the network, and we divide the rest of the data

equally for validation during training and testing.
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Figure 2.6: Classification performance versus number of features of the A2F
conversion methods proposed in Section 2.1.2 and the CS-based methods dis-
cussed in Section 2.1.2 evaluated on an audio classification task with five different
classes.

Results Figure 2.6 shows the test accuracy versus the number of selected fea-

tures. For our experiments, we process B � 9 consecutive blocks. As baseline

methods, we include a classifier that always predicts the class with the largest

number of data points (labeled “baseline”) and a reference classifier that is fed

with all the N � 256 Nyquist samples (labeled “Nyquist sampling”). We com-

pare our approach to RM with i.i.d. t�1,�1u Bernoulli measurements, NUS, and

LDA.

For a small number of features (M ¤ 8), NUWS-based A2F conversion with

the wrapper-based selection algorithm outperforms all other methods. For a

large number of features (M ¥ 16), A2F conversion with NN-based feature

generation slightly outperforms A2F conversion with wrapper-based feature

selection, but learns sequences that are not necessarily hardware friendly. Both

of these methods perform close to the “Nyquist sampling” baseline for M � 16,

which is equivalent to a compression factor of 16�. The conventional methods

RM, NUS, and LDA do not perform well on this task.
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bin 1 bin 32

Figure 2.7: Model of the RF spectrum that shows 32 frequency bands, each
consisting of 8 frequencies; the occupied frequency bands span 5 consecutive RF
frequencies with random magnitude and phase.

RF Whitespace Detection

System Model While most work on CS-based spectrum sensing focuses on

detecting occupied frequency bands [112], RF spectrum utilization methods, such

as cognitive radio [113], must detect unused frequency bands [114], i.e., whites-

paces. This task is more challenging than sparse signal recovery as CS-based

methods typically ignore weak signals [115]. To model a whitespace detection

task, we deploy a block-sparse signal model. We first divide the spectrum into 32

bands of equal width (with 8 frequencies per band) and then generate signals of

dimension N � 256 that are block-sparse in the frequency domain. For each RF

signal, we randomly generate 10 active frequency bands spanning 5 frequencies

with random uniform gain in r0.1, 1s; see Figure 2.7 for an illustration. We add

i.i.d. circularly-symmetric complex Gaussian noise so that the SNR of each RF

signal is equal to 0 dB. To evaluate the performance of our approach, we calculate

the receiver operation characteristic (ROC) by varying the detection threshold of

our whitespace detectors.

Feature Design Since the considered RF signals are sparse in the frequency

domain, we design an overcomplete wavelet dictionary containing rows of the

inverse DFT matrix. Concretely, we first generate rectangular window functions

of width tN,N{2, N{4, N{8, N{16,N{32, N{64, N{128, N{256u samples, and then
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we construct the overcomplete dictionary by taking inverse DFTs of dimension

tN,N{2, N{4, N{8, N{16, N{32, N{64, N{128, N{256u with non-overlapping win-

dows on each scale. Mathematically, the wavelet dictionary can be written as

W �
�
I1 b F

H
N , . . . , IN{256 b F

H
N{256

�H . To enable training with conventional

machine learning tools, we work with real-valued features f � r<pyT q,=pyT qsT .

For feature selection, we extract M � 32 real-valued features out of the 2816

features, corresponding to a compression factor of 8. We use the wrapper-based

algorithm in Section 2.1.3 with parameter ε � 0.88 to select the features that

maximize the true negative rate at a 20% false negative rate.

Classifier Design For this application, we introduce a NN that outputs a vector

of 32 dimensions (one for each frequency band) with entries in r0, 1s. We label

the entries of the vector as 1 if the frequency band is occupied and 0 otherwise.

The NN consists of two hidden layers, each with 2 500 ReLU activations, and an

output layer with 32 sigmoid activations. We use 60% of the generated data for

training, and we divide the rest of the data equally for validation and testing. We

use the binary cross entropy to train the network.

Results Figure 2.8 shows the false negative rate versus true negative rate. As

baselines, we include (i) random guessing (“baseline”), (ii) all the features of

the overcomplete dictionary (“all features”), and (iii) all the Nyquist samples

(“Nyquist sampling”). We compare our approach to block orthogonal matching

pursuit (BOMP) [116] which first recovers the block-sparse signal and then

infers the whitespaces based on the recovered signal, and a NN that takes in

measurements obtained from the classical CS methods RM with i.i.d. Bernoulli

t�1,�1u measurements and NUS. For BOMP, we use the selection algorithm
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Figure 2.8: ROC curve of the A2F conversion methods proposed in Section 2.1.2
and the CS-based methods discussed in Section 2.1.2 evaluated on RF whitespace
detection.

from [12] based on the mutual coherence [117].

We observe that the wrapper-based A2F conversion approach with NUWS

samples outperforms all other methods, including BOMP which does not per-

form well for such a whitespace detection task. These results confirm that A2F

conversion has the potential to replace conventional classification pipelines while

acquiring fewer and more hardware-efficient features, which leads to potential

savings in energy, cost, and data rates.

2.1.6 Conclusions

We have proposed a novel signal classification pipeline we call analog-to-feature

(A2F) conversion that directly samples essential features in the analog domain.

A2F conversion effectively bypasses energy- and hardware-inefficient Nyquist-

rate sampling and digital feature extraction. We have provided a framework of
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A2F conversion and developed algorithms to (i) learn suitable feature sampling

operators, and (ii) select a subset of features from an overcomplete feature dictio-

nary. As a practical way to implement A2F conversion, we have proposed to use

non-uniform wavelet sampling (NUWS) [12], which is able to sample a rich set

of features in a hardware-friendly manner [74, 75]. We have demonstrated the

efficacy of A2F conversion on four different example applications: (i) detection of

anomalies in ECG signals, (ii) seizure detection in EEG signals, (iii) classification

of audio-events, and (iv) whitespace detection in RF signals. Our results demon-

strate that NUWS-based A2F conversion systematically outperforms classical

compressive sensing (CS)-based methods and LDA, and typically requires 8 to

32 times fewer features than classifier pipelines building on Nyquist sampling.
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CHAPTER 3

SPATIO-SPECTRAL SENSING

The increasing number of devices connected to the Internet causes congestion

in the radio-frequency spectrum. Cognitive radio aims to solve this conges-

tion problem by optimizing the RF spectrum usage among the devices by first

identifying the unused RF channels and then reusing them for other services.

This approach, however, uses Nyquist sampling that requires energy-inefficient

circuitry and lacks making use of the spatial (angular) domain that can enable

serving multiple users at the same frequency but at different locations in space.

In this chapter, we provide sample-efficient spectrum sensing approaches

that identify unused resources in both frequency and space, which allows one

to optimize the RF spectrum utilization to improve spectral efficiency. First, in

Section 3.1, we present a novel algorithm we call least matching pursuit (LMP)

that identifies unused resources (whitespaces) in the RF spectrum from under-

sampled signals. Next, in Section 3.2, we present a sample-efficient whitespace

detection pipeline to further identify whitespaces in both frequency and spatial

domains, i.e., spatio-spectral domain, from undersampled multi-antenna RF

signals via LMP. Our approaches rely on nonuniform wavelet sampling (NUWS),

a cost-efficient sampling method that undersamples analog signals in a hardware-

efficient manner. We demonstrate the efficacy of our approaches by simulating

a whitespace detection task for a single antenna, and a multi-antenna realistic

RF system; and compare our approaches to conventional methods that rely on

Nyquist sampling and compressed sensing.
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3.1 Identifying Unused RF Channels Using Least Matching Pur-

suit

Cognitive radio aims at identifying unused radio-frequency (RF) bands with the

goal of reusing them opportunistically for other services. While compressive

sensing (CS) has been used to identify strong signals (or interferers) in the RF

spectrum from sub-Nyquist measurements, identifying unused frequencies from

CS measurements appears to be uncharted territory. In this section, we propose

a novel method for identifying unused RF bands using an algorithm we call

least matching pursuit (LMP). We present a sufficient condition for which LMP

is guaranteed to identify unused frequency bands and develop an improved

algorithm that is inspired by our theoretical result. We perform simulations for a

CS-based RF whitespace detection task in order to demonstrate that LMP is able

to outperform black-box approaches that build on deep neural networks.

3.1.1 Introduction

In 2019, approximately 10.8 billion Internet of things (IoT) devices have been

deployed worldwide, with the number of wirelessly connected devices growing

at extreme rates over the last years [118]. Without proper radio-frequency (RF)

spectrum allocation strategies, the vast amount of wireless IoT devices would

inevitably result in overcrowding of the available frequency resources. To op-

timally utilize the available spectrum, novel means to allocate IoT devices to

unused frequencies are of paramount importance [119]. While RF spectrum

allocation can be performed at the infrastructure base station, identifying un-
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used frequency bands must be performed at minimal power to reduce system

costs [120]. Furthermore, enabling IoT devices with rudimentary whitespace

detection capabilities would enable further improvements in terms of resource

utilization as transmission could be scheduled opportunistically and more dy-

namically, when other nearby IoT transmitters are idle [121]. Consequently, both

the infrastructure basestations and IoT devices would benefit from the devel-

opment of novel means to identify unused frequencies in an energy-efficient

manner [122].

A straightforward way for detecting unused frequencies would be to sam-

ple the RF signal at Nyquist rate and analyze the spectrum in the Fourier do-

main [123]. To reduce the sampling rates and power consumption, a range of

compressive sensing (CS)-based methods [16, 40, 124–126] have been proposed

for spectrum sensing. However, CS-based spectrum sensing is limited to de-

tecting strong signals and not designed for whitespace detection (i.e., identifying

unused frequencies). In fact, CS is typically unable to identify weak non-zero

entries if they are only slightly above the noise floor [10]. As a sole exception,

reference [127] proposed a method called zero-detection group thresholding

(ZD-GroTH), which is, to the best of our knowledge, the only CS-based method

that has been designed to detect zero (unused) components.

Contributions

In this section, we improve upon the results of [127] in two ways: First, we

develop a sufficient condition for which ZD-GroTH is guaranteed to identify

zero (or unused) components; the condition depends on the dynamic range of the

sparse signal, coherence properties of the sampling operator, and the noise power.
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Second, by inspecting our whitespace identification condition, we develop a

refined “anti-CS” algorithm we call least matching pursuit (LMP). Our method

improves upon ZD-GroTH by including a block orthogonal matching pursuit

(BOMP) stage [128, 129], which reduces the dynamic range between non-zero

signal components, and a refined correlation criterion, which improves sensitivity.

To demonstrate the efficacy of LMP, we simulate a whitespace detection task in a

realistic RF system that measures spectral features using nonuniform wavelet

sampling (NUWS) [130], and we compare the performance of LMP to that of

BOMP, ZF-GroTH, and a deep-learning based whitespace detector.

Notation

Uppercase boldface letters stand for matrices; lowercase boldface letters denote

column vectors. For a matrix A, we denote its Hermitian transpose by AH , its

pseudo-inverse by A:, and its ith block by Ai, which is a collection of contiguous

columns in A. The `2-norm (spectral norm) of a matrix A is }A}2 � σmax, where

σmax is the largest singular value of A. The `2-norm of a vector a is }a}2 �a°
k |ak|

2.

3.1.2 System Model and Block-Sparse Recovery

We now introduce the CS signal and measurement model, which we will use to

model RF whitespace detection. Then, we summarize the recovery of non-zero

blocks using BOMP and discuss its limitations for whitespace detection.
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Compressive Sensing and Block-Sparse Signals

To minimize the costs of sampling, we focus on CS-based acquisition schemes

that acquire fewer measurements than the Nyquist rates dictates while exploiting

signal sparsity in a given transform domain [39]. To model the fact that typical

RF signals occupy frequency bands, we use a block-sparse signal model for

which the signal components that are active or inactive appear in contiguous

groups [128, 129].

Mathematically, we assume a discretized signal x P CN that consists of B

blocks xi P CNi , where i � 1, . . . , B,
°B
i�1Ni � N , and x � rxH1 , . . . ,x

H
B s

H . For RF

whitespace detection, each block xi, i � 1, . . . , B, represents a contiguous band

of discrete frequencies. In what follows, we assume that the signal x is K-block-

sparse, meaning that exactly K blocks are nonzero. CS-based signal acquisition

is modeled by the input-output relation y � Ax� n, where y P CM contains

the compressive measurements with M ! N , A P CM�N is the effective sensing

matrix (which combines the effect of the sensing matrix and the sparsifying

transform), and n P CM models measurement noise. To simplify notation, we

can write an equivalent system model y �
°
iPU Aixi � n, where Ai P CM�Ni

is the ith block matrix of the effective sensing matrix A � rA1, . . . ,ABs and U

denotes the set of indices corresponding to the non-zero blocks in the vector x.

In practice, CS measurements are acquired by computing inner products

between the uncompressed signal, written by z � Ψ�1x where Ψ P CN�N

is a sparsifying transform, and rows of the sensing matrix Θ P CM�N using

analog circuitry. The effective sensing matrix is A � ΘΨ�1 and each block

matrix is given by Ai � ΘΨ�1
i , where Ψ�1

i P CN�Ni is the ith block of the

inverse sparsifying transform so that Ψ�1 � rΨ�1
1 , . . . ,Ψ�1

B s. For RF whitespace
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detection, z is the Nyquist-sampled time-domain signal, Ψ is the discrete Fourier

transform (DFT) matrix (as we assume block-sparsity in the frequency domain),

Θ is a suitably-chosen sensing matrix (see Section 3.1.4 for the sensing matrix

used in our experiments), and y contains the M compressive measurements

Block Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (BOMP)

A prime goal of CS is to recover the nonzero (or used) blocks xi, i P U , in the

vector x from the CS measurements in y using block-sparse signal recovery

algorithms [128]. In contrast, whitespace detection aims at detecting unused

blocks, i.e., the blocks indexed by the set N � ti � 1, . . . , N | }xi}2 � 0u.

For noiseless measurements, one could first run a block-sparse signal recovery

algorithm to identify the used blocks and then label all other blocks as unused.

The presence of noise, however, renders it extremely challenging to distinguish

noise from weak signal components—the situation is further aggravated by the

fact that most (block) sparse signal recovery algorithms shrink weak signals

to zero. Even though our goal is not to detect strong signals, we now briefly

summarize BOMP, a prominent block-sparse signal recovery method. As shown

in Section 3.1.3, we will use BOMP as a preprocessing step to improve CS-based

whitespace detection.

BOMP is an iterative block-sparse signal recovery algorithm put forward

in [129]. The algorithm starts by initializing the so-called residual by r0 � y.

At each iteration t � 1, . . . , K, BOMP first calculates a normalized correlation

between the residual rt and each block Ai, @i P B according to

λt�1
i � }pAH

i Aiq
�0.5AH

i rt}2. (3.1)
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Algorithm 3 Block Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (BOMP)

1: input tAiu
B
i�1, y, and K

2: initialize r0 � y and Ω0 � ∅
3: for t � 1, . . . , K do
4: for i � 1, . . . , B do
5: λt�1

i � }pAH
i Aiq

�0.5AH
i rt}2

6: end for
7: ct�1 � arg maxi λ

t�1
i

8: Ωt�1 � Ωt Y ct�1

9: x̂Ωt�1 � A:
Ωt�1y

10: rt�1 � y �AΩt�1x̂Ωt�1

11: end for
12: return x̂Ωt�1 , Ωt�1, and tλt�1

i , i � 1, . . . , BuKt�1

Note that, compared to [129], we use a modified correlation criterion that uses

the term pAH
i Aiq

�0.5, which does not require the blocks to have orthonormal

columns. Next, BOMP selects the index of the block with the highest correlation

according to ct�1 � arg maxi λ
t�1
i and adds the selected block to the support

set Ωt�1 � Ωt Y ct�1. BOMP then computes an estimate x̂Ωt�1 of the non-zero

blocks x̂ � A:
Ωt�1y, where AΩt�1 contains the blocks indexed by the support

set estimate Ωt�1. Finally, BOMP updates the residual according to rt�1 � y �

AΩt�1x̂Ωt�1 . See Algorithm 3 for the pseudocode of BOMP.

3.1.3 LMP: Least Matching Pursuit

While (block) sparse signal recovery aims at recovering strong non-zero en-

tries, RF whitespace detection requires the identification of unused blocks. We

now summarize the zero-detection group thresholding (ZD-GroTH) method

from [127], the only method we are aware of that has been proposed to detect

unused signal components from CS measurements. We provide a sufficient

condition that guarantees successful detection of unused blocks in presence of
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noise. By using our theoretical result, we improve upon ZD-GroTH by includ-

ing (i) a BOMP stage that reduces the dynamic range between non-zero signal

components and (ii) a refined correlation criterion—we call the resulting method

least matching pursuit (LMP).

Recovery Guarantee for ZD-GroTh

The ZD-GroTh algorithm [127] identifies the block Ai that minimizes the correla-

tion with the received signal as

f̂ � arg min
i�1,...,B

}pAH
i Aiq

�0.5AH
i y}2. (3.2)

In contrast to the original method in [127], we use the selection criterion in (3.2)

that enables the use of unnormalized blocks. While [127] provides statistical

guarantees for the success of ZD-GroTh, we next propose a sufficient condition

for the success of ZD-GroTh that depends on the dynamic range of the block-

sparse signal, the effective sensing matrix, and the power of the measurement

noise. In what follows, we will make use of the following definitions:

Definition 1. Let }xmin}2 � minjPU }xj}2 be the `2-norm of the block of xi that has the

minimum `2-norm among the used blocks indexed by U . Let σmin � mini�1,...,B σAi
be

the minimum singular value among all the blocks Ai, i � 1, . . . , B. Let the block mutual

coherence of A be

µB � max
i�j

}pAH
i Aiq

�0.5AH
i Aj}2. (3.3)

We can now formulate the following sufficient condition for the success of

ZD-GroTh. The proof is given in Appendix A.2.1.
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Proposition 2. If the following condition holds°
jPU }xj}2

}xmin}2

 
1

2

�
σmin

µB
� 1



�

}n}2

µB}xmin}2

, (3.4)

then ZD-GroTh (3.2) is guaranteed to identify an unused block.

Proposition 1 is useful to understand conditions for which we can identify

an unused block via ZD-GroTh. For the special case where (i) the blocks Ai,

i � 1, . . . , B have orthonormal columns, (ii) all the used signal blocks have equal

power, i.e., }xi} � }xj} for i � j and i, j P U , (iii) and for noiseless measurements,

we recover the standard BOMP condition K   1
2

�
µ�1
B � 1

�
from [129]. For the

general case, it is clear that the dynamic range between strong signal components

and the weakest one xmin plays a critical role in the success of this method, i.e.,

the ratio δ �
°
jPU }xj}2
}xmin}2 on the LHS of (3.4) should be as small as possible1. This

observation enables us to design the following improved algorithm for detecting

unused blocks from CS measurements.

LMP: Least Matching Pursuit

Inspired by the above observation, we minimize the detrimental effect of high

dynamic range δ of active signal components by first eliminating the strongest

active sparse blocks and then invoke a variant of the minimum correlation con-

dition in (3.2); this can be accomplished by first running BOMP for P iterations

(typically P ¤ K) followed by selecting the least correlated block from the result-

ing residual rP�1. However, by directly using (3.2) on the residual, we ignore

correlation information that has been acquired during all BOMP iterations. To

this end, we also refine the selection criterion by considering the sum of all
1This ratio is lower-bounded by the block-sparsity K, which is achieved with equality if all

active signal components have equal power.
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Algorithm 4 Least Matching Pursuit (LMP)

1: input tAiu
B
i�1, y, and P

2: Run BOMP for P iterations to obtain ΩP�1 and tλt�1uPt�1

3: return f̂ � arg miniPt1,2,...,BuzΩP�1

°P
t�1 λ

t�1
i

correlation coefficients over the P BOMP iterations and select the block with the

smallest sum. This approach effectively avoids the selection of blocks that had

small correlation only in the last iteration of BOMP but had consistently low

correlation before. Concretely, we propose to use the following refined selection

criterion:

f̂ � arg min
iPt1,2,...,BuzΩP�1

P̧

t�1

λt�1
i . (3.5)

Here, the correlation results tλt�1
i , i � 1, . . . , BuPt�1 have been collected while

running BOMP as detailed in Algorithm 3. The resulting whitespace detection

method, called least matching pursuit (LMP), is summarized in Algorithm 4.

3.1.4 Results

We now show simulation results for LMP in a CS-based whitespace detection

task. We first detail the used compressive sensing strategy. We then detail the

simulation setup. We finally show performance results for LMP compared to

BOMP, ZD-GroTH, and a deep-learning based whitespace detector.

Non-uniform Wavelet Sampling (NUWS)

Non-uniform wavelet sampling (NUWS) has been proposed in [130] as a flexible

and hardware-friendly compressive sensing strategy for RF sensing [74] and fea-

ture extraction tasks [100]. In short, NUWS combines the advantages of nonuni-
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form sampling [40] and random modulation [3]. Mathematically, NUWS takes

inner products between the analog signal and wavelet-like pulses wpτ, ρ, fq P CN ,

which can be tuned in terms of the time instant τ , pulse width ρ, and frequency f .

The tunability of NUWS enables one to adapt the sequence of wavelets to the task

at hand. For our RF sensing application, we consider Haar-like wavelets [100]

with entries in t�1, 0,�1u that can easily be generated with mixed-signal cir-

cuitry [74].

In order to adapt the sensing matrix to our application, we first construct an

overcomplete dictionary W P CL�N whose rows consists of a large number of

different wavelet sequences twpτl, ρl, flqu
L
l�1 with L " N . We then select a subset

of M wavelets so that the effective sensing matrix A � RΩW has desirable

properties. Here, RΩ is a restriction operator that selects a subset of M sequences

from the dictionary W. Subset selection is carried out so that the resulting block

mutual coherence µB in (3.3) is minimized. Since this subset selection problem is

of combinatorial nature, we use a greedy approach. We start with an empty set

of wavelet sequences. We then calculate the block mutual coherence µB for each

of the l � 1, . . . , L wavelet sequences in W and keep the sequence associated

with the lowest µB . We repeat this greedy procedure until M wavelets have been

collected.

Simulation Setup

To demonstrate the efficacy of LMP in a realistic scenario, we model a complete

RF transmitter and receiver chain in MATLAB; see Figure 3.1 for an overview.

We generate 20 frequency bands between 2.4 GHz and 2.5 GHz and assume that

at most five transmitters in five bands are active at a time. We randomly place
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Figure 3.1: Block diagram of the system model representing RF transmitters and
an RF receiver that performs NUWS and whitespace detection.

the transmitters within a distance of 1 m and 280 m from the receiver and use the

path-loss model from [131]. At the transmitter, we generate a 5 MHz QPSK signal

that is mixed with a carrier that is randomly selected among the 20 uniformly

spaced channels. The 20 dBm signal is then transmitted over an antenna at height

1.65 m.

At the receiver side, we collect the signals at an antenna at height 15 m with an

antenna gain of 10 dBi. The signal is then passed through a low-noise amplifier

(LNA) followed by a intermediate frequency mixer operating at 2.45 GHz. We

model LNA and mixed non-linearities using first, third, and fifth harmonics at

50 Ohm impedance, �1 dB gain compression, and a third-order intercept point

of 10 dBm. Phase noise at the mixers is simulated using Leeson’s model [132]

with 1 MHz carrier frequency offset at �110 dBc. For the voltage gains of mixers

and the LNA, we use 8 dB and 20 dB respectively, and we use a noise figure of

5 dB for both the mixer and LNA. We add thermal noise to the signal both at

the transmitter before the mixer and at the receiver before LNA operating at

290 K. We then perform NUWS on the output signal of the RF receiver using the

wavelet dictionary described in Section 3.1.4 by taking a maximum of N � 200

Nyquist samples.
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(b) 100 NUWS Samples
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(c) 150 NUWS Samples

Figure 3.2: Comparison of algorithms that identify unused RF channels: BOMP,
ZD-GroTh, LMP, and neural network (NN)-based detector; (a) 50 NUWS samples;
(b) 100 NUWS samples, and (c) 150 NUWS samples; as baseline methods, we
include the performance of identifying an unused channel using all the Nyquist
samples and the performance of random guessing. Clearly, LMP and ZD-GroTh
outperform both conventional BOMP and the NN-based approach, whereas LMP
has a clear advantage over ZD-GroTh at high SNR by reducing the dynamic
range and using an improved correlation criterion.
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Simulation Results

We show simulation results for M � 50, M � 100, and M � 150 NUWS mea-

surements (corresponding to compression ratios of 1{4, 1{2, and 3{4) that are

obtained by performing 50, 000 Monte-Carlo trials, which randomize transmitter

location, spectrum occupancy, transmit signals, and noise. Figures 3.2a, 3.2b,

and 3.2c show the resulting error rates vs. average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

over all active transmitters. Errors are declared whenever we decide a channel

was unused but the channel was occupied by a transmitter. Black dashed lines

show the baseline error rate for randomly selecting an unused channel; blue

dashed lines show the error rate of using all the N � 200 Nyquist samples and

analyzing the signal power in the discrete Fourier domain. Green dashed lines

show the error rate of a feedforward neural network (NN) with four hidden

layers, each having 1024, 512, 256, and 128 neurons with rectified linear unit

(ReLU) activation functions. We train the NN from 200,000 examples. Purple

dashed lines show the error-rate of BOMP with K � 19 iterations which leaves

one channel left that we declare as unused and red solid lines show the error rate

of ZD-GroTh as in (3.2). Orange solid lines show the error rate of the proposed

LMP algorithm with P � 4.

We observe that both ZD-GroTh and LMP consistently achieve lower error

rate than BOMP and the NN-based whitespace detector, even though the neural

network has been retrained for each SNR. Furthermore, we see that at moderate

SNR values (SNR ¥ 5 dB), LMP outperforms ZD-GroTh. At low SNR (SNR  

5 dB), performing NUWS on 200 time samples is insufficient to achieve low error

rates. If lower error rates are desirable, more samples have to be acquired—the

same observation applies to the Nyquist-based approach.
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3.1.5 Conclusions

We have proposed a novel algorithm, called least matching pursuit (LMP), for

detection of unused blocks from CS measurements. The design of LMP is inspired

by a novel recovery guarantee designed for the zero-detection group thresholding

(ZD-GroTH) method put forward in [127]. In contrast to ZD-GroTH, LMP first

eliminates the strongest signal components using block orthogonal matching

pursuit (BOMP) to reduce the dynamic range in the residual signal. LMP then

evaluates a minimum correlation criterion that uses intermediate results acquired

during BOMP iterations. Simulation results with realistic RF components and a

nonuniform wavelet sampling (NUWS) stage have shown that LMP is able to

outperform BOMP, ZD-GroTH, and a neural-network-based baseline detector

for compressive whitespace detection.

3.2 Sample-Efficient Spatio-Spectral Whitespace Detection Us-

ing Least Matching Pursuit

Multi-antenna wireless communication improves spectral efficiency by reusing

frequencies at different locations in space using beamforming and spatial multi-

plexing. In the past, research has extensively focused on dynamically reusing

unused frequency bands to optimize spectrum usage, but methods that iden-

tify unused resources in space appear to be unexplored. In this section, we

propose a sample-efficient whitespace detection pipeline for multi-antenna radio-

frequency (RF) transceivers that detects unused resources in both frequency and

space. Our spatio-spectral whitespace detection pipeline relies on multi-antenna
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nonuniform wavelet sampling, which identifies unused frequencies in space at

sub-Nyquist sampling rates. We demonstrate the efficacy of our approach via

system simulations and show that reliable spatio-spectral whitespace detection

is possible with 16��� lower sampling rates than methods relying on Nyquist

sampling.

3.2.1 Introduction

The trend towards global digitalization requires ubiquitous wireless connectivity

and most wireless services rely on mobile devices with limited battery capacity.

Mainly driven by the Internet of Things (IoT), the number of connected devices

is predicted to grow to 13.1 B by 2023 [133]. Such excessively large numbers

of wireless devices combined with the ever-growing need for higher data-rates

will inevitably cause congestion in the radio-frequency (RF) spectrum and lead

to significant challenges in making efficient use of the spectrum. Because of

the limitations in RF spectrum allocation and limited battery capacity of IoT

devices, it is critical to deploy energy-efficient sensing methods that identify

unused RF channels with the goal of opportunistically reusing the available

resources among devices at both the infrastructure base station (BS) and the user

equipment (UE) sides.

Massive multi-user multiple-input multiple-output (MU-MIMO) [13–15],

exploits the concept of reusing the spectrum in space by deploying hundreds

of BS antenna elements while simultaneously communicating with tens of UEs.

Such large antenna arrays enable extremely fine-grained beamforming at the

BS-side, which can be used to precisely focus useful energy towards the UEs,
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resulting in energy-efficient communication [2]. Although the impact of these

technologies is evident, only little attention has been given to identifying unused

resources in space.

Spatio-Spatial Whitespace Detection

Identifying whitespaces in both the frequency and spatial domains enable one

to reallocate services from one frequency to another while keeping spatial occu-

pancy (e.g., angle-of-arrival in line-of-sight scenarios or spatio-spectral signature

in rich scattering environments) in mind using a new paradigm we call spatio-

spectral defragmentation. The operating principle of this idea is illustrated in

Figure 3.3, which shows a massive MU-MIMO base station (BS) serving three

single-antenna UEs under line-of-sight (LoS) channel conditions. The top-right

part of Figure 3.3 illustrates traditional whitespace detection, which would indi-

cate that all of the available frequencies are occupied. However, by taking into

account the spatial dimension (we consider the incident angle in this LoS case),

we can relocate UE 2 to use the frequency that is also used by UE 1 without caus-

ing interference—this is possible because the two UEs can be separated in space

by means of beamforming. Since this spectrum relocation liberates the middle

frequency band, there is now a new unused frequency band that could be used

for transmission, even by single antenna UEs. The advantages of spatio-spectral

defragmentation are manifold: (i) reduced interference among UEs which results

in improved signal-to-noise ratio (SNR); (ii) separation of UEs in frequency and

space, which mitigates the need for time-division duplexing, hence, reducing

latency; (iii) enabling more UEs to use the spectrum which increases the total

number of devices that can share the available spectrum; (iv) releasing adjacent
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Figure 3.3: Principle of spatio-spectral whitespace detection and defragmentation:
(left) multi-antenna BS serving three UEs; (top right) all three frequency bands
appear occupied by ignoring the angular (spatial) domain; (bottom right) spatio-
spectral whitespace detection and spectrum defragmentation releases bandwidth
that can be used for communication.

frequencies for transmitters or services that require larger contiguous bandwidth.

Compressive Spectrum Sensing

Extracting frequency and spatial occupancy information can be implemented in

the following ways: (i) Frequency scanning [134, 135], which relies on Nyquist

sampling, or (ii) compressive sensing (CS), which samples analog signals below

the Nyquist rate [39, 136]. While frequency scanning enables high sensitivity

in distinguishing weak RF channels from noise, it is slow and sample ineffi-

cient [137]. In contrast, CS has the potential to reduce signal acquisition times

and improve sample efficiency with the assumption of spectral sparsity, i.e., the

concept that only a few RF channels are occupied at a given time instant. CS has

been proposed in the past for the detection of strong transmitters in the RF spec-

trum [138–143] and for direction-of-arrival detection [144]. For such CS-based

applications, circuit-level implementations have been described in the litera-

ture [145–149]. However, CS is sensitive to noise [10], which limits conventional
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CS-based wideband spectrum sensing algorithms to detecting only strong sig-

nals, i.e., occupied RF channels [140, 145, 150]. Furthermore, identifying used RF

channels via CS typically requires complex signal recovery algorithms [151–154],

which often annihilates the advantages of sampling efficiency [145].

With the exceptions of [127, 155], to the best of our knowledge, no work de-

scribes whitespace detection methods using CS measurements. Reference [127]

proposed zero detection group thresholding (ZD-GroTH), which is a general al-

gorithm to detect unused components in sparse signals. Reference [155] recently

proposed least matching pursuit (LMP) which improves upon ZF-GroTH and

enables one to identify unused channels in the RF spectrum using nonuniform

wavelet sampling (NUWS), which avoids many of the drawbacks of traditional

CS-based approaches [150]. However, the CS-based whitespace detection frame-

work in [155] was designed for single-antenna systems only, which prevents its

use for spatio-spectral whitespace detection and defragmentation.

Contributions

In this section, we develop a novel framework that detects spatio-spectral whites-

pace using multi-antenna NUWS [150]. Our framework extends the recently-

introduced LMP algorithm for single-antenna systems in [155] to multi-antenna

NUWS measurements in order to identify an unused spatio-spectral resource

block. We provide new theory on proper system modeling for multi-antenna

NUWS receivers and propose design criteria for multi-antenna NUWS sensing

matrices. We show that properly-designed NUWS-based sensing matrices yield

low overall block mutual coherence, which results in better whitespace detection

performance than simply applying the methods from [155] to multi-antenna
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Figure 3.4: Overview of the proposed spatio-spectral whitespace detection frame-
work. NUWS acquires compressed measurements at each receive antenna in a
uniform linear array (ULA). A spatio-spectral whitespace detection algorithm
then identifies whitespaces in both space and frequency.

systems. In order to demonstrate the efficacy of our framework, we simulate

a spatio-spectral whitespace detection task with a realistic NUWS-based multi-

antenna RF system model, and we compare our approach to Nyquist sampling

and the method from [155].

Notation

Uppercase boldface letters denote matrices; lowercase boldface letters denote

column vectors. For a matrix A, we denote its transpose by AT , its Hermitian

transpose by AH , and complex-conjugate by A�. We write rAsi to refer to the ith

block (or submatrix), which is a collection of adjacent columns in A. The entry in

the kth row and qth column of matrix A is denoted by Ak,q. The spectral norm

of A is }A}2 � σmax, where σmax is the largest singular value. The matrix FN is

the N �N unitary discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrix. The matrix IN is the

N �N identity matrix. The `2-norm of a vector a is }a}2. The Kronecker-product

is b and vecpAq vectorizes the matrix A. The real and imaginary parts of a vector

a are denoted by <paq and =paq, respectively.
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3.2.2 System Model

We now develop a model for the system in Figure 3.4. We consider a single-

antenna UE with index u transmitting data to a B-antenna receiver. The re-

ceiver captures the transmitted RF signal at a uniform linear array (ULA) using

NUWS. A spatio-spectral whitespace detection algorithm then identifies unused

resources in both space and frequency.

Single-Input Multiple-Output Baseband Model

Let vuptq be the complex-valued time-domain baseband message signal with a

bandwith of Z Hz. Assume that the uth UE is transmitting this signal by modulat-

ing it with a carrier frequency fu centered around fc as fu � fc�fq, where fc is the

center frequency of the band of interest and fq P t�ZC{2,�ZC{2�Z, . . . , ZC{2�

Zu is the subchannel frequency that can be chosen among C uniformly-spaced

subchannels in that frequency band which has a total bandwidth of ZC Hz. The

modulated transmit RF signal at carrier frequency fu of the uth user is given

by [156]

vuptq � <tvuptqej2πfutu. (3.6)

We consider a block-fading multi-path scenario and a multi-antenna receiver

with a B-antenna ULA. The (noise-free) received RF signal at BS antenna b can

be modeled as

rb,uptq �
Ļ

`�1

au,`vupt� τb,u,`q. (3.7)

Here, L is the total number of propagation paths (including a possible line-of-

sight path and reflections), au,` is the (real-valued) attenuation between UE u
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and the receiver associated with path `, where we assume that the attenuation

is equal for all B receive antennas, and τb,u,` is the time-of-flight of the `th path

between the UE u and BS antenna b. With (3.6), the received RF signal at antenna

b can be written as

rb,uptq �
Ļ

`�1

au,`<
 
vupt� τb,u,`qe

j2πfupt�τb,u,`q( (3.8)

� <
#

Ļ

`�1

au,`e
�j2πfuτb,u,`vupt� τb,u,`qe

j2πfut

+
. (3.9)

At the BS, we perform down-conversion of the received signal in (3.9) by mixing

it with a complex sinusoid at the band’s center frequency fc and low-pass filtering

the result to obtain the following complex-valued baseband signal:

rb,uptq �
Ļ

`�1

au,`e
�j2πfuτb,u,`vupt� τb,u,`qe

j2πfqt. (3.10)

We assume that the ULA at the receiver has an antenna spacing of ∆a and the

distance between the transmitter (and scatterers) and the receiver is much larger

than the size of the antenna array. With these assumptions, we can approximate

the time-of-flight using the plane-wave approximation as [157]

τb,u,` �
du,`
c

� pb� 1q
∆a

c
cospφu,`q, (3.11)

where du,` is the distance between scatterer (or UE) ` and the first BS antenna,

c is the speed of electromagnetic waves, and φu,` is the incident angle to the

ULA of the `th transmission path. We can now model the joint effect of the

attenuation and delay across each antenna element αb,u,` in (3.10) using the

following approximation

αb,u,` � au,`e
�j2πfuτb,u,` (3.12)

� ãu,`e
�j2πfupb�1q∆a

c
cospφu,`q, (3.13)
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where we have absorbed the du,`-dependent term into the complex-valued atten-

uation ãu,`. We also assume that the bandwidth Z of the message signal vuptq is

much smaller than the inverse propagation delay across the BS antenna array,

which leads to the approximation [158]

vupt� τb,u,`q � vu

�
t�

du,`
c



� vu,`ptq, (3.14)

removing any antenna-index-dependence from the received (and delayed) mes-

sage signal vu,`ptq. By combining (3.11) and (3.14), we obtain in-phase and quadra-

ture samples of (3.10) at a sampling period Ts, which leads to the following model

for the complex-valued discrete-time receive baseband signal:

rbrns �
Ļ

`�1

αb,u,`vu,`pnTsqe
j2πfqnTs . (3.15)

Block-Sparse Multi-User Baseband Model

We now model the discrete-time receive signal for all B antennas. We define the

array-response (row) vector

kHu,` � rα1,u,`, α2,u,`, . . . , αB,u,`s, (3.16)

which contains all antenna-dependent terms from (3.15). We also define the

message signal (column) vector

vu,` � rvu,`p0q, . . . , vu,` ppN � 1qTsq e
j2πfqTspN�1qsT , (3.17)

which contains N samples of the received (and delayed) message signal. With

both of these definitions, we can write the N received samples at all B antennas

in compact matrix form as follows:

Xu �
Ļ

`�1

vu,`k
H
u,`. (3.18)
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We now assume the presence of U UEs at different locations that transmit data

simultaneously and in the same frequency band but possibly occupying different

subchannels. This situation can be modeled as

X �
U̧

u�1

Xu �N, (3.19)

where we also model thermal noise N P CN�B.

In practice, wireless transmitters typically only occupy a few frequencies

and spatial resources at a given time instant, which results in sparsity in both

the frequency and spatial domains [156]. Since phase rotations in the sample

domain correspond to frequency shifts in the discrete Fourier transform (DFT)

domain, we can transform the samples for each BS antenna into the DFT domain

as X̂ � FNX, which contains the frequency response of each antenna in its

columns. By taking another DFT across the antenna array, we transform the

antenna domain into the so-called beamspace domain [159]

S � X̂FT
B � FNXFT

B, (3.20)

which represents the incident angles for each frequency in its rows. The matrix

S P CN�B compactly captures the spatio-spectral structure of the received signal:

The columns indicate (active) beams (i.e., angles) and the rows indicate (active)

frequencies. If only a few UEs are present and the number of propagation paths

L per UE is small (which is the case in many outdoor sub-6-GHz and millimeter-

wave channels), then the matrix S will be sparse, i.e., only a few entries will have

large magnitudes. Here, taking the DFT over the time domain reveals the sparse

frequency structure; taking the DFT over the antenna (e.g., a uniform linear

array) reveals the sparse structure in the beamspace (angular) domain [159].

In what follows, we assume that the vectorized signal s � vecpSq in (3.20)

contains K spectral blocks for each beam with si P CNi each of dimension Ni,
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where i � 1, . . . , K,
°K
i�1Ni � N , and s � rsH1 , . . . , s

H
BKs

H ; and, thanks to sparsity,

J of these blocks have large magnitudes, i.e., the vector s is modeled as a J-

block-sparse signal [128]. This block sparsity is key in the whitespace detection

pipeline we develop in the remainder of this section.

Compressive Sensing (CS) Basics

Our goal is to detect unused resources in frequency and (beam)space represented

while avoiding Nyquist sampling. To this end, we exploit the block sparsity of

s � vecpSq using CS [39] and acquire linear measurements as follows:

y � Θs. (3.21)

Here, y P CBM contains the compressed measurements with BM ! BN , and

Θ P CBM�BN is the effective sensing matrix which combines the joint effect of

the sensing matrix and the sparsifying transform. Here, the ratio η � BM
BN

is the

subsampling rate. To reveal the block-sparse structure, we can write an equivalent

system model y �
°K
i�1rΘsisi, where rΘsi is the ith block of the effective sensing

matrix Θ � rrΘs1, . . . , rΘsKs with rΘsi P CBM�Ni .

CS acquires measurements by computing inner products in the time domain

via y � Qx, where x � vecpXq is the vectorized time domain signal in (3.19) and

Q P CBM�BN is the sensing matrix. The effective sensing matrix is Θ � QΨ�1,

where Ψ�1 P CBN�BN is the inverse sparsifying transform with x � Ψ�1s. For

the multi-antenna RF signal model in (3.20), we have that Ψ�1 � FH
B b FH

N .
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Nonuniform Wavelet Sampling (NUWS)

As shown in Figure 3.4, we use NUWS [150] to acquire CS measurements at

each antenna. NUWS efficiently samples analog signals by taking inner products

between the analog signal and wavelets that can be generated efficiently in

hardware [74]. For antenna b, the NUWS measurement process can be modeled

as yb � Wbxb, where yb P CM contains the M wavelet coefficients with M ! N ,

Wb P CM�N is the NUWS sensing matrix containing wavelets wm P CN , m �

1, . . . ,M , on each row, and xb P CN is the received signal at the bth antenna

(the bth column of X). Each wavelet wmpδm, fm, σmq can be tuned in time (δ),

frequency (f ), and pulse width (σ). By carefully selecting these parameters for

all M wavelets, one can effectively subsample the signal xb while preserving the

information of interest [150, 155].

We can write the NUWS process for all B antennas as follows. Let Y P CM�B

be a matrix containing NUWS measurements for the B antennas in its columns

as Y � ry1,y2, . . . ,yBs. By vectorizing this matrix ỹ � vecpYq, the NUWS

measurement process can be written as follows:

ỹ � Q̃ x. (3.22)

Here, the block-diagonal multi-antenna NUWS sensing matrix Q̃ P CBM�BN

is defined as Q̃ � diagpW1,W2, . . . ,WBq. The effective multi-antenna NUWS

sensing matrix in (3.21) is Θ � Q̃Ψ�1, which combines the effect of NUWS Q̃

and the inverse sparsifying transform Ψ�1 defined in Section 3.2.2.
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3.2.3 Spatio-spectral Whitespace Detection

We now show how to detect unused resources in both space and frequency

from multi-antenna NUWS measurements. We then propose a method to design

suitable wavelet dictionaries.

Least Matching Pursuit (LMP)

In order to identify a spatio-spectral whitespace using multi-antenna NUWS

measurements, we use least matching pursuit (LMP) introduced in [155] for

single-antenna receivers. LMP resembles block orthogonal matching pursuit

(BOMP) [128] and starts with an initial residual r0 � ỹ. In each LMP iteration

t � 1, . . . , P , one first correlates each block rΘsi with the residual rt as

λt�1
i � }rΘsHi rt}2, i � 1, . . . , K, (3.23)

followed by identifying the most-correlating block

ct�1 � arg max
i�1,...,K

λt�1
i . (3.24)

LMP then augments the support set Ωt�1 � Ωt Y ct�1, followed by computing an

estimate of the non-zero blocks via ŝΩt�1 � Θ:
Ωt�1ỹ, where ΘΩt�1 is a concatena-

tion of the blocks indexed by Ωt�1. LMP then computes a new residual according

to rt�1 � ỹ �ΘΩt�1 ŝΩt�1 . After P iterations, LMP uses the collected coefficients

in (3.23) to identify the least-correlating block index f̂ according to

f̂ � arg min
iPt1,2,...,KuzΩP�1

P̧

t�1

λt�1
i . (3.25)

To assess the complexity of LMP, we provide a complexity analysis in Ta-

ble 3.1 by counting the number of real-valued multiplications required for (i)
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Table 3.1: Computational complexity of frequency scanning and LMP.

Algorithm Complexity

Frequency scanning BNplog2B � log2Nq � 2BN
LMP 4BNpηBNq2 � 2BN � 2pBN{Kq3 � 6ηBNpBN{Kq2

�2ηpBNq2{K � 4BN{KpηBNq2 � 4ηBNpBN{Kq2

traditional frequency scanning using a fast Fourier transform (FFT) and (ii)

LMP with P � 1 as a function of the subsampling ratio defined as η � BM
BN

.

Frequency scanning takes in a B � N dimensional antenna-domain matrix X

and applies 2D-FFT which has a complexity of BNplog2B � log2Nq followed

by calculating the energy of each block si P CNi that requires 2BN real-valued

multiplications. Our approach requires 4BNpηBNq2 � 2BN real-valued multi-

plications for calculating the correlation in (3.23), 2pBN{Kq3 � 6ηBNpBN{Kq2 �

2ηpBNq2{Kq � 4BN{KpηBNq2 real-valued multiplications for estimating the

non-zero blocks ŝΩt�1 , and 4ηBNpBN{Kq2 real-valued multiplications for calcu-

lating the residual rt�1. We note that frequency scanning is typically less complex

than LMP. Nonetheless, in many practical applications, sampling, storage, and

data transmission are typically the limiting factors as whitespace detection can

be calculated in the cloud (where computational resources are abundant and

spectral defragmentation would be carried out). In applications that require

on-device whitespace detection from CS-measurement, more efficient algorithms

than LMP would need to be developed.

Block Coherence Analysis of Effective Sensing Matrix

As shown in [155] for the single-antenna case, the performance of LMP critically

depends on the effective sensing matrix. Concretely, one of the determining

performance factors is the block coherence [128], which we define as follows.
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Definition 2. The block coherence of the effective sensing matrix Θ is defined as

follows:

µΘ � max
i�i1

��rΘsHi rΘsi1
��

2
. (3.26)

We note that the block coherence is a standard tool to characterize the per-

formance of compressive sensing algorithms that recover strong components of

block-sparse signals [128]. Concretely, if the block coherence is sufficiently small,

then a block sparse signal x can be recovered by from noiseless compressed

measurements. Reference [155] has shown recently that the block coherence is

also relevant to provide conditions when whitespace detection is possible—not

just to detect strong signal components. We next show that the block coherence

in (3.26) is also relevant for detecting unused resources in both the frequency

and spatial domains. Concretely, we now show that it matters whether one uses

different NUWS matrices Wb, b � 1, . . . , B, at each of the B antenna elements

or whether one uses the same set of wavelets at each antenna, i.e., W1 � Wb,

b � 1, . . . , B. For simplicity, we assume (A1) equally sized blocks Ni � N{K and

(A2) unitary blocks in the NUWS matrices rWbs
H
k rWbsk � INi , b � 1, . . . , B, and

k � 1, . . . , K, where k is the block index.

We first analyze the block coherence of the case in which different NUWS

sensing matrices are used at each antenna. We have the following result; the

proof is given in Appendix A.2.2.

Proposition 3. Using (A1) and (A2), the block coherence µΘ of the effective sensing

matrix Θ satisfies

µΘ ¤
1

B

B̧

b�1

µŴb
, (3.27)
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where µŴb
is the block coherence of the frequency-domain NUWS sensing matrix Ŵb �

WbF
H
N at antenna b.

This result shows that using different NUWS matrices per receive antenna has

the potential to yield lower block coherence than the average of the individual

block coherences of the frequency-domain NUWS matrices.

We now analyze the case in which the same NUWS sensing matrix W1

is used at each antenna. We have the following result; the proof is given in

Appendix A.2.3.

Proposition 4. Using (A1) and (A2), the block coherence µΘ of the effective sensing

matrix Θ satisfies

µΘ � µŴ1
, (3.28)

where µŴ1
is the block coherence of the frequency-domain NUWS matrix Ŵ1 � W1F

H
N

at antenna 1.

This result shows that using the same NUWS matrix at each receive antenna

renders the block coherence of Θ to be the same as that of the frequency-domain

NUWS matrix Ŵ1. Consequently, the use of different NUWS matrices at each

receive antenna has the potential to reduce the block coherence and, hence,

improve the performance of LMP for spatio-spectral whitespace detection. We

will confirm this observation via system simulations in Section 3.2.4.

Design of Effective Sensing Matrices

We now describe the design of sensing matrices for spatio-spectral whitespace

detection that have small block coherence. We start by generating an overcom-
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plete NUWS base dictionary W P CD�N consisting of D "M different wavelets.

As in the single-antenna case [100, 155], we focus on wavelet sequences with

elements taken from the set t�1, 0,�1u, which has the advantage of enabling

simple analog circuitry to generate the wavelet sequences. From this base dic-

tionary, we generate an overcomplete block-diagonal base dictionary for the

multi-antenna case as Q � IB b WD. We then use a greedy, wrapper-based

algorithm to select a subset of BM wavelet sequences with small block coherence

from this base dictionary. To this end, we start with an empty set of wavelet

sequences. For each sequence in the overcomplete dictionary, we utilize the

following self-orthogonalizing version of the block coherence defined as [155]

µ̄Θv � max
i�i1

��prΘvsHi rΘ
vsiq

�0.5rΘvsHi rΘ
vsi1

��
2
, (3.29)

where Θv is the (unnormalized) dictionary in the vth iteration of this procedure.

We then add the wavelet sequence that exhibits the lowest block coherence to

the dictionary. We repeat this selection procedure until BM wavelet sequences

have been collected. We call the resulting effective sensing matrix “U-NUWS,”

short for unrestricted NUWS.

While the above procedure does not guarantee the acquisition of M wavelet

samples per antenna, we also design a variant that selects exactly M coefficients

per antenna, which can simplify NUWS acquisition hardware. The method

proceeds as for the U-NUWS dictionary above, but simply limits the selection

to M measurements per antenna. We call the resulting effective sensing matrix

“R-NUWS,” short for restricted NUWS.

As a baseline, we also design a simple multi-antenna sensing matrix that uses

the same set of wavelet sequences at all antennas. To this end, we run the above

greedy procedure on the overcomplete NUWS matrix W and use that matrix at
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all antennas. We call the resulting effective sensing matrix “1-NUWS,” short for

one-antenna NUWS.

3.2.4 Results

We now demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed spatio-spectral whitespace

detection approach. We first detail the simulation setup and then present the

simulation results.

Simulation Setup

We simulate the system depicted in Figure 3.4 containing multiple single-antenna

RF transmitters occupying different frequency bands and communicating with

an B � 8 antenna receiver equipped with a uniform linear array (ULA). We

divide the RF spectrum between 2.4 GHz and 2.5 GHz into C � 20 equally-

spaced subbands, each with Z � 5 MHz bandwidth. We randomly place the

transmitters 1 m and 280 m apart of the receiver and randomly set the incident

angle of the transmitter in a sector between 10� and 135�. We use the same model

and parameters for the receive-side low-noise amplifier (LNA), transmit-side and

receive-side mixers, and transmit and receive antennas as in [155]. Concretely,

the receiver antenna array is placed at a height of 15 m with a gain of 10 dBi

per antenna. LNA and mixers include nonlinearities of first, third, and fifth

order harmonics at 50 Ω impedance, �1 dB gain compression, and a third-order

intercept point of 10 dBm. We use Leeson’s model [132] with 1 MHz carrier

frequency offset at �110 dBc to model the phase noise. We use 8 dB and 20 dB

respectively, and we set the noise figure to 5 dB for both the mixer and LNA. We
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(c) Subsampling rate η � 1{4

Figure 3.5: Average SNR versus error rate for a multi-antenna spatio-spectral
white space detection task. We show the performance for different NUWS sensing
matrices and for a random as well as Nyquist-based baseline. We use LMP for
(a) BM � 100 (subsampling rate η � 1{16), (b) BM � 200 (subsampling rate
η � 1{8), and (c) BM � 400 (subsampling rate η � 1{4) NUWS measurements.
At a target error rate of 0.01%, the SNR gap between LMP with U-NUWS and a
subsampling rate η � 1{4 approaches the Nyquist-based baseline by 2 dB.
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include thermal noise at 290 K both at the transmitter before the mixer and the

receiver before LNA.

For the sake of conciseness, we simulate line-of-sight RF channels with one

propagation path and use the path-loss model from [131]. We perform 200 k

Monte-Carlo trials, where we randomize the location, angle, number of transmit-

ting UEs (between U � 1 and U � 5), spectrum occupancy, and thermal noise.

At the receiver side, we measure the RF signal at each of the B � 8 antennas

by performing NUWS (and other baseline methods) over a duration of N � 200

samples. We perform spatio-spectral whitespace detection using LMP with

P � 4. We also compare our approach to two baselines: (i) Randomly selecting a

spatio-spectral block as unused (called “Random”) and (ii) performing Nyquist

sampling (processing all N � 200 samples per antenna) and analyzing the signal

power in the beamspace domain (called “Nyquist”). We note that the approach

called “Nyquist” uses frequency scanning which first takes a two-dimensional

DFT on the multi-antenna RF signal matrix X followed by calculating the powers

of each spatio-spectral block. These powers are then used to declare the whites-

pace as the block with minimum power. For all whitespace detection methods,

we declare an error whenever an algorithm decides that a spatio-spectral resource

block was unused but it was, in fact, occupied by a transmitter.

Simulation Results

Figures 3.5a, 3.5b, and 3.5c show simulation results for BM � 100, BM � 200,

and BM � 400 measurements corresponding to subsampling rates of η � 1{16,

η � 1{8, and η � 1{4, respectively. We evaluate the empirical error rate versus the

average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for all active transmitters. We observe that
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both LMP with U-NUWS and R-NUWS sensing matrices consistently achieve

lower error rates than LMP with the same sensing matrix (1-NUWS) for all SNR

values. This finding demonstrates that LMP with U-NUWS and R-NUWS can

yield lower mutual coherence (and hence better performance) than a näive appli-

cation of LMP 1-NUWS, which was designed for the single-antenna case [155], to

the multi-antenna case. While U-NUWS achieves the lowest error rate among the

three dictionaries, the difference between U-NUWS and R-NUWS is relatively

small, which implies that R-NUWS is preferrable from an implementation per-

spective. LMP U-NUWS achieves an error rate of 0.1% for SNR values exceeding

10 dB with 16� fewer samples than Nyquist sampling. Similarly, at an error rate

of 0.1%, LMP with U-NUWS and R-NUWS with a subsampling rate of η � 1{8

approaches the Nyquist baseline by about 6 dB. Both U-NUWS and R-NUWS

enable LMP to achieve an error rate lower than 0.01% with a subsampling rate of

η � 1{4 for SNR values exceeding 5 dB.

We note that an error floor for the subsampling rates η � 1{16 and η � 1{8 is

visible at high SNR. This observation can be explained by studying the sufficient

condition for the success of LMP with P � 1 provided in [155, Prop. 1]:°
jPU }xj}2

}xmin}2

 
1

2

�
σmin

µΘ

� 1



�

}n}2

µΘ}xmin}2

. (3.30)

Here, }xmin}2 � minjPU }xj}2 is the `2-norm of the block of xi that has the mini-

mum `2-norm among the used blocks indexed by U and σmin � mini�1,...,B σΘi

is the minimum singular value among all the blocks of rΘsi with i � 1, . . . , K.

We see from (3.30) that the block coherence µΘ must be minimized and the SNR,

which is characterized by the term µΘ}xmin}2{}n}2, must be maximized to en-

sure this condition is met (which guarantees the success of LMP). However, we

also see from (3.30) that even in absence of noise (which is at infinite SNR), the

block coherence limits the performance of LMP. Hence, to further improve the
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performance at high SNR, one must design sampling matrices with lower block

coherence, which is fundamentally limited by the Welch lower bound [160] and

can be reduced by increasing the number of compressive measurements (which

would increase the subsampling rates and degrade sampling efficiency).

3.2.5 Conclusions

We have proposed a novel spatio-spectral whitespace detection pipeline for

multi-antenna RF transceivers. Our method first acquires NUWS measurements

at multiple antennas and then uses LMP to identify unused resources in both

the angular and frequency domains. We have shown that properly-designed

multi-antenna NUWS sensing matrices yield lower mutual coherence, which

manifests itself in lower error rates. Simulation results have demonstrated that

LMP-based spatio-spectral whitespace detection can approach the performance

of Nyquist sampling by about 2 dB SNR at a target error rate of only 0.01% with

a subsampling rate of η � 1{4.
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CHAPTER 4

CSI-BASED LOCALIZATION

Localization of devices, assets, and objects is critical for a variety of applications

including (but not limited to) virtual reality, navigation, asset tracking, and

industrial automation. Conventional localization methods require costly and

power-hungry sensors, such as GPS, and LiDAR, and only work at line-of-sight

(LoS) conditions. Alternative localization approaches include using RF signals

to locate devices in a given surrounding with the aid of DNNs. However, these

methods require accurate synchronization of multiple access points and well-

engineered features that are robust to system and hardware impairments.

In this chapter, we propose two different approaches to perform accurate

localization using low-cost off-the-shelf wireless transceivers. First, in Section 4.1,

we introduce CSI-based multi-point and multi-antenna indoor positioning using

probability maps which indicate the likelihood of users being at a predefined grid

point. To overcome the system and hardware impairments occurring in MIMO-

OFDM systems, we propose novel features that are resilient to these impairments.

Our approach allows the fusion of multiple MIMO links without requiring perfect

synchronization between the access points. Second, in Section 4.2, we introduce

a novel DNN-based localization pipeline that (i) takes in raw CSI measurements

and learns CSI-based features, and (ii) improves the positioning accuracy of

moving devices by fusing time-series of CSI-based features and DNN estimates.

We demonstrate the efficacy of our approaches by real-life experiments and show

that our CSI-based localization approaches can achieve centimeter-level indoor

positioning accuracy at both LoS and nLoS conditions.
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4.1 CSI-Based Multi-Point and Multi-Antenna Positioning Us-

ing Probability Fusion

Channel state information (CSI)-based fingerprinting via neural networks (NNs)

is a promising approach to enable accurate indoor and outdoor positioning

of user equipments (UEs), even under challenging propagation conditions. In

this section, we propose a positioning pipeline for wireless LAN MIMO-OFDM

systems which uses uplink CSI measurements obtained from one or more un-

synchronized access points (APs). For each AP receiver, novel features are first

extracted from the CSI that are robust to system impairments arising in real-world

transceivers. These features are the inputs to a NN that extracts a probability

map indicating the likelihood of a UE being at a given grid point. The NN

output is then fused across multiple APs to provide a final position estimate. We

provide experimental results with real-world indoor measurements under line-

of-sight (LoS) and non-LoS propagation conditions for an 80 MHz bandwidth

IEEE 802.11ac system using a two-antenna transmit UE and two AP receivers

each with four antennas. Our approach is shown to achieve centimeter-level

median distance error, an order of magnitude improvement over a conventional

baseline.

4.1.1 Introduction

Positioning of mobile user equipment (UE) devices is essential for a broad range

of applications, including navigation, virtual reality, asset tracking, advertising,

industrial automation, and many more [17, 161–164]. While global navigation
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satellite system (GNSS) technologies enable ubiquitous positioning in outdoor

environments with a view of the sky, there is no similarly ubiquitous solution

for indoor environments. In addition, some of the indoor positioning applica-

tions, such as drone or robot navigation, require centimeter-level precision for

executing their missions, which is not achievable using conventional GNSS. One

class of solutions for indoor positioning uses infrastructure cameras for visible

or infra-red light, viewing an object of interest which is equipped with either an

active transmitter or passive reflector [165–168]. While such systems can achieve

sub-centimeter accuracy, they are expensive, require unobstructed views, and

may not work in rooms with bright sunlight.

The Challenges of Indoor Positioning using RF signals

An alternative to camera-based positioning methods is to use radio-frequency

(RF) signals [162, 169–174]. However, RF-based localization techniques typically

incur significant costs in calibrating the infrastructure access points (APs), de-

pending on the required level of accuracy. For example, achieving meter-level

accuracy with RF time-difference-of-arrival measurements requires synchroniza-

tion of the APs with nanosecond accuracy and knowledge of their locations with

sub-meter accuracy.

A type of RF localization technique which has the advantage of not requiring

AP calibration is known as fingerprinting. Instead, these techniques rely on the

offline creation of an empirical database that records RF measurements, such as

the received signal strength indicator (RSSI) from multiple APs, as a function of

the UE location. An algorithm then estimates the location of a UE given its RF

measurements and the fingerprinting database. The database could be created
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with relatively low cost, for example, using an RF receiver mounted on a robot

that periodically moves through a space for cleaning.

As an alternative to RSSI measurements, fingerprinting could instead be

based on estimates of channel state information (CSI), which is always required

for data demodulation. For wideband MIMO-OFDM systems, complex-valued

CSI can be estimated for each active subcarrier and each transmit-receive antenna

pair, resulting in significantly richer measurement sets compared to RSSI. CSI-

based fingerprinting has been shown to enable accurate localization in both

indoor [22,26,171,175] and outdoor [24,25,27,176] applications. Recently, a range

of CSI-based fingerprinting methods that use machine learning—rather than

sophisticated geometrical models—has been proposed [21–24,26,27,177,178]. For

all of these methods, carefully designed features from CSI turn out to be critical,

as real-world channels exhibit small-scale fading and wireless transceivers suffer

from a number of hardware impairments. In addition, most of these methods

rely on supervised learning to train a neural network (NN) that maps CSI to UE

position, which requires dedicated measurement campaigns to acquire CSI and

associated ground-truth position. If relative location information is sufficient,

self-supervised methods known as channel charting [31,179,180] avoid expensive

measurement campaigns. If CSI measurements from multiple APs are available,

then the accuracy of channel charting can be improved significantly [181, 182].

Contributions

In this section, we propose a CSI-based positioning pipeline for multiple-input

multiple-output (MIMO) orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM)

wireless systems, which leverages the availability of CSI acquired at multiple
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MIMO links. Our positioning system can be built by using off-the-shelf hardware,

e.g., using the framework put forward in [183], without knowing the details

of the wireless infrastructure. Our main contributions can be summarized as

follows:

• We propose a NN-based positioning pipeline that combines so-called prob-

ability maps from multiple MIMO links (transmit antennas and/or APs).

The proposed method does not require accurate synchronization between

transmit antennas and/or APs, and minimizes the amount of location

information to be transmitted to a centralized processor.

• We evaluate different methods to combine the probability maps, which

indicate the likelihood of the UE location on a predefined grid. The pro-

posed methods include probability conflation, Gaussian conflation, and

NN-based probability fusion, which improve positioning accuracy over

existing NN-based CSI fingerprinting solutions.

• We calculate the probability maps from CSI features using NNs. The

proposed method enables probability maps with irregular grid structures.

Furthermore, NN training is accomplished by assigning probabilities to

multiple grid points using a minimum-variance approach.

• We extract CSI features that are robust to hardware impairments typically

arising in IEEE 802.11ac MIMO-OFDM-based systems operating indoors.

The proposed CSI features outperform existing features that were designed

for massive multiuser MIMO basestations.

• We provide experimental results with real-world indoor channel measure-

ments under line-of-sight (LoS) and non-LoS conditions and for multi-

antenna and multi-AP measurements. Our results reveal that centimeter-
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level accuracy is achievable using our positioning pipeline.

Relevant Prior Art

CSI-based positioning has been studied extensively in the past; see, e.g., [21–

24, 26, 170, 171, 174, 175, 184–186] and the references therein. Recent work has

focused mainly on neural network (NN)-based approaches [21–24, 26, 29, 30,

187–189], which (i) do not require geometric modeling [21], (ii) avoid storage of

potentially very large CSI fingerprint databases [190], and (iii) have the potential

to generalize to areas excluded in the training set [191]. In contrast to such NN-

based approaches, our focus is on multi-antenna and multi-point positioning in

which a NN generates what we call probability maps, a probabilistic description

of UE location measured at multiple APs and from multiple transmit antennas.

These probability maps can then be fused at a centralized processor to improve

positioning accuracy.

The references [23] and [21] propose NNs that estimate the likelihood of a

UE being in a certain grid point using one-hot encoded vectors trained from

a fixed number of uniformly-spaced reference positions. NN learning is then

formulated as a classification problem in which the labels correspond to grid

points nearest to the UE locations. Instead of one-hot vectors, we propose an

improved strategy that enables NN training for general grid structures and for

general probability mass functions (PMFs). To compute the PMFs, we propose

an optimization-based minimum-variance approach that assigns probabilities to

the individual grid points so that the expected location exactly matches the UE

position. While the references [192–194] also rely on a probabilistic description

of UE position, these methods perform positioning using geometrical models
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instead of NNs.

NN-based positioning from CSI measurements requires carefully-designed

features, which are robust to small-scale fading as well as system and hardware

impairments. The use of beamspace representations to extract the incident angles

has been used in [24, 31, 179, 195]. The conversion of subcarrier CSI into the

delay domain to extract relative time-of-flight information has been used in [24,

195–197]. The use of cross-correlation in the spatial domain and 1-dimensional

autocorrelation in the delay domain has been used in [31, 179] and [27, 180,

198], respectively. Such methods improve resilience to small-scale fading and

common hardware impairments, including time synchronization errors as well

as residual carrier frequency and sampling rate offsets. To improve robustness of

our positioning pipeline to small-scale fading as well as system and hardware

impairments that typically arise in IEEE 802.11ac MIMO-OFDM systems, we

improve the CSI feature extraction pipeline in [27] specialized for massive MU-

MIMO cellular systems by (i) taking the “instantaneous autocorrelation” over

the antenna and delay domains (no averaging over multiple measurements),

(ii) computing the autocorrelation in the antenna domain (not just the delay

domain), (iii) processing both the real and imaginary parts (instead of taking the

magnitudes), and (iv) not taking the logarithm on the resulting features.

Virtually all existing NN-based positioning methods rely on single-transmit

antenna CSI measurements at a single access point (AP) or basestation (BS) pos-

sibly with multiple receive antennas. In contrast to these methods, we generate

probability maps for each individual transmit antenna, which can then be fused

to improve localization accuracy while reducing the complexity of the neural

network and storage requirements. Multi-point localization strategies, where CSI
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from multiple APs or cellular BSs is combined, have been proposed in [181, 182]

for channel charting. While such approaches only enable relative localization,

they also require the exchange of CSI features to a centralized processor that

performs channel charting. In contrast to these approaches, we propose new

methods that fuse probability maps generated at multiple APs (and from multiple

transmit antennas), which not only improves (absolute) positioning accuracy but

also reduces the amount of information that must be transferred to a centralized

processor.

Probability fusion of multiple sensor data such as camera images [199] is a

widely studied subject; see, e.g., [200–202]. Existing outdoor positioning systems,

such as GNSS, triangulation-based methods in cellular systems [203], or indoor

positioning systems such as WorldViz [20] or VICON [19], already fuse at least

three different data sources to produce a robust position estimate. The methods

proposed in this section combine probabilistic sensor fusion with CSI-based

positioning. Concretely, our methods fuse multiple probability maps that indicate

the likelihood of a UE being at a given grid point using theoretically principled

conflation methods put forward in [204]. To the best of our knowledge, no

work has described the use of such conflation methods in a wireless positioning

application.

Notation

Lowercase boldface letters, uppercase boldface letters, and uppercase calligraphic

letters denote column vectors, matrices, and sets, respectively. For a matrix A,

we denote its transpose by AT , its Hermitian transpose by AH , its ith row and jth

column by Ai,j , and its ith column by ai. For a vector a, the kth entry is denoted
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by ak, the `2 and `1 norms are }a}2 �
a°

k |ak|
2 and }a}1 �

°
k |ak|, respectively,

and the real and imaginary parts are <paq and =paq, respectively.

4.1.2 Operation Principle and System Model

Our objective is to estimate the position of a UE from CSI measurements acquired

at one or multiple APs. We first outline the operation principle of the positioning

pipeline and then describe the multi-point MIMO-OFDM system model.

Operation Principle

Figure 4.1 illustrates the basic concept of the proposed multi-antenna multi-

point CSI-based positioning pipeline. The uth UE at location xpuq transmits

pilot sequences from one or multiple transmit antennas, which are then used

to estimate the wireless channel at one or multiple APs indexed by b � 1, . . . , B

where B is the number of APs.

The APs can have one or many receive antennas. The acquired CSI is then

used to generate a probability map ppuqrbs which contains information on the

location of the uth UE as seen from the bth AP. The probability map is generated

from measured CSI using neural networks, which have been trained from a

dataset containing CSI-location pairs in a dedicated training phase. Details on

the positioning pipeline are provided in Section 4.1.3. Ground-truth location

information for neural network training is acquired via a state-of-the-art multi-

camera positioning system. Details on the measurement setup are provided in

Section 4.1.5. The probability information from all APs is then fused in order to
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the proposed CSI-based multi-antenna and multi-AP
positioning system. A user equipment (UE) u at position xpuq transmits pilots
to one or multiple APs, which extract channel state information (CSI). Each AP
then uses CSI to generate a probability map indicating the UE’s location, which
is fused to compute an estimate x̂puq of the UE’s position.

produce an estimate x̂puq of the UE location.

Remark 6. A key limitation of supervised positioning methods is the requirement of a

dedicated training phase used to acquire a large CSI dataset annotated with ground-truth

position. If the cost of creating a CSI dataset is manageable, then it is highly beneficial to

use supervised CSI-based fingerprinting methods. Self- or semi-supervised methods that

build on channel charting [25, 31, 205], can be used to reduce or completely avoid the

acquisition of ground-truth location information at the expense of positioning accuracy.

An extension of the proposed positioning pipeline to such self- or semi-supervised methods

is part of ongoing work.

Remark 7. In order to acquire CSI at multiple APs, CSI sniffing methods that receive

all transmitted OFDM packets in the receiver’s range can be used [183]. Furthermore,

the APs performing localization do not need to be the destination of the payload as CSI

can be extracted from any IEEE 802.11ac [33]-compatible receiver.
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Multi-Antenna Multi-Point OFDM System Model

We focus on an IEEE 802.11ac-based wireless communication system [33], which

is also what we used in Section 4.1.5 to generate our indoor positioning results.1

We consider a multi-antenna UE with MT transmit antennas that is located

in the range of B multi-antenna APs (or basestations) having MR antennas

each. We consider an OFDM system with W subcarriers and cyclic prefix length

C. The set Ωused contains the indices of subcarriers associated with tones that

have been trained (corresponding to data and pilot subcarriers); the set Ωzero

contains the indices associated with unused subcarriers. Consequently, we have

Ωused Y Ωzero � t1, . . . ,W u. We assume that the uth UE is at position xpuq P RD,

where D is typically two or three (representing the spatial location), and is

transmitting one pilot per used subcarrier (e.g., during the preamble), which

is performed at each AP to compute an estimate of the wireless channel in the

frequency domain. The estimated MR �MT MIMO channel matrix at subcarrier

w � 1, . . . ,W and at AP b � 1, . . . , B is denoted by H
puq
w rbs P CMR�MT . We call the

collection of these channel matrices

Hpuq
w rbs, w � 1, . . . ,W, b � 1, . . . , B, (4.1)

the CSI associated with UE u; we abbreviate (4.1) by tH
puq
w rbsu. In what follows,

we assume that the delay spread of the channel plus the maximum timing offset

does not exceed the cyclic prefix length. We furthermore assume C ¤ |Ωused| for

reasons discussed in Section 4.1.3. Besides that, we allow the extracted channel

estimates to be affected by real-world system and hardware impairments, such

as timing errors and residual phase offsets.

Remark 8. We do not require (i) the B APs to acquire the CSI from the uth UE at
1Many of the proposed techniques can be adapted easily to other MIMO-OFDM-based

wireless communication systems.
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the same time instant or (ii) perfect synchronization among APs. The only assumption

is that the CSI measured at each APs is for the same UE, which is transmitting from

approximately the same location xpuq; this includes the cases of (i) unsynchronized APs

or (ii) situations in which the UE is transmitting to multiple APs in a round-robin

fashion or scenarios in which one or multiple APs are acquiring CSI without decoding

the UEs data.

4.1.3 CSI-Based Fingerprinting via Neural Networks

We now detail the proposed multi-antenna multi-point CSI-based positioning

pipeline illustrated in Figure 4.2. We start by describing the CSI-feature extraction

stage followed by discussing the NN that generates probability maps. Means to

fuse probability maps to obtain accurate location estimates from multi-antenna

and multi-point data are detailed in Section 4.1.4.

CSI-Feature Extraction

In order to enable CSI-based positioning, it is critical to construct robust CSI-

features that (i) are unique for a given UE location, (ii) are robust to small-scale

fading effects [25, 31, 176, 179, 205], and (iii) are resilient to real-world system and

hardware impairments [27, 180]. Clearly, for a given UE location xpuq, the CSI

features extracted from the estimated CSI tHpuq
w rbsu should be unique—otherwise,

UE location is not uniquely determined. Furthermore, small-scale fading, e.g.,

caused by moving objects in the surrounding area of the UE and APs, should not

affect the CSI features as they are generally difficult to model. Finally, system

and hardware impairments, such as varying transmit or receive power as well
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Figure 4.2: CSI-based positioning pipeline. (a) Positioning with one AP: The
AP extracts CSI tHpuq

w u of the uth UE followed by a feature extraction stage that
produces f puq. A neural network then computes a probability map ppuq that
is used to generate an estimate x̂puq of the UEs location. (b) Positioning with
two APs: A centralized node fuses the two extracted probability maps ppuqr1s
and ppuqr2s computed from two different neural networks from AP1 and AP2,
respectively, to generate an estimate x̂puq of the UE location.

as timing, carrier frequency, and sampling rate offsets, should not affect the CSI

features as they may vary over time and from UE to UE. We emphasize that

resilience to system and hardware impairments is crucial in order to achieve

accurate positioning from CSI features. We now propose such CSI features (see

Figure 4.2), which address the desired properties (ii) and (iii), as CSI-feature

uniqueness in property (i) is mainly determined by the physical channel and

difficult to control in practice.

Delay-Domain Transform We start by transforming the frequency (or subcar-

rier) domain into the delay domain, as OFDM-based systems typically have

only a limited delay spread (e.g., no larger than the cyclic prefix length) and
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only a few taps in the impulse responses are significant. Let us first define the

vector h
puq
m,wrns �

�
H

puq
w rbs

�
m

as the mth column of H
puq
w rbs, which is the CSI vector

corresponding to the mth transmit antenna of the uth UE at subcarrier w.

Next, we define the following M -dimensional frequency-domain vector

ĥpuq
n,mrbs �

�
rh

puq
m,1rbssn, rh

puq
m,2rbssn, . . . , rh

puq
m,W rbssn

�T (4.2)

for a given receive antenna n of AP b and a given UE u transmit antenna m. In

words, the vector ĥn,mrbs contains the channel estimates over all W subcarriers.

Ideally, by taking the inverse DFT of the frequency-domain vector ĥ
puq
n,mrbs, one

would obtain the delay-domain description of the frequency-selective channel

from the mth UE antenna to the nth receive antenna of AP b. Unfortunately, only

the subcarriers indexed by Ωuser are available in practice, whereas the entries

pertaining to the subcarriers indexed by Ωzero are generally unknown (as they

were not trained). Fortunately, since we assumed that the cyclic prefix length

C is not larger than the number of used subcarriers |Ωused|, one can estimate

the delay-domain coefficients within the cyclic prefix length. Let Γcp be the set

of indices associated to the channel taps in the delay-domain so that C � |Γcp|.

Then, the delay-domain coefficients can be estimated by computing

tpuqn,mrbs � pDΩused,Γcpq
:�ĥpuq

n,mrbs
�

Ωused
. (4.3)

Here, the delay-domain vector t
puq
n,mrbs P C|Γcp| contains the C dominant taps

of the wireless channel between the mth transmit antenna of UE u and the

nth receive antenna at AP b, the matrix DΩused,Γcp contains the rows indexed by

Ωused and the columns indexed by Γcp of the DFT matrix, p�q: denotes the left-

pseudoinverse, and rĥ
puq
n,mrbssΩused is the subset of the frequency-domain vector

in (4.2) corresponding to the used subcarriers indexed by Ωused. Note that the
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least-squares estimator in (4.3) is frequently used to denoise channel vectors in

OFDM systems [206].

Remark 9. We have observed that taking the inverse DFT directly over the frequency-

domain vector (4.2) still works well in practice and requires lower complexity than the

approach in (4.3) as one can simply use an inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT).

Autocorrelation In addition to transforming the estimated CSI into the delay

domain, we now propose a method that renders the CSI features robust to time-

synchronization errors, residual carrier frequency offset (CFO) and sampling

rate offset (SRO), and global phase modulations. The method proposed here is

inspired by the approach proposed recently in [27] for CSI-based positioning in

cellular massive MIMO systems.

Time synchronization errors and residual phase errors can be modeled in the

discrete-time domain as trks � yrk � δsejϕ, where trks is the time-domain signal

at sample index k, yrk � δs is the true received signal with unknown delay δ

caused by synchronization (or frame-start detection) errors, and ϕ determines

the amount of residual phase errors.2 When computing the “instantaneous3

autocorrelation” of the signal trks, we have

Rtrτ s �
¸
k

trkst�rk � τ � 1s �
¸
k1

yrk1sy�rk1 � τ � 1s, (4.4)

for τ � 1, 2, . . ., which does no longer depend on the time synchronization error

δ and the residual phase errors.

To improve robustness of our CSI features, we will follow this approach

2Practical receivers estimate and compensate CFO and SRO, but residual phase errors remain
in practice [207, 208].

3We are not taking any expectation over the product trkst�rk � τ � 1s, which is in contrast to
the method proposed in [27].
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and compute the instantaneous autocorrelation not only in the delay domain

but also in the antenna domain. The latter renders the proposed CSI-features

robust to global phase offsets across the antenna array. Let
�
t
puq
n,mrbs

�
k

be the kth

delay-domain sample measured at the nth receive antenna of AP b transmitted

from the mth antenna from UE u. Then, we compute

R
puq
t rm, τ, κ, bs �

MŖ

n�1

Ç

k�1

�
tpuqn,mrbs

�
k

�
t
puq
n�κ�1,mrbs

��
k�τ�1

, (4.5)

where τ � 1, 2, . . . , 2C and κ � 1, 2, . . . , 2MR. For a given AP b and UE u, we

vectorize the three-dimensional tensor in (4.5) so that the vector rpuqrbs P CMRMT2C

contains all the entries of Rpuq
t rm, τ, κ, bs for m � 1, . . . ,MT, τ � 1, . . . , 2C, and

κ � 1, . . . , 2MR. Finally, to enable the use of off-the-shelf deep-learning software,

we convert the complex valued vector rpuqrbs P CMT2C2MR into a 2MT2C2MR-

dimensional real-valued CSI-feature vector as follows:

f̂ puqrbs �
�
<trpuqrbsuT ,=trpuqrbsuT

�T
. (4.6)

CSI Feature Normalization In practice, the gains of the power amplifier at the

UE side and the low-noise amplifier at the AP side can be set independently.

While these gain settings are typically kept constant during transmission of

one OFDM frame, the AP does, in general, not know the UE’s gain settings.

Furthermore, the path-loss characteristics in indoor applications depend on the

environment. Hence, the receive power is not a reliable indicator for the distance

between the UE and the AP, and should be ignored. For these reasons, we

normalize the vector in (4.6) as f puqrbs � f̂ puqrbs{}f̂ puqrbs}2, which ensures that the

transmit and receive gains as well as the path loss are ignored, and also improves

the convergence of stochastic gradient descent.

In what follows, we will also use CSI features extracted separately per AP
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Figure 4.3: Neural network (NN) structure at AP b. The NN gθb with weights
and biases contained in the vector θb takes in a CSI-feature vector f puqrbs and
generates a probability map ppuqrbs that describes the position of UE u.

b and per transmit antenna m � 1, . . . ,MT, which are obtained by vectorizing

R
puq
t rm, τ, κ, bs in only τ � 1, . . . , 2C and κ � 1, . . . , 2MR and by stacking the real

and imaginary parts in the vector f
puq
m rbs.

Neural Network Structure

As illustrated in Figure 4.2, we propose to use one or multiple neural networks

(NN) gθb at each AP b with weights and biases from all layers contained in the

vector θb that takes in CSI feature vectors f puqrbs and generates what we call a

probability map

ppuqrbs � gθbpf
puqrbsq (4.7)

that describes the location of UE u; see Section 4.1.3 for details on probability

maps. This probability map is then fused with probability maps from other

APs to extract an estimated position x̂puq of UE u. The neural network structure

is illustrated in Figure 4.3. We consider a six-layer neural network with input

CSI-feature vector f puqrbs and output probability-map vector ppuqrbs. All but the

last layers use ReLu activations; the last layer uses a softmax activation for the

reasons detailed below. The first and second layer use batch normalization (BN).

The number of activations for each layer is shown in Figure 4.3; the dimensions of

the input CSI-feature vector f puqrbs and the output probability-map vector ppuqrbs
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depend on the feature type and the resolution of the probability map, respectively.

Prior to training, We initialize the weights and biases using Glorot [209] with

a uniform distribution; during training, we use the binary cross entropy (BCE)

loss.

Probability Maps

Instead of using NNs that directly produce an estimate x̂puq for the true location

xpuq of UE u, which is the de-facto standard approach [21, 22, 24, 26, 27, 177],

we propose to use a probabilistic description of UE location. This strategy

has the advantage that the NN output contains valuable information for during

downstream processing, e.g., (i) to extract reliability information on the estimated

UE location and (ii) to fuse multiple probability maps to improve positioning

accuracy in multi-antenna and/or multi-AP scenarios. In addition, a probabilistic

location description can also resolve “conflicts,” which may arise if two spatial

locations generate similar CSI. Finally, probability maps can also improve NN

training for CSI-based positioning.

Basics of Probability Maps We overlay a set of K grid points gk P RD, k �

1, . . . , K, over the space that will be used to perform positioning. Here, D is

typically two or three and represents the number of spatial dimensions used to

perform positioning, and the convex hull over all grid points

H �

#
Ķ

k�1

αkgk | pαk P R�, @kq ^
Ķ

k�1

αk � 1

+
(4.8)

must include the target area in which localization will be performed. The proba-

bility map ppuqrbs P r0, 1sK represents the probability of UE u being located at each
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grid point, i.e., we have that ppuqk rbs P r0, 1s for k � 1, . . . , K and
°K
k�1 p

puq
k rbs � 1.

Note that the last softmax layer in the proposed NN structure shown in Figure 4.3

ensures that the generated outputs correspond to probability mass functions

(PMFs). Furthermore, if the probabilities contained in ppuqrbs indeed model the

UE’s position, we can compute the expected location of UE u as follows:

x̂puqrbs �
Ķ

k�1

gkp
puq
k rbs. (4.9)

By defining the D �K grid point matrix G �
�
g1, . . . ,gK

�
the expected location

is simply x̂puqrbs � Gppuqrbs. Hence, one could easily augment the NN shown in

Figure 4.3 to directly generate an estimate of the UE location x̂puqrbs by adding an

additional linear output layer with untrainable weights corresponding to G and

no bias terms.

Remark 10. The selection of grid points can either form an equispaced rectangular grid

for D � 2 (or equispaced cubic grid for D � 3) that includes the target area or can be

chosen arbitrarily. An example of a rectangular grid is shown in Figure 4.4. Irregular

grid points may be useful to only cover locations that are populated or to place grid points

at higher density in areas where higher resolution is required.

Training NNs with Probability Maps In order to ensure that the probabil-

ity maps ppuqrbs generated by the proposed NN accurately model the location

of UE u being at grid point gk with probability p
puq
k rbs, the network must be

trained accordingly. Assume that we have a training set with CSI feature vectors

tf puqrbsuU
1

u�1 obtained from U 1 distinct locations txpuquU
1

u�1. In order to train the NN

shown in Figure 4.3, we need to compute reference probability maps tppuqrbsuU
1

u�1

associated with ground-truth positions txpuquU
1

u�1. Unfortunately, given a posi-

tion xpuq there are, in general, infinitely many probability maps ppuqrbs for which
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xpuqrbs � Gppuqrbs holds and ppuqrbs is a PMF. We propose to select the probability

map for which the error variance is minimized—this only activates probabilities

associated with grid points that are nearby the ground truth location.

To compute such minimum-variance probability maps, we reiterate that (4.9)

is nothing but the expected location of UE u. The D � D covariance matrix is

then given by

Curbs �
Ķ

k�1

p
puq
k rbspgk � x̂puqrbsqpgk � x̂puqrbsqT . (4.10)

and the combined variance is σ2rbs � trpCpuqrbsq. By defining the vector vpuq P

RK with entries vpuqk rbs � }gk � x̂puqrbs}2, k � 1, . . . , K, we have that σ2rbs �

xvpuqrbs,ppuqrbsy. Hence, we can solve the following convex optimization problem

to learn a minimum-variance probability map ppuqrbs from the ground-truth

location xpuq:$'&
'%

minimize
pPRK

pTvpuqrbs

subject to }Gp� xpuq} ¤ ε,
°K
k�1 pk � 1, pk P r0, 1s, @k.

(4.11)

Here, ε ¡ 0 can be used to trade-off accuracy vs. variance. Problems of this form

can easily be solved using off-the-shelf convex solvers, such as CVX [210], or

customized methods that build on Douglas-Rachford splitting [211]. Note that if

a ground-truth position is outside the convex hull H spanned by the grid points

as defined in (4.8), then the optimization problem may no longer be feasible4; for

positions within the convex hull, the problem in (4.11) is always feasible. For

grid points on an equispaced 2-dimensional (D � 2) grid, the problem in (4.11)

reduces to identifying the nearest four grid points (two in x-direction; two in

y-direction) to the target location xpuq and assign the probabilities to these four

grid points while minimizing the variance.

4Uniqueness depends on the choice of the trade-off parameter ε.
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After learning the minimum-variance probability maps txpuquU
1

u�1 for each

ground-truth position xpuq, we can learn the NN parameters θb. To this end,

we use extracted CSI-features tf puqrbsuU 1u�1 and the probability maps tppuquU
1

u�1

associated with ground-truth position txpuquU
1

u�1, and we train the NN using a

conventional binary cross-entropy loss function.

Remark 11. We have observed that using a cross-entropy loss instead of training the

same network augmented with an additional grid point layer G with a mean-square

error loss between estimated and ground truth position resulted in superior positioning

accuracy.

4.1.4 Probability Fusion

As illustrated in Figure 4.2(b), we are interested in fusing multiple probability

maps obtained from different APs and/or transmit antennas to improve posi-

tioning accuracy. To explain the advantages of this approach, consider a situation

in which two distinct locations yield similar CSI features at one AP, which would

result in similar probability maps. While positioning from such probability maps

would result in a large positioning error (as the two probability maps should

describe two different locations), probability fusion can resolve such ambigui-

ties. As long as the CSI acquired from another AP maps these two locations to

distinct probability maps, only the probabilities associated with locations where

both maps agree would be strong after fusion—all other probabilities would be

attenuated. We now propose three different methods that implement probability

fusion: Probability conflation, Gaussian conflation, and NN-based probability

fusion. A comparison of these three fusion approaches is given in Section 4.1.5.
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Probability Conflation

Assume that we have multiple neural networks that generate different probability

maps for a given UE u, e.g., obtained from different APs ppuqrbs , b � 1, . . . , B,

or from different transmit antennas p
puq
m rbs, m � 1, . . . ,MT, or a combination of

both. To simplify notation, assume that B1 neural networks generate a collection

of B1 probability maps denoted by tppuqrbsuB
1

b�1, irrespective of whether these

are obtained from different APs or transmit antennas. Our goal is to fuse this

collection of probability maps to a single probability map p̄puq, which can then be

used to produce an improved estimate of the uth UE’s position by computing

the expected position x̂puq � Gp̄puq.

The idea of combining multiple PMFs into a single PMF that more accurately

describes the observed quantity has been widely studied in the literature; see,

e.g., [204]. Intuitively, combining PMFs for UE positioning should automatically

give more weight to probability maps with smaller variance. Ideally, the fused

probability map should provide a more accurate estimate of the UE’s position

than solely using the most reliable probability map. To achieve this goal, we

propose to use probability conflation as put forward in [204, Def. 2.7]. The approach

is straightforward—simply compute the (unnormalized) sub-PMF via a point-

wise Hadamard product as

µ
puq
k �

B1¹
b�1

p
puq
k rbs, k � 1, . . . , K, (4.12)

followed by normalizing the fused sub-PMF vector µpuq to the fused PMF accord-

ing to

p̄puq �
µpuq

}µpuq}1

. (4.13)
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As demonstrated in [204, Sec. 4], probability conflation cannot improve the

amount of information contained in all probability maps tppuqrbsuB
1

b�1, but the

resulting conflated PMF can be shown to be optimal (among other properties) in

terms of minimizing the loss of Shannon information.5

Remark 12. Probability conflation requires one to pass all probability maps tppuqrbsuB
1

b�1

with a total number of K �B1 real numbers to a centralized processor, which calculates

(4.12) and (4.13). The complexity of probability conflation is KpB1 � 1q � 1 �K �D

real-valued multiplications.

Gaussian Conflation

While probability conflation requires the transfer of K �B1 real numbers, we can

use an alternative conflation approach that reduces the amount of information

transfer. This probability fusion approach is inspired by the method used to train

probability maps in Section 4.1.3, where we compute the mean and variance of a

probability map. Let us assume that the mean UE position x̂puq can be modeled

as follows:

x̂puqrbs � xpuq � epuqrbs. (4.14)

Here, xpuqrbs is the true position and the error vector epuqrbs P RD is assumed

to be zero-mean. As shown in (4.9), given a probability map ppuqrbs, the mean

position can be computed as in (4.9). By furthermore assuming that the entries

in the error vector epuqrbs are pairwise uncorrelated (meaning that the position-

ing errors in each spatial dimension are uncorrelated), its covariance matrix

Kpuqrbs � diagpCpuqrbsq corresponds to the main diagonal of the covariance ma-

5According to [204, Sec. 4], the Shannon information of an event A is defined as SpAq �
� log2pP rAsq, where P rAs is the probability of A.
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trix Cpuqrbs defined in (4.10). With the model in (4.14), we have B1 “noisy” ob-

servations of the true location xpuq. By assuming that the entries in the error

vector epuqrbs are Gaussian and that the error vectors are pairwise independent

across observations b � 1, . . . , B1, we can now perform Gaussian conflation as

analyzed in [204, Thm. 6.1]. The optimal combination of mean positions x̂puqrbs,

b � 1, . . . , B1, in terms of minimizing the post fusion error covariance (or mean-

square error) is given by

x̂
puq
d �

°B1

b�1

�
Kpuqrbs

��1

d,d
x̂
puq
d rbs°B1

b�1

�
Kpuqrbs

��1

d,d

, d � 1, . . . , D. (4.15)

Intuitively, Gaussian fusion de-weights position estimates with higher variance.

The diagonal entries of the error covariance matrix Kpuq of the fused estimate

x̂
puq
d from (4.15) are given by

�
Kpuq�

d,d
�

B1¸
b�1

�
Kpuqrbs

��1

d,d
, d � 1, . . . , D. (4.16)

Remark 13. Gaussian conflation requires only B1 mean-variance pairs for each dimen-

sion D, which requires a transfer of 2 �D �B1 real numbers to a centralized processor,

which computes an improved location estimate as in (4.15). The complexity of Gaussian

conflation is D �B1 �K �D � p2B1 � 1q real-valued multiplications.

Neural-Network-Based Probability Fusion

Besides the two conflation methods discussed above, there exist other probability

fusion methods. A straightforward approach is to compute simple unweighted

average as

x̂puq �
1

B1

B1¸
b�1

x̂puqrbs �
1

B1

B1¸
b�1

Gppuqrbs, (4.17)
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which is a special case of Gaussian conflation in (4.15) assuming the error vari-

ances are equal. While this averaging approach can serve as a baseline probability

fusion method, it can be improved by a neural network that uses optimized linear

combination weights.

We first train the B1 neural networks gθb , b � 1, . . . , B1. We then stack the

B1 neural networks along with their individual probability map outputs ppuqrbs,

b � 1, . . . , B1, and add a bias-free linear layer whose weight matrix is initialized

with

Ḡ �
1

B1
�
G, . . . ,Gloooomoooon
B1 times

�
(4.18)

to its output. This final linear layer, combined with the stacked probability map

vector

p̄puq �
�
ppuqr1sT , . . . ,ppuqrB1sT

�T
, (4.19)

computes x̂puq � Ḡp̄puq as in (4.17). For the same training set consisting of ground-

truth locations txpuqrbsuU
1

u�1 and associated CSI-feature vectors tf puqrbsuU 1u�1, we

then continue weight learning of the final layer Ḡ by minimizing the mean

distance error (MDE) loss defined as

LMDE �
1

U 1

U 1¸
u�1

��xpuq � x̂puq��
2
. (4.20)

Since we continue learning Ḡ after initializing it with the matrix in (4.18), we

expect this method to perform no worse than keeping Ḡ fixed and performing

averaging as in (4.17).

Remark 14. NN-based probability fusion requires one to pass all probability map

estimates with a total number of K �B1 real numbers to a centralized processor, which

multiplies the estimates with the trained weights. The complexity of NN-based probability

fusion is D �B1 �K real-valued multiplications.
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Remark 15. One could also retrain the weights and biases contained in the network

parameters θb, b � 1, . . . , B, of the B1 networks when learning the weights in the matrix

Ḡ. We have, however, not observed accuracy improvements by doing so.

4.1.5 Results

We now evaluate the performance of the proposed positioning pipeline for a

range of indoor CSI measurements. We first describe the system setup, measure-

ment scenarios, and performance metrics. We then show accuracy results for a

range of multi-antenna and multi-point probability fusion methods.

Measurement Setup

Our measurement setup consists of five components: (i) A portable UE with

wireless LAN (WLAN) connectivity; we use a Raspberry Pi Model 4 that is

equipped with a two-antenna IEEE 802.11ac transceiver. (ii) A robot equipped

with an embedded processor to move the UE; we use iRobot Roomba Create 2

controlled by the Raspberry Pi. (iii) A WLAN AP that enables the extraction of

CSI; the AP is equipped with a four-antenna IEEE 802.11ac transceiver operating

at 5 GHz with 80 MHz bandwidth and provides an API to access the raw per-

subcarrier CSI for each receive and transmit antenna. (iv) A precise positioning

system for ground-truth position extraction; we use use two different systems

depending on the scenario: A WorldViz PPT-N active point tracking system [20]

with sub-millimeter positioning accuracy enabled by triangulation with four

infrared (IR) camera readings of active IR transmitters, and Vicon Vero passive

point tracking system [19] with sub-millimeter positioning accuracy enabled by
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AP

Figure 4.4: Measurement setup. We use a robot that carries a WLAN transmit-
ter; one or multiple APs then record CSI measurements. An accurate position
estimate of the robot xpuq is extracted using a multi-camera precision localization
system and recorded for NN training and testing.

triangulation with twelve motion capture camera readings of passive reflective

markers. (iv) A host computer that is collecting CSI measurements, running the

precision positioning systems, and controlling the robot. Figure 4.4 illustrates

the measurement setup.

The data collection procedure is as follows: We control the robot’s position to

follow a predefined path in piecewise linear movements over two dimensions

x � rx1, x2s
T . The Raspberry Pi continuously transmits high-quality images

from an on-board camera to the host PC via the two transmit antennas MT � 2.

At the same time, the AP is receiving data and CSI from the four antennas

MR � 4, and the precision positioning system is extracting ground-truth position

information; all the data is stored at the host computer. Since we measure CSI

and ground truth positions from two separate sources, we first synchronize the

operating-system clocks of the Raspberry Pi and the precision positioning system

running at the host PC via the network time protocol (NTP). We then match the

measurement times of the CSI and the precision positioning system. For the

multi-point measurement, we perform two separate measurement campaigns,

i.e., we first measure CSI at AP1 and ground-truth position for the entire area
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.5: Floor plans used to perform indoor positioning experiments. (a) Lab
floor plan with an area of 2.5m� 3.8m. (b) Living room (bottom; area 3m� 4.5m)
and kitchen (top; area 1.75m � 2m) floor plans. The access point (AP) locations
are marked by circles.

and later we measure CSI at AP2 and ground-truth position while following

approximately the same track with the robot. We then match the CSI from both

APs so that there is less than 3 cm ground-truth position difference between both

measurements.

Remark 16. There exists a trade-off between the training dataset size and the positioning

accuracy. We have observed that larger training sets generally improve accuracy (with

diminishing returns), but also increase the time to collect such datasets. The optimal

amount of training required in practice depends on the capabilities of the positioning

system (in terms of minimum achievable positioning error), the scenario, as well as the

time required to acquire the dataset.

Remark 17. Since our multi-AP measurements are acquired at two different time

instants—more than tens of minutes apart—our results in Section 4.1.5 imply that

accurate positioning from multi-AP measurements does not need exact synchronization

or simultaneous recording of CSI.
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Measurement Scenarios

In order to evaluate the proposed multi-antenna and multi-point probability

fusion positioning pipeline, we consider four different scenarios that were mea-

sured in three different locations: Lab space, living room, and kitchen. Figure 4.5

shows the floor plans of these locations as well as the AP positions. For each

location, we divided the data acquisition process into two phases: In the first

phase, we recorded a training set containing CSI measurements and ground-truth

locations. In the second phase, we recorded a separate test set that is used solely

for characterizing the position accuracy of our positioning pipeline.6 During

both of these phases, human activity was present in the environment, including

people walking around the room, opening and closing doors, turning small

appliances off and on, etc. This data collection approach prevents overfitting

and demonstrates a certain degree of robustness to dynamic changes in the

environment.7

(a) Single-Point LoS Lab Scenario We collected CSI and ground-truth position

in the lab space shown in Figure 4.5(a) under line-of-sight (LoS) conditions. For

the training set, the robot moved through a pre-defined area in the lab space over

two days; Figure 4.6(a) shows the robot’s path. For the test set, the robot followed

a “VIP” shaped path (shown with blue color) which was recorded separately

from the training data on another day.

6We note that CSI-based positioning methods that utilize DNNs do not generalize well to
untrained areas; see, e.g., [191].

7We note that it is challenging to acquire a dataset in which the dynamic changes in the
environment are well-controlled and reproducible.
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(b) Single-Point Non-LoS Living Room Scenario We collected CSI and ground-

truth position in the living room shown at the bottom of Figure 4.5(b) under

non-LoS conditions; non-LoS conditions are achieved by placing AP1 behind a

TV. For the training set, the robot was moving randomly through a predefined

area in the living room; Figure 4.6(b) shows the robot’s path. For the test set,

the robot followed a “VIP” shaped path (shown with blue color), which was

recorded separately but on the same day.

(c) Single-Point Non-LoS Kitchen Scenario We collected CSI and ground-

truth position in the kitchen shown at the top of Figure 4.5(b) under non-LoS

conditions as we used AP1. For the training set, the robot was moving randomly

through a predefined area in the kitchen; Figure 4.6(c) shows the robot’s path.

For the test set, we used 20% randomly selected measurements from the robot’s

path (shown with blue color), which were recorded separately but on the same

day.

(d) Multi-Point LoS Living Room Scenario We collected CSI and ground-truth

position in the living room area shown at the bottom of Figure 4.5(b) under

LoS conditions, where we used both AP1 and AP2. For the training set, we

recorded CSI at two distinct times on the same day: one recording for AP1 and

one for AP2. For both of these recordings, the robot was following a pre-defined

path; Figure 4.6(d) shows the robot’s path. For the test set, the robot followed a

rectangular-shaped path (shown with blue color), which was recorded separately

but on the same day.
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Figure 4.6: Ground-truth positions collected for different scenarios: (a) Single-
point LoS lab; (b) single-point non-LoS living room; (c) single-point non-LoS
kitchen; (d) multi-point LoS living room. The gradient-colored curves represent
locations used for training; the blue curves correspond to the test set.

Performance Metrics and Positioning Methods

For all experiments, we use the CSI-features detailed in Section 4.1.3 and the

NN topology discussed in Section 4.1.3. In order to determine the optimal grid

resolution, we have conducted experiments with different K �K rectangular

uniform grids with K P t4, 6, 12, 22, 32, 42u for the single-point LoS lab scenario.

Figure 4.7 shows the associated distance errors. We see that a resolution of

K � 22 (which leads to a total of K2 � 484 grid points) results in the lowest

mean and 95th percentile errors, which is what we have selected for all of our

experiments.
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Figure 4.7: Impact of grid resolution on distance error. A K�K grid with K � 22
yields the lowest mean and 95th percentile errors. Increasing the resolution
further (K ¡ 22) does not provide significant improvements in terms of the
median distance error.

In order to evaluate the positioning performance of the compared methods,

we first obtain position estimates for the test set and then we compute three

different metrics: (i) The mean distance error (MDE), i.e., the expression in

(4.20) evaluated over the test set, (ii) the median distance error, and (iii) the 95th

percentile error. The median and 95th percentile distance errors were obtained

by sorting the distances }xpuq � x̂puq}2, u � 1, . . . , U 1, of the test set in ascending

order and extracting the 50% and 95% distances, respectively.

For the multi-antenna and multi-point scenarios, we use the probability fusion

methods discussed in Section 4.1.4. Concretely, we compare the performance of

CSI-based positioning for the following methods. For single-point and single-

antenna experiments, we train a single neural network (NN) for one transmit

antenna and one AP; we label these methods as “1 NN, APb TXm,” where “1

NN” implies that we use a single NN, b � 1, . . . , B is the AP number, and

m � 1, . . . ,MT the transmit (TX) antenna number. For multi-antenna and/or

multi-point experiments, we also a single NN that stacks all features extracted

from all B APs in a single long CSI-feature vector8, i.e., f
puq
m rbs for b � 1, . . . , B

8We note that the same approach has been proposed in [29], which appeared after the submis-
sion of our manuscript.
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and m � 1, . . . ,MT. We label this method as “1 NN, stacked features.”

In what follows, we will compare this method to probability fusion-based

approaches. For fusion-based methods, we train two or four NNs depending

on the scenario. For two transmit antennas and one AP (i.e., multi-antenna

and single-point) or for two APs and one transmit antenna (i.e., single-antenna

and multi-point), we train two NNs and perform probability fusion from two

probability maps. We consider the following methods: “2 NN, averaging,”

where we implement unweighted averaging as in (4.17); “2 NN, prob. conflation,”

where we implement probability conflation as detailed in Section 4.1.4; “2 NN,

Gaussian conflation,” where we implement Gaussian conflation as detailed in

Section 4.1.4; and “2 NN, NN fusion,” where we implement the NN-based

fusion as detailed in Section 4.1.4. For two transmit antennas and two APs (i.e.,

multi-antenna and multi-point), we train four NNs and perform probability

fusion from four probability maps; the associated methods are labeled as “4 NN,

averaging,” “4 NN, prob. conflation,” “4 NN, Gaussian conflation,” and “4 NN,

NN fusion.”

Comparison with Single-AP Localization Approaches

Before we discuss the experimental results for multi-AP positioning, we first

assess the impact of CSI features and probability maps on positioning accu-

racy on a single-AP scenario. We consider the single-point LoS scenarios in

Section 4.1.5 with conventional CSI features proposed in [25] which uses mag-

nitudes of beamspace representation of CSI measurements as features. Figure

4.8 depicts the mean, median, and 95th percentile distance error obtained by

(i) training a NN that generates Euclidean coordinates using conventional CSI
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Figure 4.8: Bar plot showing mean, median, and 95th percentile distance error
evaluated on the test set for the single-point LoS lab scenario detailed in Sec-
tion 4.1.5. We show a NN trained with the CSI features from [25] using a NN
that computes 2D coordinates (orange), and probability maps (green); and with
features as in Section 4.1.3 using (i) a NN that computes 2D coordinates (light-
blue), and (ii) a NN that computes probability maps (dark-blue). Combining our
CSI features with probability maps results in significant accuracy improvements.

features [24, 25]9 discussed in Section 4.1.3 (orange), (ii) training a NN that gen-

erates probability maps as in Section 4.1.3 using the CSI features as in [24, 25]

(green), (iii) training a NN which generates Euclidean coordinates using our

feature extraction approach (light-blue) as in Section 4.1.3, and (iv) training a NN

that generates probability maps as in Section 4.1.3 using our feature extraction

approach (dark-blue) as in Section 4.1.3. For the NN that generates Euclidean

coordinates, we use the same architecture as for the NN that generates proba-

bility maps described in Section 4.1.3, and we use a mean-squared-error loss

function. We observe significant accuracy improvements with our CSI features

for real-world 802.11ac-OFDM measurements over conventional features that

have been designed specifically for outdoor multi-user (MU) massive MIMO-

OFDM channels. In addition, the use of probability maps not only results in

an additional 3 cm MDE improvement, but also enables probability fusion from

9Reference [24] uses convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to estimate location. In our setup,
we have observed no improvement in using deep CNNs over simple feedforward networks.
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multiple APs as detailed in Section 4.1.4.

Remark 18. We have conducted synthetic experiments with the same positioning

pipeline where we used the positions obtained in the single-AP scenario to generate

CSI using the QuaDRiGa “WINNER Indoor A1 LOS” channel model [212] with the

same system parameters. With our positioning pipeline, we have observed a 0.9 cm

mean distance error, a 0.8 cm median distance error, and a 2.3 cm 95th percentile error.

However, such synthetic experiments are not representative as they lack of real-world

propagation conditions and hardware impairments.

Positioning Results

Figure 4.9 shows bar plots evaluated on the test sets for multi-antenna scenarios.

Figure 4.10 shows bar plots evaluated for a multi-point scenario. Figure 4.11

shows bar plots for a multi-antenna multi-point scenario. For all three figures,

the left bar plot shows the mean distance error, the middle bar plot shows the

median distance error, and the right bar plot shows the 95th percentile distance

error.

Multi-Antenna Results Figures 4.9(a), 4.9(b), and 4.9(c) show positioning re-

sults corresponding to the multi-antenna scenarios a), b), and c) detailed in

Section 4.1.5. We observe that when using CSI-features from different transmit

antennas but from a single AP, the accuracy can vary significantly across an-

tennas. For the probability fusion methods, we see that simple averaging and

NN-based fusion performs equally well. The best performing methods are the

use of a single NN with stacked features (labeled by “1 NN, stacked features”), as

well as probability conflation (labeled by “2 NN, prob. conflation”) and Gaussian
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conflation (labeled by “2 NN, Gaussian conflation”).

Multi-Point Results Figure 4.10 shows positioning results corresponding to

the multi-point scenario d) detailed in Section 4.1.5 where we only use one

transmit antenna. We observe that the accuracy of using AP1 is superior than

that of AP2. Considering the APs have identical hardware, we conclude that

the AP position may affect the positioning accuracy. Furthermore, we see that

when fusing the probability maps from AP1 and AP2, probability conflation and

Gaussian conflation performs equally well as the single NN with stacked features.

However, the amount of data to be transferred to a centralized processor for the

Gaussian conflation approach is significantly lower than those of the single NN

with stacked features and probability conflation.

Multi-Antenna Multi-Point Results Figure 4.11 shows positioning correspond-

ing to the multi-point scenario detailed in Section 4.1.5 where we use both trans-

mit antennas. We see that the accuracy of the first transmit antenna (TX1) of

AP1 is superior to the other antenna-AP combinations. We also see that the

AP position and the used transmit antennas have an effect on the positioning

accuracy. Furthermore, we see that Gaussian conflation outperforms all other

fusion approaches for the considered performance metrics.

Visualization of Probability Fusion Figure 4.12 illustrates the efficacy of prob-

ability fusion, where we show the ground-truth positions in Figure 4.12(a) on the

test-set for scenario d) in Section 4.1.5 and estimated position using the proposed

methods. Figure 4.12(b) shows that the estimated locations at AP2 from the

second transmit antenna (TX2) results in quite a few outliers. When performing
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a single NN with stacked features and multiple NNs with Gaussian conflation in

Figure 4.12(c) in Figure 4.12(d), respectively, one can see that the position accu-

racy significantly improves. We observe that probability fusion yields superior

accuracy than using only the individual AP estimates. Furthermore, we see that

NN-based probability fusion performs on par with simple averaging method. We

speculate that much more training data and more complicated neural networks

would be required to improve NN-based probability fusion. Clearly, treating the

information contained in the probability maps as Gaussians and fusing these

mean-variance pairs results in accurate indoor positioning while only requiring a

minimum amount of data transmission to a centralized processor that performs

fusion. Among the studied probability fusion methods, we note that each method

has pros and cons in terms of complexity and data transfer size. For a use-case

where the data transfer and/or complexity is not a concern, one could use either

probability conflation or NN-based probability fusion. For a use-case where data

transfer and/or complexity is severely constrained, Gaussian conflation often

outperforms the other probability fusion methods.

Remark 19. We emphasize that the 1 NN method with a single stacked feature results in

excessively large features in the first layer, which substantially increases computational

complexity and storage. Furthermore, the stacked feature approach requires centralized

processing of all CSI features, which requires a large number of data to be transferred

to a centralized processor. In contrast, Gaussian conflation requires the transfer of only

mean-variance pairs to the centralized processor, while resulting in similar or often

superior accuracy.

Remark 20. We have identified six key factors that affect positioning accuracy: (i)

line-of-sight connectivity, (ii) the number of transmit and receive antennas, (iii) the

number of APs, (iv) the number of subcarriers, (v) the number of training locations, and
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Figure 4.9: Bar plots showing mean distance error (left), median distance error
(middle), and the 95th percentile distance error (right) evaluated on the test set for
three multi-antenna scenarios: (a) single-point LoS lab scenario, (b) single-point
non-LoS living room scenario, and (c) single-point non-LoS kitchen scenario.

(vi) the CSI features. We expect to achieve superior accuracy in both LoS and NLoS

conditions with more APs and with more receive antennas. Moreover, we have observed

that larger training sets reduce positioning accuracy; however, the acquisition of large

datasets is not always feasible due to practical limits (e.g., acquisition time or storage).

We note that the positioning accuracy is likely to degrade for areas that were not included

in the training set [191]. We hope to be able to reduce the amount of training and to

improve generalization to untrained areas by combining our pipeline with self-supervised

localization methods, such as channel-charting [31].
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Figure 4.10: Bar plots showing mean distance error (left), median distance error
(middle), and the 95th percentile distance error (right) evaluated on the test set for
the single-antenna multi-point LoS living room scenario detailed in Section 4.1.5.
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Figure 4.11: Bar plots showing mean distance error (left), median distance error
(middle), and the 95th percentile distance error (right) evaluated on the test set for
the multi-antenna multi-point LoS living room scenario detailed in Section 4.1.5.
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Figure 4.12: Ground-truth locations (a) and estimated location (b), (c), and
(d) for the multi-point LoS living room scenario detailed in Section 4.1.5. (b)
shows the performance of using a single NN from AP2 and TX1 (MDE � 11cm);
(c) shows the performance of 1 NN with stacked features from 2 APs and 2
TX antennas (MDE � 4.9cm); and (d) shows the performance of 4 NNs with
Gaussian conflation (MDE � 3.7cm).
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4.1.6 Conclusions

We have proposed CSI-based indoor positioning methods that are able to fuse

one or multiple probability maps which describe the UEs’ positions. We have

used a NN-based positioning pipeline that takes in features designed for MIMO-

OFDM-based systems and are robust to typical hardware impairments, and

generates probability maps. We have proposed three different fusion methods

for the computed probability maps, which reduce the amount of data to be

transferred to a centralized processor that estimates UE position. To demonstrate

the effectiveness of the proposed positioning methods, we have evaluated our

methods on four real-world indoor positioning datasets, which include multi

transmit-antenna and multi AP scenarios. Our comparison reveals three facts: (i)

Indoor position accuracy of a few centimeters is possible from IEEE 802.11ac mea-

surements, (ii) simple probability fusion techniques can significantly improve

positioning accuracy while reducing the amount of data to be transported to a

centralized processor, and (iii) multi-point probability fusion does not require

accurate synchronization between the APs. We believe that the proposed proba-

bility fusion approach paves the way for other positioning systems or scenarios

in which multiple features from different sensors are available.

4.2 Learning Features for DNN-based Positioning Systems Us-

ing CSI

Recent channel state information (CSI)-based positioning pipelines rely on deep

neural networks (DNNs) in order to learn a mapping from estimated CSI to
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position. Since real-world communication transceivers suffer from hardware

impairments, CSI-based positioning systems typically rely on features that are

designed by hand. In this section, we propose a CSI-based positioning pipeline

that directly takes raw CSI measurements and learns features using a structured

DNN in order to generate probability maps describing the likelihood of the

transmitter being at pre-defined grid points. To further improve the positioning

accuracy of moving user equipments, we propose to fuse a time-series of learned

CSI features or a time-series of probability maps. To demonstrate the efficacy of

our methods, we perform experiments with real-world indoor line-of-sight (LoS)

and non-LoS channel measurements. We show that CSI feature learning and

time-series fusion can reduce the mean distance error by up to 2.5��� compared to

the state-of-the-art.

4.2.1 Introduction

The need for low-cost but accurate positioning systems is driven by recent trends

in virtual reality, asset tracking, robotics, and industrial automation [17, 161].

Existing outdoor positioning solutions mostly rely on global navigation satel-

lite systems (GNSS) that provide meter-level accuracy but require line-of-sight

(LoS) satellite connectivity. High-precision indoor positioning solutions typically

require specialized hardware that uses visible or infra-red light to localize ob-

jects with either active IR transmitting markers [20] or passive reflectors [19].

Such systems require unobstructed views, are affected by sunlight and reflective

surfaces, and are costly.
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CSI-Based Positioning with Neural Networks

Low-cost indoor positioning can be achieved with existing communication infras-

tructure that utilizes orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) [32].

OFDM receivers must acquire channel state information (CSI) to suppress inter-

symbol interference caused by multi-path propagation [32]. Since the measured

CSI strongly depends on the environment between the transmitting user equip-

ment (UE) and the receiver (access point or base station), it can be used for

positioning purposes [21,22,24–29,171,175,176,213]. Such CSI-based positioning

solutions either use geometrical models [162] or learn a function that maps CSI

to position [23–25, 27, 28]. The latter approach often relies upon deep neural

networks (DNNs), which has shown to enable accurate outdoor and indoor

positioning accuracy [21, 26–29, 213].

DNN-based positioning pipelines that rely on raw CSI measurements enable

sub-meter-level indoor positioning accuracy [29], but are unable to compete with

approaches that use carefully-engineered CSI features [28, 213]. The main reason

is as follows: Real-world CSI measurements are affected by small-scale fading,

antenna orientation, and hardware impairments [27,28], such as synchronization

errors, residual timing and carrier frequency offsets, and phase noise, which

necessitates features that are resilient to such effects. As a consequence, learning

DNNs from raw CSI measurements would require a prohibitive amount of

training data to learn from a sufficiently diverse training set that contains all

possible combinations of real-world system and hardware nonidealities. Hence,

existing systems almost exclusively rely on CSI features that are designed by

hand and tailored to the communication standard and hardware equipment to

be resilient to such impairments.
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State-of-the-art CSI feature extraction pipelines often transform the frequency-

domain CSI to the delay domain [24, 25, 27, 28]. Computing an autocorrelation

instead of using the raw delay-domain information has been shown in [27] to

further improve resilience to hardware impairments. Although such features

combined with DNNs enable centimeter (cm)-level indoor positioning accu-

racy [28], they do not exploit the learning capabilities of DNNs. Furthermore,

most CSI feature extraction pipelines compute a position estimate based on

measurements acquired only during a single time instance, with the exception

of the recent works [29, 214]. However, both of these works propose to fuse a

time series of CSI measurements without providing any insight on the efficacy

of fusing the outputs of the positioning DNN.

Contributions

In this section, we propose a DNN-based positioning pipeline that takes in a

time-series of raw CSI measurements in order to generate a probability map,

which indicates the likelihood of the transmitting user equipment (UE) to be

at a certain grid point. This probability map is then used to estimate the UE’s

position. In order to enable CSI feature learning, we build upon the structure of

hand-designed feature extraction pipelines [27, 28] while learning its key param-

eters. We furthermore improve the positioning accuracy by (i) CSI feature fusion,

which combines a time-series of raw-CSI measurements using a recursive neural

network (RNN), and (ii) probability map fusion, which combines a time-series of

the generated probability maps using an RNN or probability conflation. We sys-

tematically study the efficacy of our methods using real-world CSI measurements

for LoS and non-LoS scenarios, and we show that our methods can improve
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positioning accuracy by up to 2.5� compared to the state-of-the-art.

Notation

Lowercase and uppercase boldface letters denote column vectors and matrices,

respectively. For a matrix A, we denote the transpose by AT , Hermitian transpose

by AH , entry in the ith row and jth column byAi,j , ith column by ai, and real and

imaginary parts by <pAq and =pAq, respectively. The column-wise vectorization

of A is denoted by vecpAq. For a vector a, the kth entry is ak and the `2-norm is

}a}2. The operator | � |�2 is the element-wise absolute value squared.

4.2.2 System Model

We start by outlining the operation principle of the proposed CSI-based position-

ing pipeline. We then describe state-of-the-art CSI-based feature extraction and

DNN pipelines.

System Model

We consider a single-input multiple-output (SIMO) OFDM communication sys-

tem building on the IEEE 802.11ac standard [33] with U single-antenna mobile

UEs, an access point (AP) with MR antennas, and OFDM transmission with W

occupied subcarriers. We assume that the uth UE at time instant t is at position

xputq P RD, where D is either two or three. The UE transmits a pre-defined pilot

sequence, which is used by the AP to estimate the CSI on the occupied OFDM

subcarriers. Since the system is assumed to operate in time-division duplexing
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Figure 4.13: Overview of three different CSI-based positioning pipelines: (a)
Estimated CSI is directly fed into a DNN to produce a probability map; (b)
estimated CSI is first transformed into CSI features using a pre-designed feature
extraction function fp�q; (c) proposed architecture that uses a learned feature
extraction function fγp�q, which is implemented as a structured DNN.

mode, the other UEs are inactive. The estimated MR-dimensional SIMO channel

vector associated with UE u at time t and subcarrier w � 1, . . . ,W is denoted

by h
putq
w P CMR . We call the collection Hputq � rh

putq
1 , . . . ,h

putq
W s of these channel

vectors for all subcarriers the estimated CSI of UE u at time t. In what follows,

we assume that the estimated CSI is affected by real-world system and hard-

ware impairments, such as noise, synchronization errors, mismatches in carrier

frequency and sampling rates, and phase noise.

CSI-Based Positioning Using DNNs

Multiple architectures are possible to perform CSI-based positioning with DNNs.

Figure 4.13 illustrates three different alternatives, which we detail next.
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The first architecture is shown in Figure 4.13a. The estimated CSI Hputq of

UE u at time t is fed directly to a DNN that computes a probability map p̂putq P RK

according to p̂putq � gθpH
putqq. Here, K is the number of grid points and gθ is

the function that maps estimated CSI to a probability map [28]. Each grid point

gk P RD, k � 1, . . . , K, corresponds to a fixed location in the area of interest,

and each entry p̂
putq
k P r0, 1s, k � 1, . . . , K, of the estimated probability map

p̂putq indicates the likelihood of the UE u being at the associated grid point at

time t. By computing x̂putq �
°K
k�1 gkp̂

putq
k , one then generates an estimate of

the UE’s position.10 We emphasize that directly feeding CSI estimates into the

DNN does, in general, not perform well (see our results in Section 4.2.5), mainly

because it would require a prohibitive amount of training data to capture a

representative set of CSI measurements for all possible system and hardware

impairment realizations.

The second architecture is shown in Figure 4.13b and overcomes the main

drawbacks of the first architecture. The difference to Figure 4.13a is that the CSI

estimate Hputq P CMR�W is first transformed into a CSI feature vector f putq P RS

containing S features and is computed according to f putq � fpHputqq, where the

function f represents the feature extraction stage. The feature extraction function

f is typically designed by hand (hence dubbed “feature design” in Figure 4.13b)

and tailored to the specifics of the communication system and designed to cope

with small-scale fading, antenna orientation, and hardware impairments. Feature

extraction also serves the purpose of preparing the data for subsequent DNN

processing [27]. While such architectures are widely used in state-of-the-art CSI-

based positioning pipelines [25, 27, 28, 31, 176, 179, 180, 205, 213], such hard-coded

CSI feature extraction stages are unable to exploit the learning capabilities of

10Alternative approaches that directly generate a position estimate within the DNN have been
shown in [28] to result in inferior accuracy.
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DNNs.

The third architecture is shown in Figure 4.13c. The key difference to the

previous architectures is the fact that we directly learn a suitable CSI feature

extraction stage. Specifically, we learn a function fγ (hence dubbed “feature

learning” in Figure 4.13c) with parameters γ that maps CSI estimates to CSI

features according to f̄ putq � fγpH
putqq. By using a structured DNN to implement

the function fγ , this architecture is able to fully benefit from the power of DNNs,

which results in improved position accuracy (see our results in Section 4.2.5).

Existing CSI Feature Extraction Pipelines

As explained above, CSI-based positioning pipelines often rely on hand-crafted

CSI features that are extracted from estimated CSI (see Figure 4.13b). The CSI

features must not only be resilient to small-scale fading, antenna orientation,

and hardware impairments, but they should also be different for different trans-

mit positions. We now summarize the key steps of the CSI feature extraction

pipeline from [28]. The main insights will then be used for CSI feature learning

in Section 4.2.3.

Delay-Domain Transform Since the propagation channel is described in a

compact manner in the time domain, it is often beneficial to convert the frequency-

domain CSI into the delay domain according to [24, 25, 27, 28]

Ĥputq � HputqFH
W . (4.21)
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Here, FW is theW -dimensional unitary discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrix11

and Ĥputq P CMR�W is the delay-domain matrix, which contains the C taps of the

wireless channel between UE u and one AP antenna in each row.

Autocorrelation Computing the autocorrelation [27] or “instantaneous” au-

tocorrelation [28] has shown to improve resilience of the CSI features to syn-

chronization errors and residual phase errors (caused, e.g., by carrier frequency

offset or phase noise). Following [28], let Ĥputq
m,k be the kth delay-domain sample

measured at the mth receive antenna of UE u at time t. Then, we calculate the

2-dimensional convolution over the delay and antenna domains as

Rputqrκ, τ s �
MŖ

m�1

W̧

k�1

Ĥ
putq
m,k Ĥ

putq�
m�κ�MR,k�τ�W , (4.22)

where κ � 1, 2, . . . , 2MR and τ � 1, 2, . . . , 2W , and the resulting matrix is denoted

by Rputq.

Real-Valued Decomposition and CSI Feature Normalization Since some deep

learning frameworks are unable to deal with complex numbers, we first vectorize

the autocorrelation matrix in (4.22) via rputq � vecpRputqq, and then convert the

2MR2W -dimensional vector into the real domain as follows:

f̂ putq �
�
<trputquT ,=trputquT

�T
. (4.23)

In practice, the UE’s transmit power and the gain of the low-noise amplifier at

the AP are typically set independently. In addition, the path loss can vary vastly

for different propagation scenarios. Thus, the received power is, in general, not

11Performing an inverse DFT over only the used subcarriers works well in practice and requires
lower complexity than first extrapolating the channel coefficients to all subcarriers, e.g., using
the method from [206].
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a reliable quantity for CSI-based indoor positioning applications. To this end,

we normalize the CSI features in (4.23) according to f putq � f̂ putq{}f̂ putq}2 prior to

feeding them into the DNN [25, 28, 181, 182, 198, 205]. This normalization step

also improves convergence of stochastic gradient descent.

DNN Structure and Training

For all of the positioning pipelines shown in Figure 4.13, we use the same DNN

structure from [28] and illustrated in Figure 4.14. For the architecture depicted

in Figure 4.13a, the positioning DNN takes in raw CSI measurmements. For

the architecture depicted in Figure 4.13b, the positioning DNN takes in hand-

designed features. For the architecture depicted in Figure 4.13c, the positioning

DNN additionally includes trainable input layers that implement the feature

learning function fγ which processes raw CSI measurements; the rest of the

positioning DNN is the same as for the two other architectures. The positioning

DNN gθ, where the vector θ contains all weights and biases, consists of six

hidden layers and the numbers in Figure 4.14 indicate the number of activations

per layer. All layers use rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation functions, except

the last layer is using a softmax activation to generate the estimated probability

map p̂putq for the uth UE at time t The first layer uses batch normalization (BN)

and dropout; the second layer only uses BN.

We assume that all of the DNNs are trained off-line from a dataset containing

CSI-location pairs. While self-supervised methods, e.g., channel charting [31],

could avoid the acquisition of large data sets, we leave an investigation of

such methods for future work. During training, we initialize the weights using

Glorot [209] and use the binary cross entropy (BCE) as the loss. To generate the
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Figure 4.14: DNN topology used to generate probability maps from raw esti-
mated CSI Hputq, designed CSI features f putq, or learned CSI features f̄ putq.

training set, we compute a reference probability map pputq using the approach

described in [28] for each reference position xputq. Concretely, we identify the

nearest four grid points to the reference position and assign the associated four

probability values so that the expected position corresponds to the reference

position.

4.2.3 CSI Feature Learning

We now propose our approach to learn the CSI feature extraction stage as shown

in Figure 4.13c instead of working with hard-coded CSI features. We note that

learning an unstructured DNN directly from the raw CSI features would suffer

from the same limitations as the architecture in Figure 4.13a. Thus, we use a

simple but effective alternative: We first build a structured DNN that models

the key steps of the feature extraction pipeline detailed in Section 4.2.2. We then

learn the key parameters of this structured DNN together with the DNN that

generates the probability maps. These steps are detailed next.
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Delay-Domain Transform

We apply the transform in (4.21) with a trainable weight matrix W1 P CW�W

instead of the inverse DFT (IDFT) matrix FH
W . To this end, we initialize the

trainable weight matrix with FH
W . We then compute Ĥputq � HputqW1 using the

real-valued decomposition. We note that after learning the weight matrix W1,

the transformed matrix Ĥputq contains CSI features that are not necessarily in the

delay domain anymore.

DFT-Based Autocorrelation

In order to calculate the instantaneous 2D autocorrelation in (4.22), we use the

Wiener–Khinchin theorem. Specifically, we calculate the autocorrelation matrix

with the aid of DFT and IDFT matrices as follows:

R̂putq � FH
2MR

|F2MRH
putq
z F2W |

�2 FH
2W . (4.24)

Here, R̂putq P C2MR�2W is the autocorrelation of the zero-padded delay-domain

CSI matrix H
putq
z P C2MR�2W , F2MR and F2W are the 2MR-dimensional and 2W -

dimensional DFT matrices respectively. Zero padding is achieved by appending

zeros to the columns and rows of Ĥputq to get H
putq
z , which doubles the number

of rows and columns.

Our main idea for this stage is to calculate (4.24), where we replace the DFT

matrix F2MR by a trainable weight matrix W2 P C2MR�2MR , which is initialized

by F2MR , and FH
2MR

by WH
2 . Analogously, we replace the DFT matrix F2W by a

trainable weight matrix W3 P C2W�2W , which is initialized by F2W , and FH
2W by
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Figure 4.15: CSI feature fusion and probability map fusion: (a) CSI feature fusion
in which an RNN combines a time-series of CSI estimates to produce a CSI
feature; (b) probability map fusion in which an RNN or Gaussian conflation
combines a time-series of probability maps; (c) CSI feature fusion and probability
map fusion that combines both methods to compute a combined probability
map.

WH
3 . We then compute

R̂putq � WH
2 |W2H

putq
z W3|

�2 WH
3 . (4.25)

We note that after learning the two weight matrices W2 and W3, the matrix R̂putq

in (4.25) does not necessarily correspond to the autocorrelation anymore. Once

again, we carry out the above steps using the real-valued decomposition.

CSI Feature Normalization

Finally, we vectorize the matrix R̂putq from (4.25) via r̂putq � vecpR̂putqq and sepa-

rate the real and imaginary parts as in (4.23), resulting in the vector f̂ putq. As a

last step, we normalize the result as f̄ putq � f̂ putq{}f̂ putq}2, which is the CSI feature

vector that is fed in the positioning DNN (cf. Figure 4.13c).
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4.2.4 Time-Fusion of CSI-Features

and Probability Maps

We now propose three methods that take into account the facts that (i) CSI

estimates are generated at fast rates and (ii) multiple consecutive CSI features

and/or probability maps can be fused to improve positioning accuracy of moving

UEs.

Fusion of CSI Features

In practical situations, CSI estimates are generated as a time series and consec-

utive CSI features will exhibit some degree of similarity due to the relatively

slow motion of the UEs with respect to the rate of CSI acquisition. Our idea is

illustrated in Figure 4.15a and fuses δ � 1 consecutive CSI estimates tHpunqutn�t�δ

using a recurrent neural network (RNN). For each time step, we first apply

our trainable CSI feature extraction layer to each CSI estimate, followed by a

CSI feature fusion layer that is implemented using δ � 1 gated-recurrent-units

(GRUs) [215] with linear activation functions. The GRUs produce a single CSI fea-

ture vector f putq that is passed to the neural network gθ to produce a probability

map.

Probability Map Fusion

An alternative to fusing time series of CSI features is to fuse τ � 1 consecutive

probability maps tp̂unutn�t�τ . The basic idea is illustrated in Figure 4.15b and we

propose two different fusion methods. The first fusion approach uses a simple
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four hidden-layer RNN with an initial layer consisting of τ � 1 GRUs [215]

with K linear activation functions, which takes in the time series of probability

maps and computes a fused probability map put . The hidden layers have K

ReLU activations, and the output layer has a softmax activation with K outputs.

The second fusion approach uses Gaussian conflation [204], which has been

used in [28] to fuse probability maps from multiple APs and multiple transmit

antennas to improve positioning accuracy. Here, we first compute the location

estimates tx̂punqutn�t�τ and associated covariance matrices Kpunq �
°K
k�1 p

punq
k pgk�

x̂punqqpgk � x̂punqqT for n � t� τ, . . . , t from the τ � 1 probability maps tp̂unutn�t�τ ,

followed by Gaussian conflation [28]

x̂
putq
d �

°t
n�t�τ K

punq�1

d,d x̂
punq
d°t

n�t�τ K
punq�1

d,d

, (4.26)

where d � 1, . . . , D with D � 2. The intuition behind (4.26) is that location

estimates with large variance (which are less reliable) are deweighted in the

averaging process.

CSI Feature and Probability Map Fusion

In order to further improve the positioning accuracy, we can combine CSI feature

fusion with probability map fusion. The idea is illustrated in Figure 4.15c and

takes in τ�1 separate groups of raw CSI estimates. Each group of δ�1 consecutive

raw CSI estimates are first passed through our learned CSI feature extraction

pipeline and feature fusion RNN. The features are then passed through DNNs

that produce τ � 1 probability maps, which are fused using an RNN or Gaussian

conflation in order to produce a fused probability map. Finally, this probability

map is used to compute the position estimate.
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4.2.5 Results

We now provide experimental results for the CSI feature learning and time fusion

methods proposed in Section 4.2.3 and Section 4.2.4, respectively. We start by

describing the measurement setup and then show our results.

Measurement Setup

For our experiments, we use two datasets from [28] containing real-world CSI

measurements recorded in a LoS lab scenario (called LoS Lab v1 with 154k training

samples and 3800 test samples) and a non-LoS home scenario (called NLoS Home

with 96k training samples and 2200 test samples). In addition, we also acquired

a new dataset (called LoS Lab Data v2 with 202k training samples and 50k test

samples), which has been recorded in a lab space at Cornell University using the

same measurement setup described in [28]. The dataset is generated with a robot

that follows a random path in a 3.2�4.2 m2 area under LoS conditions, where we

first record the training set and then a test set, both with different UE locations.

This new dataset is more challenging than the two other datasets from [28] as

the test set contains many locations that were not previously fingerprinted in

the training set. We obtain CSI measurements for W � 234 subcarriers and at

MR � 4 receive antennas, and we use a VICON [19] precision positioning system

to collect the ground-truth location information. To construct the probability

maps, we use a 22 � 22 uniformly-spaced grid which corresponds to K � 484

grid-point probabilities. In what follows, we provide the mean distance error

(MDE) evaluated on the test sets.
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Table 4.1: Impact of CSI feature learning on MDE.

Features Raw CSI Designed Learned
Figure 4.13a 4.13b 4.13c

LoS Lab v1 0.36 0.05 0.04
LoS Lab v2 0.50 0.30 0.25
NLoS Home 0.52 0.28 0.19

Table 4.2: Impact of CSI feature time-fusion on MDE.
Features Non-fusion, learned Designed Learned
Figure 4.13c 4.15a and 4.13b 4.15a and 4.13c

LoS Lab v1 0.04 0.04 0.03
LoS Lab v2 0.25 0.24 0.24
NLoS Home 0.19 0.21 0.17

Table 4.3: Impact of probability map fusion on MDE.
Non-fusion RNN Gaussian conflation

Features Learned Designed Learned Designed Learned
Figure 4.13 4.15b and 4.13b 4.15b and 4.13c 4.15b and 4.13b 4.15b and 4.13c

LoS Lab v1 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03
LoS Lab v2 0.25 0.23 0.19 0.23 0.20
NLoS Home 0.19 0.22 0.16 0.23 0.17

Table 4.4: Impact of CSI feature and probability map fusion on MDE.
Non-fusion RNN Gaussian conflation

Features Learned Designed Learned Designed Learned
Figure 4.13c 4.15c and 4.13b 4.15c and 4.13c 4.15c and 4.13b 4.15c and 4.13c

LoS Lab v1 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.02
LoS Lab v2 0.25 0.22 0.21 0.21 0.21
NLoS Home 0.19 0.20 0.15 0.19 0.15

Experimental Results

We now show our experimental results for the proposed CSI feature learning

and time fusion methods.
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Impact of CSI Feature Learning Table 4.1 shows MDE results for the following

methods: (i) Figure 4.13a, in which the DNN gθ takes in raw CSI measurements

and generates probability maps as described in Section 4.2.3; (ii) Figure 4.13b,

in which the DNN gθ uses designed CSI features as described in Section 4.2.2;

and (iii) Figure 4.13c, in which the neural network gθ takes in the output of the

proposed CSI feature learning approach as described in Section 4.2.3. For the

LoS Lab v1 and NLoS Home scenarios, the MDE for the designed CSI feature

pipeline matches those reported in [28]. As mentioned earlier, the use of raw CSI

estimates does not perform well. The proposed CSI feature learning approach,

however, consistently outperforms the two other methods in terms of the MDE.

Impact of CSI Feature Time-Fusion Table 4.2 shows MDE results for CSI

feature time fusion as detailed in Section 4.2.4. Here, the RNN in Figure 4.15a

takes in δ�1 � 3 subsequent CSI features to generate a combined CSI feature that

is used to generate probability maps (we have observed that δ � 1 � 3 resulted

in the lowest MDE). Compared to the non-fusion case, we observe an additional

MDE decrease for all datasets.

Impact of Probability Map Time-Fusion Table 4.3 shows MDE results for

probability map time fusion as detailed in Section 4.2.4. Here, an RNN or

Gaussian conflation is used to combine τ � 1 � 3 subsequent probability maps to

generate a combined probability map (we have observed that τ � 1 � 3 resulted

in the lowest MDE). Compared to the non-fusion case, we observe an additional

MDE decrease for all datasets, where the MDE is slightly lower for the RNN-

based approach (compared to Gaussian conflation) for the LoS Lab v2 and NLoS

Home datasets.
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Impact of CSI Feature and Probability Map Time-Fusion Table 4.4 shows

MDE results for the combination of CSI feature and probability map fusion as

detailed in Section 4.2.4. Here, we take groups of τ�1 � 3 probability maps, each

of which are generated by fusing groups of δ � 1 � 3 CSI features, and outputs a

combined probability map as shown in Figure 4.15c. Compared to CSI feature

learning alone (no time fusion) and hand-crafted CSI features, we observe a 2�

and a 2.5� MDE reduction, respectively. Fusing both the CSI features and the

probability maps results in the lowest MDE.

4.2.6 Conclusions

We have proposed a DNN-based positioning pipeline that takes in raw CSI

estimates and learns CSI features using a structured positioning DNN. We have

also proposed two time-fusion methods, which combine a time series of CSI

features and probability maps in order to further improve positioning accuracy.

Our experiments with real-world indoor CSI measurements show a reduction

in mean distance error of up to 2.5� compared to state-of-the-art methods that

build on hand-crafted CSI features.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Embedded systems have become an integral part of our daily lives, from wear-

able technologies to industrial automation systems. These systems are becoming

smaller every day as the technology advances, and we have even integrated them

into our bodies as biosensors. As these systems advance and become smaller,

low-cost and low-power sensing and localization have become an important

component of the tasks delivered by embedded systems. In this thesis, we have

proposed low-cost sensing and localization approaches for embedded systems.

We have evaluated our approaches for future low-cost embedded systems in

three different areas detailed below.

(i) Low-cost and low-power sensing: We have proposed a novel signal classifi-

cation pipeline we call analog to feature (A2F) conversion that generates features

adapted to the classification or detection tasks directly in the analog domain. We

have analyzed the theory of analog to feature conversion and proposed novel

algorithms that learn feature sampling operators or select a subset of features

from an overcomplete feature dictionary. As a practical way to implement feature

generation in the analog domain, we have proposed to use nonuniform wavelet

sampling (NUWS) [12], a hardware-efficient sampling method that uses wavelets

to sample analog signals efficiently. A2F conversion via NUWS enables potential

savings in power and cost by avoiding energy-inefficient Nyquist sampling and

hardware-inefficient digital feature extraction. To demonstrate the efficacy of

A2F conversion, we performed simulations for electrocardiography (ECG)-based

arrhythmia detection, electroencephalography (EEG)-based seizure detection,

audio-event classification, and radio-frequency (RF) whitespace detection. Our
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results revealed that A2F conversion enables (often significant) reductions in

sampling rates compared to conventional and CS-based approaches without

compromising classification accuracy.

There are many avenues for future work. First is the design of a circuit-level

demonstrator of NUWS-based A2F conversion to verify the practical power sav-

ings of this method. Second is the design and analysis of sampling pipelines with

multiple parallel branches might further improve the efficacy of A2F conversion.

(ii) Sample-efficient spatio-spectral whitespace detection: We have proposed

sample-efficient spectrum sensing approaches to detect whitespaces in both fre-

quency and space. We have first proposed an algorithm we call least matching

pursuit (LMP) to identify unused frequencies in the RF spectrum from under-

sampled RF signals. To demonstrate the efficacy of LMP, we have simulated a

compressive RF whitespace detection task using NUWS [12] and shown that

LMP outperforms conventional CS-based whitespace detection methods and a

neural-network-based whitespace detector. We have then presented a sample-

efficient sensing approach to analyze resources in the spatio-spectral domain

by adapting NUWS for multi-antenna RF signals. We further extended LMP

for multi-antenna NUWS measurements to identify whitespaces in the spatio-

spectral domain. Our approach potentially enables one to efficiently reallocate

services from one frequency and spatial occupancy to another in order to serve

multiple users at the same frequency but at different locations in space. We have

simulated a compressive multi-antenna RF signal acquisition task and shown

that our approach yields exceptional performance in spatio-spectral whitespace

detection using 16� fewer samples than the Nyquist rate suggests.
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There are many possibilities for future work. First is the evaluation of the

performance of LMP for multipath channels. Second is the development of a

hardware prototype that performs multi-antenna NUWS and LMP in an energy-

efficient manner, which will demonstrate the real-world performance of spatio-

spectral whitespace detection. Investigating the efficacy of spectral reallocation

of embedded systems using the multi-antenna NUWS sensing pipeline is an

interesting open problem.

(iii) Low-cost localization: We have proposed two novel approaches to per-

form localization using low-cost off-the-shelf wireless transceivers. We have

first proposed a CSI-based multi-antenna and multi-point indoor positioning

approach that uses a DNN to estimate probability maps indicating the likelihood

of devices being at a predefined grid point. We further introduced probabil-

ity fusion that fuses the probability maps estimated at multiple MIMO links.

We have performed real-life experiments and shown that our pipeline achieves

centimeter-level indoor positioning accuracy. Next, we proposed CSI feature

learning via a structured DNN that takes in raw CSI measurements and learns

the features using the structure of well-known features. To further improve

the positioning accuracy of moving devices, we have proposed to fuse the time

series of CSI-features and time series of probability maps. We have shown via

real-life experiments that our pipeline achieves up to 2.5� less mean distance

error compared to state-of-the-art.

There are many avenues for future work. First is the exploration of channel-

charting [31] based methods that generalize the mapping to the unseen positions.

Second is the development of accurate localization pipelines that fuse multiple

sensor modalities (besides CSI). Third is the evaluation of our approaches in
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outdoor spaces and larger indoor spaces with multiple rooms and with a larger

number of distributed APs. Last is the acquisition of datasets with 3D position

information and more (and controlled) dynamic changes in the environment.
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APPENDIX A

PROOFS

A.1 Proofs of Chapter 2

A.1.1 Proof of Proposition 1

Intuitively, the proof follows from the observation that if (2.6) holds, then the

hyperspheres centered at each cluster containing all the associated signals are

disjoint. Formally, we can establish the condition as follows. Let xpiq, i P Ck, be a

signal from some class k with centroid ck. Let ck1 be the centroid of another class

k1 � k. If

}Axpiq � ck1}2 ¤ }Axpiq � ck}2, (A.1)

then the nearest centroid classifier will fail to identify the correct class label k.

Let xpjq, j P Ck1 , be a signal from the class k1, then we have

}Axpiq�ck1}2 � }Axpiq�Axpjq �Axpjq�ck1}2 (A.2)

¥ }Axpiq�Axpjq}2�}Axpjq�ck1}2 (A.3)

as a result of the reverse triangle inequality. By combining the condition (A.1)

with inequality (A.3) we have that if

}Axpiq�Axpjq}2 ¤ }Axpiq�ck}2 � }Axpjq�ck1}2 (A.4)

holds, then classification will fail. Since the signals xpiq and xpjq are from different

classes k and k1 � k, respectively, we can further lower bound the left-hand side
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of the condition in (A.4) using the minimal inter-class distance dmin from (2.3).

Furthermore, from the definition of the centroid

ck � arg min
cPCM

max
iPCk

}Axpiq � c}2 (A.5)

for class k, we have that

max
iPCk

}Axpiq � ck}2 ¤ max
iPCk

}Axpiq �Axp`q}2 (A.6)

for any signal xp`q, ` P Ck. Consequently, we can bound }Axpiq�ck}2 and }Axpjq�

ck1}2 in (A.4) by the maximum intra-class distance dmax in (2.5). Hence, we

conclude that if

dmin ¤ 2dmax, (A.7)

then classification fails, which implies that if (2.6) holds, then a nearest centroid

classifier will always succeed. We note that the above steps can be repeated to

obtain a less restrictive condition that depends on the class centroids—such a

condition, however, is less useful for feature sampling operator design because

the centroid mean cannot be subtracted conditionally based on the signal class in

a real-world A2F converter.

A.2 Proofs of Chapter 3

A.2.1 Proof of Proposition 2

A sufficient condition for ZD-GroTh to succeed is

min
iPN

}pAH
i Aiq

�0.5AH
i y}2

  min
jPU

}pAH
j Ajq

�0.5AH
j y}2, (A.8)
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which holds true if the smallest correlation with an unused block in the set N is

strictly smaller than the smallest correlation with a used block in U . The proof

follows by upper-bounding and lower-bounding the left-hand side (LHS) and

right-hand side (RHS) of (A.8), respectively. An upper bound to the LHS of (A.8)

is as follows:

min
iPN

}pAH
i Aiq

�0.5AH
i y}2 (A.9)

� min
iPN

�����pAH
i Aiq

�0.5AH
i

�¸
jPU

Ajxj � n

������
2

(A.10)

¤ µB
¸
jPU

}xj}2 � }n}2. (A.11)

Here, the inequality follows from the triangle inequality, the definition of the

block mutual coherence µB , and the fact that our selection criterion is normalized.

A lower bound on the RHS of (A.8) is as follows:

min
jPU

}pAH
j Ajq

�0.5AH
j y}2 (A.12)

� min
jPU

������pAH
j Ajq

�0.5AH
j

�
�Ajxj �

¸
lPUzj

Alxl � n

�

������

2

(A.13)

¥ σmin}xmin}2 � µB
¸
jPU

}xj}2 � µB}xmin}2 � }n}2. (A.14)

Here, the inequality follows from the definitions of σmin and µB, the fact that

for one of the used blocks }xj} � }xmin}, and the normalized selection criterion.

By substituting the LHS and RHS in the sufficient condition (A.8) by (A.11)

and (A.14), respectively, we arrive at the final result in (3.4).

A.2.2 Proof of Proposition 3

In what follows, we assume equally sized blocks Ni � N{K and normalization

rŴbs
H
k rŴbsk � INi of the frequency-domain (FD) beamspace NUWS matrices
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Ŵb � WbF
H
N , b � 1, . . . , B. We start by explicitly stating the effective sensing

matrix:

Θ �

�
��������

rFH
B s1,1Ŵ1 . . . rFH

B s1,BŴ1

rFH
B s2,1Ŵ2 . . . rFH

B s2,BŴ2

... . . . ...

rFH
B sB,1ŴB . . . rFH

B sB,BŴB

�
��������
. (A.15)

The definition of the block coherence in (3.26) relies on the following spectral

norms:

}rΘsHi rΘsi1}2 �

�����
B̧

b�1

rFBsb,qrŴbs
H
k rŴbsk1rF

H
B sb,q1

�����
2

. (A.16)

Here, (i, i1) are the block indices in the effective sensing matrix Θ, (k, k1) are

the block indices in the FD-NUWS matrices Ŵb (corresponding to blocks of Ni

adjacent frequencies), and (q, q1) are the antenna indices. We have the mappings

i � k�pq�1qK and i1 � k1�pq1�1qK between blocks of the effective sensing ma-

trix Θ and blocks in the FD-NUWS matrices Ŵq, q � 1, . . . , B, where K � N{Ni

is the number of blocks per Ŵq matrix and Ni is the block size (corresponding

to Ni adjacent frequencies). For example, the submatrix rŴqsk P CM�Ni refers

to the kth block in the qth FD-NUWS matrix Ŵb and is equal to rΘsi with the

mapping i � k � pq � 1qK. In order to obtain a bound on the block coherence

in (A.16), we have to analyze the following three cases:

Case 1 (k � k1 and q � q1)

We start by using the assumption that the columns of the individual blocks

of the FD-NUWS matrices Ŵb are unitary, i.e., rŴbs
H
k rŴbsk � INi . With this
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assumption, the right-hand side (RHS) of (A.16) simplifies to

}rΘsHi rΘsi1}2 �

�����
B̧

b�1

rFBsb,qINirF
H
B sb,q1

�����
2

. (A.17)

Since
°B
b�1rFBsb,qrF

H
B sb,q1 � 0 for q � q1, a consequence of the unitarity of the DFT

matrix, we have }rΘsHi rΘsi1}2 � 0.

Case 2 (k � k1 and q � q1)

Since q � q1, we have that rFBsb,qrF
H
B sb,q1 � 1{B; a consequence of the unitarity of

the DFT matrix. With this, the spectral norm in (A.16) can be written as

}rΘsHi rΘsi1}2 �
1

B

�����
B̧

b�1

rŴbs
H
k rŴbsk1

�����
2

. (A.18)

While the RHS could be calculated exactly for a given dictionary, we now bound

this expression by the block coherence µŴb
of each FD-NUWS submatrix Ŵb,

b � 1, . . . , B, using the triangle inequality:

1

B

B̧

b�1

���rŴbs
H
k rŴbsk1

���
2
¤

1

B

B̧

b�1

µŴb
. (A.19)

Case 3 (k � k1 and q � q1)

For this case, we directly apply the triangle inequality to the RHS of (A.16), which

yields

}rΘsHi rΘsi1}2 ¤
B̧

b�1

���rFBsb,qrŴbs
H
k rŴbsk1rF

H
B sb,q1

���
2

paq
�

1

B

B̧

b�1

���rŴbs
H
k rŴbsk1

���
2

pbq
¤

1

B

B̧

b�1

µŴb
. (A.20)

Here, paq follows from the unitarity of the DFT matrix and pbq uses the definition

of the block coherence µŴb
of each FD-NUWS submatrix Ŵb.
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By combining (A.17), (A.18), and (A.20), we obtain the bound in (3.27), which

concludes the proof.

A.2.3 Proof of Proposition 4

We follow the steps of the proof of Appendix A.2.2 but exploit the fact that all

B NUWS matrices Wb are the same, i.e., Ŵ1 � Ŵb for all b � 1, . . . , B. Case 1

(k � k1 and q � q1) remains the same. Case 2 (k � k1 and q � q1) leads to

}rΘsHi rΘsi1}2 �
1

B

�����
B̧

b�1

rŴ1s
H
k rŴ1sk1

�����
2

(A.21)

�
���rŴ1s

H
k rŴ1sk1

���
2
. (A.22)

Case 3 (k � k1 and q � q1) results in

}rΘsHi rΘsi1}2 �

�����rŴ1s
H
k rŴ1sk1

B̧

b�1

rFBsb,qrF
H
B sb,q1

�����
2

� 0, (A.23)

because the DFT matrix is unitary. Since, (A.22) holds with equality, we have

that µΘ � µŴ1
, which concludes the proof.
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